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Summary
Any sustainable use of deep-sea resources will require a sophisticated understanding of the natural
baseline of the deep-sea ecosystem to be used, the potential impacts of usage, as well as measures
of protection and restoration. Hence, effective concepts and technologies for ecosystem observation,
impact- and recovery monitoring in the context of deep-sea mining need to be defined, standardized
and implemented, keeping costs and feasibility in mind. Existing regulations by the International
Seabed Authority (ISA) for exploration contractors need to be updated to include key indicators for a
good state of the deep-sea ecosystem based on scientific principles. Specific regulations have to be
developed for the exploitation of polymetallic nodules and other marine minerals before industrial
activities commence. MIDAS aims to significantly contribute to this process by evaluating technologies
and concepts for ecosystem observations with state of the art methods in different deep-sea areas,
including potential mining areas and mining analogues. The knowledge that is obtained will be used to
identify most suited strategies and technologies for baseline-, impact-, and recovery monitoring and to
suggest best practices for inclusion in recommendations, regulations and legislation. This is expected
to support and speed up activities carried out by the ISA to collect expert knowledge in academia and
industry and to contribute to ISA’s current efforts for the extension of the suite of recommendations
and regulations towards deep-sea mineral exploitation.
This report is a product of MIDAS’ crosscutting work package (WP) 10 ‘new monitoring technologies’
that compiles, assesses, and tests available technologies including the technologies used by the other
work packages for investigations on different ecosystem compartments and processes. WP10
identifies the best-suited procedures and technologies and will transfer the respective knowledge to
MIDAS WPs addressing management practices, protocols, standards, as well as societal frameworks
and legal instruments. A primary objective in order to bridge between approaches for ecosystem
monitoring and regulations is the development of selection criteria for efficient environmental impact
assessment as a cooperative effort involving several WPs. As a first step towards this aim the current
report compiles and assesses available technologies that are considered relevant to conduct baseline
studies, as well as impact and recovery monitoring in the context of deep-sea mining.
The report is structured according to ecosystem compartments and the scientific disciplines
addressing these (e.g., water column and seafloor properties, biogeochemical and biological
processes, biological diversity). We chose a similar structure as the ‘baseline data groups’ established
by the ISA guidelines and recommendations for exploration. A ‘monitoring technology’ in the sense of
this report comprises the entire workflow including observations, analysis of samples and data, and
the generation of knowledge products. Novel instruments and procedures are described in greater
detail than well-established standard gear and methods. The described monitoring technologies
include numerical modeling and statistical analyses as well as experimental approaches. A strong
focus is put on the qualification of the respective technologies for routine monitoring by contractors,
i.e., by industry. This concerns practicability and cost-effectiveness as well as the technologies’
sensitivity to identify mining-related deviations from baseline conditions.
The report addresses monitoring technologies that are suited for different types of ecosystems and
marine deposits. Gas hydrates are included as they are within the scope of MIDAS although they are
typically not found in international waters and hence not under the responsibility of the ISA. The report
addresses gaps in workflows and tries to identify potential improvements and innovations to allow for
routine use by monitoring industry and increase the relevance for impact monitoring in the context of
deep-sea mining. An attempt was made to specify the readiness level of the monitoring parameters,
methods and procedures relevant to the respective monitoring technologies.
Expert knowledge was collected by means of an online survey within and outside the MIDAS
community and used to prepare texts on the respective monitoring technologies. A total of 42
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monitoring technologies are included. 11 technologies target water column properties (transport,
physical, chemical), 11 seafloor physical properties and habitat characteristics, 5 deal with benthic
biogeochemical and biological processes, and another 13 address biological diversity. In addition, the
section ‘multidisciplinary approaches’ describes monitoring with fixed point observatories and webbased data integration, dissemination, and visualization concepts.
Monitoring technologies for water column observation included in this report encompass ship-based
observations as well as observations with moored equipment, drifting, and actively moving platforms
and are centered at (1) monitoring of currents and transport conditions with active acoustics and highresolution studies with standard oceanographic equipment, (2) particle observations with traditional
sampling and state of the art optical methods, and (3) monitoring of chemical properties with, e.g.,
submerged analytical instruments, lab on a chip technologies, and passive samplers.
A lot of the technologies for seafloor physical characteristics and habitat monitoring are based on
acoustic and optical surveys using ships, towed, as well as autonomous platforms with emphasis put
on technologies for (semi-automated) data / image analysis and habitat classification. This is also the
section where gas hydrate-centered monitoring technologies are found (e.g., for the monitoring of gas
seepage and sub-seafloor temperature and pressure or 3D seismic surveys). However, the purpose of
these technologies in the context of this report is the monitoring of the stability of gas hydrate deposits
and hydrate-bearing sediments upon exploitation rather than application in the context of prospecting
or resource evaluation.
Monitoring technologies for benthic biogeochemical and biological processes focus on ecosystem
functions in terms of organic matter processing and involve monitoring of pore water chemistry as well
as investigations of benthic food webs and faunal activities with respect to solute transport and
sediment reworking.
Monitoring technologies for biological diversity are mostly focusing on communities at the seafloor,
i.e., the environment where mining impacts are assumed to be most severe and where spatial ranges
of connectivity and rates of recolonization are expected to be relatively small. All size classes or
organisms are included with a focus on molecular (genomic and proteomic) and non-invasive (optical,
acoustic) approaches for the identification of taxa. While molecular methods are introduced taking
specific groups of organisms as examples it should be stated, however, that most of the methods are
rather universal and may be used for organisms of different size classes, taxonomic groups, and
habitats. Statistical and modeling techniques as well as experimental approaches to systematically
assess aspects of, e.g., ecotoxicology and resilience are likewise addressed in this section.
An overview of some main characteristics of the respective monitoring technologies is found in an
overview table as an appendix to this report. Most of the monitoring technologies – while being
targeted at specific ecosystem compartments and processes – address several scientific disciplines at
once. The majority of the 42 technologies contribute to the observation of benthic biological
communities (24 technologies), followed by benthic biogeochemistry and sediment physical properties
(both 20 technologies), pelagic biological communities (19) and water column currents, transport, and
plume dispersal (18). Even the least covered disciplines are still addressed by > 14 technologies
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Overview of the number of monitoring technologies contributing to different scientific disciplines

The described monitoring technologies are mostly applicable to several or even all deposits and the
respective ecosystems. Almost all of the 42 technologies are considered as suited for observations in
ecosystems relevant for the extraction of polymetallic nodules, rare earth elements, and gas hydrates
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Overview of the number of monitoring technologies suited for the different deposit types and
ecosystems where they are found.

The slightly lower number of technologies suited for massive sulfides and cobalt-rich ferromanganese
crusts reflects that some technologies are not applicable to hard bottom environments as found at
ridges, seamounts, and plateaus. The highest score for gas hydrates is due to the fact that some of
the geophysical monitoring technologies are only relevant for hydrate-bearing continental margin
sediments.
The suite of monitoring technologies may be categorized as follows: 35 of the technologies involve
observations, 10 involve or are suited for experimental approaches, and 9 and 4 have a strong focus
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on data analysis employing statistical and modeling tools, respectively. Currently, 70 % of the 35
observation-related technologies involve ship-based observations (incl. ROV) – either obligatory or
optionally. However, already now almost 20 of these 35 technologies are, at least partly, also suited
for short term and / or long-term autonomous observations (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Overview of the number of monitoring technologies that fall under the different categories.

Including also possible technology developments in the future, experts specified the potential for
autonomous monitoring for 29 technologies and found that in addition to the 12 technologies where
autonomous observation is already now the standard case, 17 technologies have the potential for
autonomous data acquisition and sampling already now or after some technical modifications /
innovations.
All described technologies are used for scientific ecosystem observation, a little less than half of them
so far exclusively. A variety of reasons are identified that may limit their routine use by industry,
including the required efforts (costs, workload), the need for expert knowledge, confined user
communities, a poor level of automation, and technological constraints limiting long-term deployments
and autonomous observations.
Efforts in terms of the time required to complete the workflow of the respective monitoring
technologies have been addressed focusing on the time that involves personnel (i.e., including the
time to prepare and retrieve instruments but leaving out the duration of observation time-series that
are carried out with autonomous instruments left unattended on site). The numbers found in the text
and – in less detail – in the overview table provided in the appendix may only be regarded as very
rough estimates. Required periods of time cover a broad range from a few days to several years (e.g.,
for modeling approaches that include an ecosystem-specific setup of the model and subsequent
validation by means of field data.
Adopting the readiness concept used for essential ocean variables by the ocean observation
community, readiness levels have been determined for four different categories on a scale from
1
concept level (~TLR1-4) to pilot level (~TRL 5-7) and finally mature level (~TRL 8-9) . The categories
encompass (1) the readiness of the monitoring targets and strategies, i.e., how well their suitability for
deep sea impact monitoring is established (requirements readiness), (2) the readiness of technologies
or sampling and data acquisition (observation readiness), (3) the readiness of technologies for sample
1

More information is found in the last section of the introduction below
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and data analysis (analysis readiness), and finally (4) the readiness of data products, and procedures
for data management and dissemination (information readiness).

Figure 4. Overview of the readiness levels assigned to the monitoring technologies for four different categories.

For all four categories the most commonly assigned readiness level is pilot or even mature, indicating
that appropriateness of requirements, observations, analyses, and information have been fieldvalidated, and many of them are already routinely performed by science and / or industry (Figure 4).
Readiness levels were typically ranked below mature for technologies that are not yet used in deepsea environments or that involve workflows that are not fully established and procedures that are
available only to a few experts at a small number of institutions. The lowest readiness level (i.e.,
concept), indicative of procedures that have been identified and tested but not applied under field
conditions, has been assigned only to a minute number of technologies. Technologies and procedures
for observations and analyses of data and samples generally rank relatively high on the readiness
level scale. Experts were less confident about the maturity of the requirements (i.e., the validation of
the suitability of the monitoring parameters and strategies in the context of mining) and the information
(i.e., the procedures to handle the data and generate the products).
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1. Introduction
1.1

Rationale

There is an urgent need to identify appropriate concepts and technologies for ecosystem observation
and impact monitoring in the context of deep-sea mining. The first licenses granted for exploration of
polymetallic nodules in the Clarion Clipperton Fracture Zone (CCZ) will expire soon and it may not
take long until first contractors apply for mining licenses. It may thus only be a matter of a few more
years until a full suite of monitoring technologies needs to be in place that is suited both for the
monitoring of baseline conditions as well as for monitoring of impacts and ecosystem recovery.
Baseline monitoring has already been carried out by contractors as required by the regulations of the
International Seabed Authority (ISA) for exploration in international waters. However, impact
monitoring will need to be added once contractors start test mining operations to demonstrate
technical feasibility and assess the connected environmental impacts. These operations are required
to conclude exploration activities and to get ready to apply for exploitation licenses. It can be expected
that impact monitoring connected to mining tests will be carried out in close collaboration with
academic institutions that are prepared and motivated to test and advance premature technologies
underway. Once licenses for the exploitation of polymetallic nodules are granted and mining starts at
an industrial scale, the decision for an appropriate set of robust and well-proven technologies that are
suited for routine and cost-efficient use by industry will become inevitable. Also the limitation to a
single ecosystem type (i.e., nodule ecosystems in the subtropical northern Pacific Ocean) is coming to
an end as licenses for exploration for other minerals (massive sulfides and cobalt-rich ferromanganese
crusts) in other parts of the world’s ocean are pending or have already been granted by the ISA.
Some information regarding environmental monitoring are already provided in the available ISA
regulations and recommendations. The most important documents are compiled in the ‘Mining Code’ –
3
with publication ISBA/19/LTC/8 being the most relevant in this context . Overall, the Mining Code
addresses monitoring in quite general terms. Ecosystem compartments to be addressed are listed as
well as some of the parameters that should monitored. Only in a few occasions, specific
recommendations are provided (e.g., regarding the thickness of the sediment layers to be analyzed or
the width of the seafloor stretch to be covered in seafloor imaging surveys). Technologies are only
specified for a relatively small number of parameters with a focus on traditional, sampling-based
methods (i.e., suggesting equipment for sampling and in some cases specific analytical methods).
State of the art in situ technologies and advanced analytical procedures are both largely missing in the
Mining Code. Information on state of the art methods used by academia and industry is, however,
continuously collected by the ISA, mostly by means of workshops, and made available in a large
number of voluminous reports / technical studies. A good example is technical study No. 7 that
provides detailed information on the use of molecular tools for the assessment of nematode
4
biodiversity . Being a highly valuable product, this example also identifies shortcomings of the chosen
approach. The study that was published in 2011 is based on an expert workshop in 2005 and explores
the method to a level of detail that far exceeds what can be included in regulations. Workshops on
state of the art methods to assess other groups of benthic fauna are planned for the next couple of
years and it will take more time until reports become available. Additional efforts and more time are
required to address monitoring technologies for the other ecosystem compartments in a similar
manner. For the time being, this leaves contractors with rather unspecific and basic general Mining

3

Recommendations for the guidance of contractors for the assessment of the possible environmental impacts
arising from exploration for marine minerals in the Area (ISA, 1. Mar. 2013):
http://www.isa.org.jm/files/documents/EN/19Sess/LTC/ISBA-19LTC-8.pdf
4
‚Marine Benthic Nematode Molecular Protocol Handbook (Nematode Barcoding)‘, ISA 2011,
http://www.isa.org.jm/files/documents/EN/Pubs/TS7/files/assets/downloads/publication.pdf
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Code guidelines while detailed information is only available for some few methods and is being
completed only slowly.
The need for input on appropriate monitoring strategies and technologies to update requirements
5
included in upcoming regulations is recognized by the ISA. Their recent stakeholder survey includes a
part dedicated to environmental management that specifically asks for the most appropriate means for
environmental monitoring upon exploitation. Question 25 reads:
‘a. In your view what monitoring obligations should be placed on Contractors operating in the Area and
included in the exploitation regulatory framework?
b. Please list the key measures and characteristics of what should be considered in establishing a
supervision programme to verify compliance of Contractors with the rules, regulations and procedures,
particularly compliance with their monitoring obligations above’
The MIDAS project may significantly contribute by providing knowledge on state of the art
technologies and their appropriateness in the context of deep sea mining. Specifically, WP10 (‘new
monitoring technologies’) – is setup to compile the necessary knowledge that will be taken up by other
work packages and turned into practices and standards that may be included in upcoming regulations.
As a first step, this report compiles and assesses technologies that are currently available in academia
and industry.

1.2

Purpose of the report and connection to MIDAS tasks

The identification and assessment of available and appropriate technologies to (1) establish
environmental baseline conditions in deep-sea ecosystems where resources are found, (2) to monitor
the impacts associated with resource exploitation, and (3) to observe potential ecosystem recovery
once mining is finished are central tasks of the MIDAS project. These tasks are addressed within the
crosscutting WP10 ‘New monitoring technology’. The work is closely connected to investigations on
the nature and scale of the expected impacts in terms of physics, chemistry, and toxicology (WP1
‘Geological impact’, WP2 ‘Plumes in a dynamic environment’, and WP3 ‘Ecotoxicology’), as well as
studies of impacts on organisms and related processes (WP 4 ‘Impact on species connectivity’, WP5
‘Impacts on ecosystem functioning and services’, WP6 ‘Ecosystem resilience and recovery’). The
Knowledge collected from WPs 1-6 and achieved within WP10 itself is the basis for the selection of
monitoring technologies that are going to be field-tested under industry settings and for
recommendations of technologies and procedures to WP7 (‘Industry management practices’), WP8
(‘Developing protocols and standards’), and WP9 (‘Societal framework and legal instruments’). WPs 79 will identify appropriate environmental management practices and finally turn them into standards for
the development of guidelines and regulations.
As a first step towards the identification of the most appropriate monitoring targets and technologies
for the assessment and surveillance of ecosystems in mining areas, this report compiles and assesses
available technologies that are considered relevant to conduct baseline studies, as well as impact and
recovery monitoring in the context of deep-sea mining. Over the lifetime of MIDAS many of these
monitoring technologies are assessed and applied to different environments as part of studies
conducted in WPs 1-6. Assessment of their appropriateness is hence an ongoing process that has
only been started with this document. WP10 will continuously collect information on the characteristics
of the different monitoring technologies and compile the generated knowledge in reports focusing on
habitat mapping (D10.2), ecosystem functions (D10.3), and rapid biodiversity monitoring (10.4).
5

‚Developing a regulatory framework for mineral exploitation’, ISA, Feb. 2014:
http://www.isa.org.jm/files/documents/EN/Survey/ISA-SSurvey.pdf
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The compilation and assessment of monitoring technologies presented here as well as in the WP10
follow-up reports feeds a process towards the development of selection criteria for the most
appropriate indicators for environmental impact assessment in the context of deep-sea mining. This
process has started with a workshop (‘MIDAS EIA indicators workshop’) carried out in March 2014 at
the Natural History Museum in London. The aim is to develop an assessment framework (‘indicator
matrix’) for the selection of the monitoring targets that are best suited as indicators of mining impacts.
This process recognizes the fact that monitoring every possible parameter is neither feasible nor
worthwhile. While this report compiles parameters that could be monitored along with characteristics
of the available technologies, the impact indicator assessment framework will provide guidance to
decide on what should be monitored. Selection criteria will focus on efficiency which includes an
assessment of the efforts associated with the observation of the indicator as well as a variety of
aspects to assess the informative value that is obtained (e.g., measurement robustness and
reproducibility, availability of reference values, correlation with the exerted pressures, descriptive and
predictive power). Application of the indicator matrix is not expected to result in a universal selection of
best-suited parameters. Instead, the selection may be different for different sites and depend on the
specific pressures exerted by mining, on ecosystem characteristics, and on the a priori knowledge that
is available.
This process that builds on this report will form the basis to select indicators for demonstration in
WP10 and for recommendations on procedures for ecosystem monitoring that will be developed in
close collaboration with industry together with WP7 as an input to WP8. The appropriateness of the
protocols and standards that will in turn be suggested by WP8 are finally evaluated as part of report
D10.5 to make sure that they are in line with best available practices but also suitable for routine
application by industry and, hence, ready for enshrinement in regulations as part of WP9.

1.3

Report content and adopted approach

The report is structured into separate sections according to ecosystem compartments / scientific
disciplines (water column properties, geology and geophysics, seafloor biogeochemical and biological
processes, biological communities). This structure is somewhat similar to the concept of ‘baseline data
groups’ established by the ISA-recommendations for the assessment of environmental impacts upon
exploration of marine minerals (publication ISBA/19/LTC/8, see above).
Subsections grouping the monitoring technologies are introduced to facilitate orientation (e.g., (1)
physical and (2) chemical oceanography or (1) benthic and (2) pelagic communities). A separate
section has been assigned to multidisciplinary monitoring by means of fixed point observatories and
data integration and dissemination concepts that simultaneously address a range of different
monitoring targets.
The collection of monitoring technologies is not primarily centered at the instruments that are used
(e.g., sensors, platforms) but on monitoring targets that are assessed as indicators of ecosystem
characteristics and changes (e.g., water column transport properties, benthic fluxes, biodiversity of
specific groups of organisms). We adopt an integrative approach that considers the observations only
as the first step. As far as possible a ‘monitoring technology’ in the context of this report includes the
entire workflow and addresses observations (i.e., data acquisition and sampling), analysis of samples
and data, as well as the generation of products (e.g., metrics or visualizations). State of the art
instruments and procedures are described in some detail while descriptions of well-established
standard gear and methods are only mentioned briefly to keep the report relatively short and concise.
The information on the different monitoring technologies has been collected by means of an online
survey from experts in the respective fields. For most technologies, section authors turned the
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collected information into detailed texts. All texts follow an agreed standardized structure to assist
direct comparisons of different technologies by the reader. For the remaining technologies summaries
are provided as well as links to the knowledge input forms where additional information provided by
experts can be found. In order to avoid a bias towards technologies that MIDAS partners are most
familiar with, the information was collected from experts both within and outside the MIDAS
consortium. Certainly, some relevant monitoring targets and technologies have been overlooked. To
be able to include them at a later stage and not miss them in the EIA indicator assessment framework
6
process (see above), a short version of the online survey will remain online and shall be used to
suggest additional technologies.

1.4

Assessment of feasibility and appropriateness of monitoring
technologies, identification of gaps and innovation potential

In addition to the characterization of the workflow from observation to products, the report addresses
the – current and potential – qualification of the respective technologies for routine monitoring by
contractors. This mainly concerns the question of relevance (i.e., the appropriateness to identify
mining-related deviations from baseline conditions) and associated efforts (including, e.g., the
potential for vessel-independent, autonomous observations and the time typically required to complete
the full workflow). The ecosystems – and hence the types of marine deposits – that the respective
technologies are suited for are identified. Gas hydrates are typically not found in international waters
and are hence not relevant for regulation by the ISA. Nevertheless, technologies specific to
observations of gas hydrate mining impacts (e.g., geotechnical monitoring of sediments for slope
stability assessment and gas seepage quantification) are included in this report. Gas hydrate
exploitation is within the scope of the MIDAS project and represents, just as mining for deep-sea
minerals, a use of seafloor deposits that is just recently becoming feasible and potentially involves
strong – and so far underexplored – impacts on marine ecosystems.
For each technology the relevance for the characterization of baseline conditions is evaluated as well
as its applicability for impact monitoring. This has large uncertainties associated with it as many of the
technologies are not yet used for impact assessment and also because there is still very limited
knowledge on the nature and severity of the perturbances that will be associated with mining. The
report addresses gaps in workflows and tries to identify potential improvements and innovations to
allow for routine use by monitoring industry and increase the relevance for impact monitoring in the
context of deep-sea mining. An attempt was made to specify the readiness level of the monitoring
parameters, methods and procedures relevant to the respective monitoring technologies. This
includes (1) Requirements (readiness of monitoring targets and strategies, i.e., how well is their
suitability for deep sea impact monitoring established), as well as all components of the monitoring
technology workflow, i.e., (2) observations (readiness of the available instruments and methods for
data acquisition and sampling), (3) analysis (readiness of the data and sample analysis procedures),
and, (4) information (readiness of procedures for data management, product generation, and
dissemination). The readiness level classification adopts the three level scale (concept, pilot, mature)
7
suggested for Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) by the ocean observation community . These levels
are tailored to monitoring of marine ecosystems and adopt a simplified readiness scale compared to
technology readiness level (TRL) scales used by industry and suggested by the EC, e.g., as part of

6

MIDAS WP10 online questionnaire to be used to suggest additional monitoring technologies:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1BTzk7lg-qhqKX1eE5IYIrCuXA6biWfsGYRvEUbiuk3U/viewform
7
Readiness levels suggested in the contex of EOVs are described in detail in the OceanObs report:
http://www.oceanobs09.net/foo/FOO_Report.pdf
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8

H2020 annexes . The concept level (comparable to TRL 1-4) indicates that parameters, methods and
procedures are defined and that the technical feasibility was demonstrated, the pilot level (TRL 5-7)
requires that verification at sea took place and has been presented to the international community, the
mature level (TRL 8-9) is finally accomplished once validation is ensured, e.g., by peer review, and
monitoring is routinely performed by science or and/or industry.

8

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020-wp1415-annex-gtrl_en.pdf
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2. Water column properties monitoring technologies
Section authors:

2.1

Miquel Canals, UBarcelona
Jean-François Rolin, Ifremer
Anna Sanchez-Vidal, UBarcelona

Physical oceanography including transport, turbidity, and particles

2.1.1 Water column physicochemical property observations with moving
platforms
Contributing experts:

Jean-François Rolin, Ifremer
Thorben Wulff, AWI
Katrin Latarius, AWI

Summary
Moving platforms such as AUVs and gliders but also ships of opportunity may perform observations of
water column physicochemical properties, particles, and currents that may relevant in the context of
mining reducing the need for ship-based observations carried out by the mining companies or their
contractors. Sensor packages may also be added to the mining vessels themselves for alongside
monitoring during operations at the site. Standard oceanographic parameters may be addressed as
well as any other parameter for which appropriate sensors are available (e.g., oxygen, turbidity,
colored dissolved organic matter and hydrocarbons). Measurements may be carried out in any marine
ecosystem and may thus be applied to any type of deposit. Technology readiness is generally already
at a mature level. Oceanographic monitoring with moving platforms is done by both academia and
industry.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form .	
  
9

Further reading
Camilli, R., Reddy, C. M., Yoerger, D. R., Van Mooy, B. A., Jakuba, M. V., Kinsey, J. C., McIntyre, C.
P., Sylva, S. P., Maloney, J. V. (2010) Tracking hydrocarbon plume transport and biodegradation at
Deepwater Horizon, Science 330:201-204, doi: 10.1126/science.1195223
Leblond, E., Berthou, P., Laurans, M., Woerther, P., Quemener. L., Guyader, O. (2008) The
RECOPESCA project as new example of participative approach to collect in-situ environmental and
fisheries data using fisheries vessels of opportunity: Application to the French West Indies,
Proceedings of the 61th Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute Conference, Oct 2008, Gosier,
Guadeloupe
Testor, P., Meyers, G., Pattiaratchi, C., Bachmayer, R., Hayes, D., Pouliquen, S., Petit de la Villeon,
L., Carval, T., Ganachaud, A., Gourdeau, L., Mortier, L., Claustre, H., Taillandier, V., Lherminier, P.,
Terre, T., Visbeck, M., Karstensen, J., Krahmann, G., Alvarez, A., Rixen, M., Poulain, P., Osterhus, S.,
Tintore, J., Ruiz, S., Garau, B., Smeed, D., Griffiths, G., Merckelbach, L., Sherwin, T., Schmid, C.,
Barth, J., Schofield, O., Glenn, S., Kohut, J., Perry, M., Eriksen, C., Send, U., Davis, R., Rudnick, D.,
Sherman, J., Jones, C., Webb, D., Lee, C., Owens, B. (2010) Gliders as a Component of Future
Observing Systems, Proceedings of the 'OceanObs'09: Sustained Ocean Observations and
Information for Society', ESA Publication, WPP-306, OceanObs'09, Venice, Italy.
9

Knowledge input form link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/192TvRE7XTibgSGQYFpPBCalHggrT7aSW5kV2TTj2wE/edit?usp=sharing
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Queste, B. Y., Heywood, K. J., Kaiser, J., Lee, G. A., Matthews, A., Schmidtko, S., Walker-Brown, C.,
Woodward, S. W. (2012) Deployments in extreme conditions: Pushing the boundaries of Seaglider
capabilities,
Autonomous
Underwater
Vehicles,
AUV
2012
IEEE/OES:
1-7,
doi:
10.1109/AUV.2012.6380740
NKE site on the Recopesca network for ships of opportunity:
www.nke-instrumentation.com/products/networks/opportunity-ships/recopesca.html
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2.1.2 Water column physicochemical property observations with drifting
platforms
Contributing experts
Jean-François Rolin, Ifremer
Serge Le Reste, Ifremer
Summary
Argo floats, drifting disposable platforms may that autonomously profile the upper 2000 m of the sea
are suggested to support monitoring in the open ocean in the context of deep-sea mining. If required,
technologies are available to extend the profiles to deeper waters (‘deep Argo’), The waiting phase at
the ‘parking depth’ in between measurements is usually one week but may be programmed differently.
3000 Argo floats are cycling in the ocean around the world as parts of the ARGO network, performing
observations of physicochemical water mass characteristics and supporting the global assessment of
circulation models of the oceans. Conductivity, pressure, temperature, are measured by all floats.
Options for additional sensors include oxygen, nitrate, fluorescence, CDOM, Chlorophyll a, irradiance,
transmittance and acoustic positioning. Argo floats are able to perform measurements in any
ecosystem and are hence relevant for any type of deposit. Baseline conditions in physicochemical
properties may be addressed as well as any changes that may occur upon mining activities, e.g.,
connected to the discharge of mine tailings. Information obtained on hydrographic conditions in the
target area may feed circulation models to predict dispersion of mining plumes. Instruments are
commercially available. The workflow of autonomous monitoring with Argo floats is fully mature and
deployment is readily performed from any ship. So far, however, the use of Argo floats is largely
restricted to academia.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form .	
  
10

Further reading
How Argo floats work: www.argo.ucsd.edu/How_Argo_floats.html
Current status of ARGO: www.argo.ucsd.edu/About_Argo.html
General information on EuroARGO: http://www.euro-argo.eu/
www.argo.ucsd.edu/How_Argo_floats.html
Deep AVOR poster: http://archimer.ifremer.fr/doc/00115/22627/20352.pdf
Information on SCRIPPS deep ARGO program:
http://research.noaa.gov/News/NewsArchive/LatestNews/TabId/684/ArtMID/1768/ArticleID/10819/Dee
p-Argo-will-help-unlock-mystery-of-deep-ocean-effects-on-climate.aspx

	
  

10

Knowledge input form link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PnmADgXubahh5I0mBmVYBd0TS7mpFS75MkZwdeyN2IU/edit
?usp=sharing
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2.1.3 CTD-based high resolution physical property monitoring for transport
assessment
Contributing experts
Miquel Canals, UBarcelona
Anna Rabitti, NIOZ
Anna Sanchez-Vidal, UBarcelona
Summary
The most common sensing instrument capable of measuring water column variables in situ from
research vessels is the CTD (from Conductivity, Temperature and Depth). The CTD is a multi-sensor
system that at least measures salinity (calculated from conductivity), temperature, density (calculated)
and depth (calculated from pressure). Additional sensors, e.g., for transmissivity, photosynthetically
active radiation, dissolved oxygen and fluorescence (as a measure of chlorophyll content) are typically
added. The sensor array is usually deployed in a rosette, a round metal frame that also holds 12-24
Niskin hydrographic sampling bottles. The CTD collects water quality measurements as it is lowered
through the water column from the surface to the bottom (downcast) and back up again (uncast). The
system allows triggering the closure of the Niskin bottles, which is normally done during the uncast at
pre-programmed depths to collect discrete water-column samples at key levels for laboratory analysis
of additional parameters.
CTD casts may be conducted in any marine environment and are hence applicable to any ecosystem
and deposit type. Monitoring water column properties as part of baseline studies allows to assess
water column physicochemical properties in a specific area as well as natural variability (tidal,
seasonal, interannual) and possible changes in response to mining activities. Changes in biological
and biogeochemical conditions due to mining may be assessed by comparing water column chemical
and optical properties to baseline conditions. Stratification and stability properties of the water column
can be evaluated based on temperature and salinity measurements to assess local mixing properties.
These are relevant for the vertical transport of chemical species and particles under natural but also to
predict dispersal of mining-related plumes. CTD profiling allows tracking the spreading of plumes
eventually produced by seabed disturbance and tailings discharge. Furthermore, CTD data constitute
a necessary input for any high-resolution numerical model of the hydrographic and hydrodynamic
conditions of a given oceanic area.
CTDs are routinely used in the scientific community but also by industry. The need for appropriately
equipped ships and the time required for CTD casts, especially in deep waters, represents a limitation
for operational monitoring in the context of deep sea mining. CTD sensor packages are typically
added also to moored and autonomous platforms to overcome this limitation and to improve
spatiotemporal coverage.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
CTD monitoring mainly targets physical characteristics of the water column. Depending on the
auxiliary sensors (and on the lab analyses of water samples taken with Niskin bottles) investigations
may provide information also on other characteristics of the water column, i.e., chemical properties,
particle concentrations, and biogeochemical processes. CTD casts may be conducted in any marine
environment and are hence applicable to any ecosystem and deposit type.
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Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Monitoring water column properties as part of baseline studies allows to assess water column
physicochemical properties in a specific area as well as natural variability (tidal, seasonal,
interannual). Stratification and stability properties of the water column can be evaluated based on
temperature and salinity measurements to assess local mixing properties. These are relevant for the
vertical transport of chemical species and particles under natural conditions (e.g., nutrient and
phytoplankton cells in the mixed layer) but also to predict dispersal of mining-related plumes. Optical
and biogeochemical measurements with auxiliary sensors (e.g., photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR), turbidity, transmissivity, chlorophyll a fluorescence, oxygen, nitrate) may be used to
characterize water column background conditions with respect to particle load, primary productivity,
and organic matter processing.
Monitoring during and after mining operations will allow to assess changes in physical and chemical
characteristics as they may take place due to the discharge of dissolved and particulate material from
mining in the water column. Changes in biological and biogeochemical conditions may be assessed by
comparing water column chemical and optical properties to baseline conditions. CTD profiling allows
tracking the spreading of plumes eventually produced by seabed disturbance and tailings discharge.
Furthermore, CTD data constitute a necessary input for any high-resolution numerical model of the
hydrographic and hydrodynamic conditions of a given oceanic area.
Factors limiting mining relevance
CTD casts are time-consuming and require the presence of appropriately equipped ships. Already at
the level of the baseline studies, the focus of the investigations in terms of sensors used and water
layers investigated should be tailored to the expected mining procedures (e.g., characteristics and
quantity of discharge, discharge depth, potential resuspension by sediment disturbance and ore preprocessing at depth). Most of this knowledge, however, is not yet available. A shortcoming is that CTD
casts usually leave out the lowermost couple of meters for safety reasons and to not contaminate
sensors and Niskin bottles with sediments. Therefore, particle plumes from operations at the seafloor
cannot be investigated directly where they originate but only at some distance after they sufficient
vertical mixing took place.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) measurements can be performed sampling the whole water
column, usually from 1 or 2 m below surface, to about 5 m above bottom (for safety reason).
Additional sensors can be mounted to the same instrument in order to address more characteristics of
the water body during CTD casts (e.g., turbidity, transmissivity, ORP, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll a,
photosynthetically active radiation). Usually Niskin bottles are added and used to collect water
samples during the cast to be analyzed on board or sent to the shore lab.
The down cast and up cast CTD profiles can be acquired repeatedly in the same location at different
time of the year (for seasonal variability), or in subsequent years (to monitor interannual variability).
Profiling is often performed continuously for half a day (usually 13 hours or longer) at one location, to
assess variability on a tidal cycle. This acquisition method is usually referred to as ‘yo-yo’. Profiling
can be also performed while sailing (usually at 0.5 to 1 kn) along a track of relevance. This acquisition
method is usually referred to as ‘tow-yo’.
The acquisition of a CTD profile with rosette usually requires (1) a CTD operator, who controls by
means of a computer the depth of the instrument in real time, the measurements, and triggers the
closure of the sampling bottles in the rosette and (2) the crane / winch operator, who lowers and
heaves the instrument following instructions of the CTD operator. The CTD with rosette ensemble is
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connected to the ship with a coaxial cable that holds the instrument and allows for real-time
transmission of the sensor data acquired during the down- and up-cast. Real time measurements are
displayed on the operator’s control computer screen, including the rosette depth. For every CTD
profile, the data acquired, together with navigational data provided via the ship’s NMEA output, are
made available as time series for each cast.

Figure 5. A CTD with rosette is lowered to the water. Image: Anna Rabitti, NIOZ

Sample and data analysis and processing
Post-processing of the data is carried out in-line with the research questions / monitoring tasks. The
least refined post-processing stage consists in time series of the down- and up-casts - typically with a
time resolution of approx. 1 sec. Navigational data are usually available at the same time steps too. A
typical next processing step of the CTD data consists in binning the profiles in 1 m vertical resolution,
considering the whole profile representative of an average time and location for the whole
measurement duration. The software used to control CTD operations usually provides this level of
analysis. Further analyses can be performed with any of the several data analysis software that is
available.
Monitoring technology products
Typical products are vertical (either p or depth) profiles of standard oceanographic parameters and
properties addressed with additional sensors. If time series or transects of CTD profiles are available,
depth (or p) and time or distance / geographical position are plotted on the y and x-axis, respectively,
while a false color scale is used for the parameter to be shown (e.g.,. T, S, density). Other basic
products are graphs where parameters are not plotted against depth but against each other. The most
classical of these plots is the T-S diagram but many other combinations are used (mostly chemical
and biogeochemical properties versus physical parameters, e.g., T, S, density). Deviations from
straight lines are used to identify water masses and processes other than mixing / non-conservative
behavior of compounds.
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Time requirements and efforts
As procedures are well established, profiling including data analysis and the creation of basic products
may easily take place in a matter of a few days.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. CTD profiles are established standard tools to characterize physicochemical water column
characteristics and to address changes in any pelagic ecosystem. This includes investigations of the
distribution and fate of dissolved and particulate compounds caused by anthropogenic activities (e.g.,
chlorofluorocarbons, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and radionuclides (all sample-based) as well
as particles brought to suspension by maritime construction activities or dredging). However, as
mining technologies are still immature and have so far not been demonstrated in the field, the
appropriateness of CTD-based observations in the context of mining and their ability to resolve
mining-related impacts has not yet been validated.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. CTDs are standard instruments that are routinely used since decades and results have
been published in countless, peer-reviewed publications. Additional sensors are readily included once
they get available.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Analysis of sensor signals are routinely performed and commercial software exists for
this purpose. Results have been published in countless, peer-reviewed publications. The readiness
level of analyses performed on samples that are taken in parallel will depend on the parameter in
question.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. Standard products (see workflow description above) for CTD-based characterization of
water bodies have been established and used in countless, peer-reviewed publications.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
CTDs represent standard tools in oceanography and are routinely used in the scientific community.
However, the need for appropriately equipped ships and the time required for CTD casts, especially in
deep waters, represents a limitation for operational monitoring in the context of deep sea mining.
While classical CTD work has no potential for autonomous monitoring, CTD sensor packages are
nowadays almost routinely added to moored, drifting, or actively moving platforms to reduce efforts
and improve spatiotemporal resolution.
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2.1.4 Turbulence, mixing and, vertical transport monitoring with moored
temperature sensors
Contributing expert
Frédéric Cyr, NIOZ
Summary
Autonomous thermistor chains are used to observe turbulence and transport in the deep water
column. The obtained high-resolution temperature time series help in determining the amount of
mixing and vertical exchanges taking place in a particular area and how these conditions vary over
time. This is relevant for the calculation of the vertical propagation of any water column property
including the plumes released by mining activities as well as the timescales involved. In other words,
monitoring with thermistor chains helps to assess the vertical extent of the affected water column.
Typically, series of temperature sensors are distributed at distances <1 m along a vertical mooring line
and deployed for longer periods of time. While high resolution temperature measurements may also
be obtained with other instruments (e.g., ship-based, AUV, gliders) and water column mixing may also
be assessed based on current measurements, moored thermistor chains are considered a particularly
cost-effective approach with excellent vertical resolution. It has to be stated, however, that as the
arrays are one-dimensional, observations are representative only for a very limited area. Hence, the
deployment site has to be carefully selected taking the bathymetric characteristics into account and
data analysis should be combined with numerical modeling approaches. Observations may be carried
out in any ecosystem where strong T-S relationships exist and temperatures may be converted into
density. As this is typically the case in deep waters the technology is potentially relevant for all deposit
types. Most information, however, may be obtained in systems with uneven seafloor topographies,
and the associated complexity in hydrodynamic conditions. The observations are at a mature
readiness level. The instruments involved are simple and commercially available and have been
successfully used to assess turbulence and mixing in deep sea environments. However, data analysis
is demanding and expert knowledge is required. Hence, the use of thermistor chains for observations
of turbulence and mixing is so far restricted to academia.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form .	
  
11

Further reading
Moum, J. N., Nash, J. D. (2009) Mixing Measurements on an Equatorial Ocean Mooring, Journal of
Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology 26: 317–336, doi: 10.1175/2008JTECHO617.1
Rudnick, D. L., Boyd, T. J., Brainard, R. E., Carter, G. S., Egbert, G. D., Gregg, M. C., Holloway, P. E.,
Klymak, J. M., Kunze, E., Lee, C. M., Levine, M. D., Luther, D. S., Martin, J. P., Merrifield, M. A.,
Moum, J. N., Nash, J. D., Pinkel, R., Rainville, L., Sanford, T. B. (2003) From Tides to Mixing Along
the Hawaiian Ridge, Science 301: 355-357, doi: 10.1126/science.1085837
Examples of small temperature loggers that are available off
global.com/products/small-single-channel-loggers/temperature-rbrsolo-t;
http://vemco.com/products/minilog-ii-t

the

shelf:

www.rbr-
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Knowledge input form link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aH0oij5f0v5xGKCvwEnljd7bLkGsHQ708oILjMjxIM/edit?usp=sharing
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2.1.5 Hydrography and sediment transport monitoring with moored ADCP
Contributing experts
Miquel Canals, UBarcelona
Anna Rabitti, NIOZ
Antoni Calafat, UBarcelona
Anna Sanchez-Vidal, UBarcelona
Summary
Observations with moored current-meters, ADCPs, and sediment traps mainly address the current
regime, plume dispersal (including hydrographic preconditions for dispersal) and particle fluxes
(including gravitational settling of particles from mining plumes). Depending on the sensors and
instruments added to the moorings, also information on physical, chemical, and biogeochemical
characteristics of the water column may be obtained.
Current meters and sediment traps that can remain submerged and operational for extended periods
of time have been developed to allow marine scientists to observe water column conditions in many
locations. They are generally installed on moored arrays, record data internally, and are recalled to the
surface by acoustic signals. Following this approach, an important component of the methodology
used to conduct studies of water and sediment dispersal consists of continuous and simultaneous
measurements (current speed and direction, temperature, conductivity, turbidity, downward particle
fluxes) collected by various underwater oceanographic sensors and sampling devices moored at
strategic locations within the study area. Though the design of a given mooring depends on the water
depth and the type of observations for which the mooring is conceived, all of them require the
following components: an anchor weight, a mooring line (wire or rope), multiple buoyancy elements
(buoys) which hold the mooring upright and preferably as close to vertical as possible, and an acoustic
release that assures its recovery. Generally, these moorings are equipped with standard commercial
instrumentation (i.e., single-point current meters with external sensors, ADCPs and sediment traps).
Sensors and samplers are usually arranged in pairs and deployed near the bottom and in additional
water layers (e.g., below the mixed layer and at intermediate depths). Prior to the design of a mooring
configuration, various factors such as external forces (currents, wave action) and environmental
factors (corrosion, fish biting, etc.) have to be taken into account for a successful performance and
recovery of the array.
Current meters are single-point acoustic (or mechanical) instruments that measure current speed and
direction in a time-scale from 1 s to several hours. They are generally available with extra pressure,
temperature, tilt and turbidity sensors. The instrument can be mounted directly clamped to the mooring
rope or in a specific frame.
ADCPs (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers) can be placed either at the lower part of the mooring with
an upward looking configuration, or in a shallower position with a downward looking configuration,
depending on the monitoring target. ADCPs provide the velocity field (two horizontal components and
the vertical component) and backscatter intensity in a portion of the water column lying on top of
(below) the instrument in the up-(down-)ward looking configuration. The vertical resolution can vary
according to the instrument characteristics and settings and can go from few cm to tens of meters.
Commonly, a configuration for deep-sea measurements has a time resolution of 15 to 20 min along
several months of continued measurements.
Sediment traps consist of a funnel that collects the flux of settling particulate matter into individual
collecting bottles in an operator-defined time-series. Normally, several bottles are supported by a
carrousel that rotates one position after a given time, from hours to several months, according to a
pre-established sampling frequency. The trap clamps at a specific depth to a fixed cable attached to
an anchor or buoy.
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ADCPs are widely used both by academia and industry while deployments of sediment traps are
largely restricted to the scientific community. The fixed-point character of the observations restrict the
ability to observe the fate of sediment plumes unless combined with observations with moving
platforms. While autonomous observations are the standard case for moored current meters, ADCPs,
and sediment traps, the efforts associated with the analyses of the samples obtained with the traps
may still limit routine use by industry for monitoring purposes.

Figure 6. The ADCP, attached to the mooring line, is about to be deployed in the water. Image: Anna Rabitty,
NIOZ

Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Observations with moored current-meters, ADCPs, and sediment traps mainly address currents,
plume dispersal (including hydrographic preconditions for dispersal) and particle fluxes (including
gravitational settling of particles from mining plumes). Depending on the sensors and instruments
added to the moorings, also information on physical, chemical, and biogeochemical characteristics of
the water column may be obtained. As observations target the water column at mining sites they may
be used in any ecosystem and for any deposit type.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Deep-sea mining is supposed to produce a physical disturbance of the seafloor, leading to sediment
resuspension and subsequent modification in the physical and chemical properties of the surface
sediments and water column. Additional changes to physicochemical characteristics of the water
column are expected when mine tailings are released at some depth in the water column. The use of
chemicals or other additives while mining can further modify such properties. The water column is
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expected to experience increases in the concentration of suspended sediment material, which
depending on its nature and on the physical processes in the water column, can remain in suspension
for long periods of time before settling to the bottom over areas that can have a considerable
extension. Depending on the strength of the density stratification, bottom currents together would
facilitate advective dispersion of suspended particles, potentially extending mining impacts over areas
much larger than those directly disturbed by exploitation activities.
Water column monitoring of a specific area with current meters, ADCPs and sediment traps before,
during and after mining activities could contribute to assess:
1. Any significant changes in hydrodynamic conditions, such as current strength, shear and
variability at different time scales (tidal, seasonal, annual and interannual), according to the
time resolution and duration of the measurements.
2. The spatio-temporal evolution and spreading of the resuspended sediment plume, either using
backscatter intensity recorded with ADCPs or turbidity recorded by the current meter sensor,
as well as the removal of sediment from the plume by gravitational settling as indicated by its
collection in the sediment traps.
A proper assessment of the water column conditions, especially near-bottom, by means of moored
instrumentation requires, as a very minimum, one complete year of continued measurements ensuring
that seasonal variability in ambient conditions is properly captured. However, this approach will not
allow detecting interannual variability, which can be highly significant in deep-sea settings. For this
reason, several years of continuous monitoring are recommended.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Already at the level of the baseline studies, the focus of the investigations in terms of sensors used
and water layers investigated should be tailored to the expected mining procedures (e.g.,
characteristics and quantity of discharge, discharge depth, potential resuspension by sediment
disturbance and ore pre-processing at depth). Most of this knowledge, however, is not yet available.
Measurements obtained with moorings at the mining sites will be highly appropriate to characterize
hydrographic and hydrodynamic properties and the source of suspended particles. However, due to
the fixed-point character of the observations, they will largely miss the fate of the material
downstream. This limitation of the approach may be addressed with arrays of moorings, and by
combinations of moorings and drifting / moving instruments, or by means of modeling approaches.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Current meters, ADCPs and sediment traps are usually mounted on a mooring line or on a benthic
lander. Before deployment, the instrument has to be programmed (using dedicated software) so that
the wanted temporal resolution of the measurements is achieved according to the research goals. The
deployment of a mooring (or lander) equipped with the required instruments is performed from a
vessel, which needs several technicians and a crane operator. After deployment, a triangulation of the
landing position of the mooring is necessary to determine the exact location, which is needed for the
recovery cruise. The recovery of the instruments can be performed during the same cruise (for shortterm deployments) or in a subsequent cruise. This is usually done about several months to one year
after, or according to the expected life of the batteries powering the acoustic release and the rest of
the instruments in the mooring. After a battery change, sample recovery and data download, the
instruments are ready to be immediately re-deployed. All deployment and recovery operations at sea
require experienced officers navigating the vessel and also experienced deck crew. For long moorings
(i.e. 100’s to 1000’s of meters long), mooring sections typically have to be assembled on land as there
is not enough space on vessel’s decks. Upon deployment the sections are tied one to each other while
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the other components are sequentially added (starting with the anchor weight or the top buoyancy
package).
Sample and data analysis and processing
Current speed and direction, temperature, tilt and turbidity data (from the current meters) and velocity
and backscatter data (from the ADCPs) are immediately available as a time series from the
instrument. Analysis of the data (despiking, binning / averaging, quality control, spectral analysis etc.)
can be performed with data analysis software that is available both commercially as well as in the
scientific community.
Sediment trap preparation and mooring techniques, as well as laboratory sample processing, is
presented in detail in Heussner et al. (1990). Briefly, large swimming organisms are removed by wet
sieving through a 1-mm nylon mesh, and organisms <1 mm are hand-picked under a microscope with
fine tweezers. Then samples are repeatedly split into aliquots using a high-precision automated splitter
to obtain 20-50 mg subsamples. Different analyses including major components (organic carbon,
biogenic silica, calcium carbonate, and lithogenics) and other components (e.g., trace metals, REEs,
organic biomarkers, diatoms, etc.) can be performed in each of the subsamples to track sediment
source and degradation state, and pollutant contents and dispersal, among other parameters.
Monitoring technology products
Typical products are vertical profiles of current velocity and direction and current spectra, time series
of physicochemical properties of the water column, as well as vertical fluxes of specific fractions of
particulate matter (organic, biogenic, lithogenic) - either as metrics or plots. Bar and stick plots with
time on the x-axis are typically used for visualization.
Time requirements and efforts
Analysis of current meter and ADCP data including quality and profile generation typically requires a
few weeks. The time required for the analysis of sediment trap may take up to one year - depending
on the number of samples taken and parameters analyzed. Additional time is needed for data analysis
and quality control.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. Observations with moored current meters, ADCPs and sediment traps are
established standard tools to characterize water column hydrography, physicochemical
characteristics, and particle fluxes and to address changes in pelagic ecosystems. Natural variability
and - in some cases - also anthropogenic changes have been successfully addressed. However, as
mining technologies are still immature and have so far not been demonstrated in the field, the
appropriateness of these observations in the context of mining and their ability to resolve miningrelated impacts has not yet been validated.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. Moorings with ADCPs, current meters and sediment traps are standard instruments that
are routinely used since many years with results published in numerous, peer-reviewed publications.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Analysis of current meter and ADCP recordings are routinely performed and commercial
software exists for this purpose. While labor intensive and time consuming, analyses performed on
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sediment trap samples are likewise established. Results have been published in many peer-reviewed
publications.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. Typical products (see workflow description above) for mooring-based characterization of
currents, water bodies’ properties, and particle fluxes have been established and used in many peerreviewed publications.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Water column observations with moored sensors and sediment traps are already performed
autonomously without the need for further technical development. The main restriction for routine
application by industry is connected to the large efforts required for the analyses of sediment trap
samples. While particle load, size spectra, and - with sophisticated particle tracking approaches - also
particle settling may also be monitored with optical sensors (see section ‘optical monitoring of particle
concentration and settling behavior’) information on the composition of the material does still require
investigations with sediment traps or autonomous samplers / filter systems. To some extent the
composition may also be addressed with in situ flow cytometers that are recently being developed.
Further reading
Canals, M., Puig, P., Durrieu de Madron, X., Heussner, S., Palanques, A., Fabres, J. (2006) Flushing
submarine canyons, Nature 444: 354-357, doi: 10.1038/nature05271
Heussner, S., Ratti, C., Carbonne, J. (1990) The PPS 3 time-series sediment trap and the trap sample
processing techniques used during the ECOMARGE experiment, Continental Shelf Research 10: 943958
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2.1.6 Optical monitoring of particle concentration and settling behavior
Miquel Canals, UBarcelona
Anna Sanchez-Vidal, UBarcelona
Nicolas Nowald, MARUM / UBremen
Summary
Particle imaging allows the in situ acquisition of size, shape, color, texture and concentration data of
particles suspended in the water column. Sometimes, their gross composition as well as sinking
velocities can be approached too. The distribution and size of marine particles can indicate the depths
where they have been produced, and also how they have been transformed and exported to the deep
ocean.
Particle plumes triggered by deep-sea mining operations have the potential to modify the water
column properties and, eventually, affect biological processes - both in the water column itself as well
as after (re-) settlement at the seafloor. In this setting, particle imaging is a powerful tool to investigate
not just the populations of suspended particles by themselves, but also their interactions with the
ecosystems.
In situ imaging of particle concentration and settling behavior can be obtained through different
instruments including transmissometers, camera-based particle imagers, as well as laser-based
particle sizers and counters. Being aware that a variety of different instruments exist both in scientific
institutions and in industry we base this description on a small number of methods to provide the
reader with an idea about existing approaches .
The Particle Camera ParCa is a vertically profiling digital still image camera system designed to
measure the size and abundance of marine particles >90 um in situ. ParCa typically acquires pictures
at 10 m depth intervals and can be deployed down to a depth of 4000 m. The camera is usually
deployed along transects in several stations at given distances. The particle profiles show how the
particulate matter is distributed in the water column and indicates in which depths marine particles are
produced, concentrated, transformed and finally transferred to deeper levels.
The Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissiometry instrument (LISST; Sequoia Inc., USA) allows
measuring in situ the sizes of suspended sediment particles in the water column. Some LISST models
may potentially be used for monitoring baseline conditions and mining resuspension impacts both
near-bottom and at other depths closer to the ocean surface (e.g., where plumes may be generated by
the release of mine tailings or residues from mineral processing at sea. These include (1) the LISSTDeep, which records particle size distribution and volume concentration, optical transmission, pressure
and temperature, with a depth range of 3000 m that likely could be increased upon request to the
manufacturer; (2) the LISST 100x, which measures the same parameters within a depth range of 300
m; and (3) the LISST-Holo, which is a digital holographic particle imaging system capable of providing
detailed images of particles throughout the entire sample volume.
The Particle Videorecording System (PVS) is a video camera system for the acquisition of images of
marine particles larger than 200 um. It was developed to obtain time series of particle abundance and
size in mooring arrays. It is programmed to record a 30 second video sequence every 3rd day at a
given depth over a period of a year. These data are compared with sediment trap derived mass fluxes
to link bulk fluxes to the characteristics and variability of individual particles making up the flux.
Settling chambers are acrylic boxes which are mounted on ROVs in order to measure size and sinking
velocities of marine particles (Pilskaln et al.,1998; Nowald et al., 2009). After closure of the chambers,
settling particles inside the chamber are recorded with the ROV´s cameras without being influenced by
outside turbulences.
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Optical methods to monitor particle concentration and settling behavior may be applied to any marine
ecosystem and, hence, deposit type. Main users of the methods described here are from academia
but industry use exists for commercially available systems.

Figure 7. Integration of a LISST-100X and a LISST-Holo in the CTD rosette during the MIDAS cruise to Portman
Bay. Image Anna Sanchez Vidal, UBarcelona.

Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
All described technologies address particles suspended in the water column. Specific foci of the
different approaches include particle concentration, size, properties, and vertical fluxes. All methods
may be used in any marine environment and are therefore potentially relevant for mining of any type of
deposit.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Mining vehicles harvesting the seafloor, e.g., for manganese nodules, or the discharge of mine tailings
through a discharge pipe from a mining or mineral-processing vessel at specific water layers will
influence the natural distribution of marine particles in the water column and near the seafloor. The
technologies described might help to understand how artificial particle clouds will disperse in the water
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column and eventually settle at the seafloor and help to assess their effects on the natural particle
distribution and transport processes in the ecosystem as a whole.
Factors limiting mining relevance
As mining technologies are immature, information on expected quantities of resuspended and
discharged particles as well as discharge depth are not yet available. This impedes the selection of
the most appropriate approaches, target water layers, as well as relevant spatial and temporal scales
for
baseline
observations
and
impact
monitoring.

Figure 8. ParCa workflow. Image: Nicolas Nowald, MARUM / UBremen.

Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
The particle camera (ParCa) is deployed from a ship and acquires images at given depth intervals
(usually every 10 m) while being lowered from the ocean surface to the seafloor. The camera is
automatically triggered by the CTDs pressure sensor, according to the programmed depth interval.
Particles larger than 90 um are imaged with an illuminated field of view representative of a sample
volume of approx. 12 l of seawater.
The LISST 100x is the most widely used laser diffraction instrument and delivers particle size
distribution, particle volume concentration, volume scattering function, optical transmission, depth and
temperature. The sediment size distribution is measured in 32 log-spaced size classes (1.25-250 or
2.5-500 µm size range) and the sediment concentration in a range of 1-800 ml l-1. The LISST-Deep
measures the same parameters but because of the much thicker wall of the pressure housing, there is
no room for internal battery packs as for the LISST-100X; therefore, it must be powered externally
(through a CTD with rosette, for example) at all times. The LISST-Holo is the first commercially
available submersible digital holographic particle imaging system capable of providing detailed images
of particles throughout the entire sample volume. Consequently, it is particularly well suited for the
measurement of large, complex flocs and biological particles. The optics end of the LISST-Holo
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consists of a 5 cm optical path, with a red laser beam traversing the optical path thereby creating a
hologram. The sampling frequency is adjustable, with a maximum sampling frequency of one
hologram stored every 5 seconds. Power is provided externally, either from an optional external
battery pack or from another instrument, such as a CTD with rosette. Overall, the three instruments
are capable of providing in situ autonomous measurements of size distributions of suspended
particles, with the LISST-Holo also providing holographic particle imagery.
The PVS consists of a HD camcorder with a standard 1080i HD resolution (1440 x 1080 pixel). The
PVS is programmed via a microcontroller connected to the camera´s LANC interface, which is usually
programmed to record a video sequence of 30 seconds every three days. Each video sequence is
illuminated with a 50 Hz Deep Sea Power & Light Seastrobe 2000 that is mounted at a distance of 45
cm, perpendicular to the optical axis of the camcorder. The strobe light creates a 12 cm wide slab of
light whereby a defined sample volume of 6.47 l is illuminated. The entire unit is powered by a
12V/38Ah DSPL battery. The total recording time is in the current version limited to 60 minute.
The settling chamber is an acrylic box with a size of 30 x 60 x 30 cm. The front and back doors can be
opened and closed sideways with the aid of the ROV´s manipulator. A collimated light source,
mounted on the port side of the vehicle, provides a 12 cm in width slab of light through the center of
the chamber. A caliper fixed in the center of the chamber, within the slab of light, helps in measuring
the distance a particle travelled through time. The sample volume equals to approx. 4 l and sinking
aggregates are recorded with the ROVs main video camera.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Standard LISST instruments provide data directly upon recovery. For the other methods significant
post processing and image analysis efforts are required:
After recovery, ParCa and LISST-Holo images are downloaded from the instrument’s flash card to a
PC and analyzed by image analysis software to extract abundance, shape size and other properties of
individual particles. By setting a grey scale threshold value, the image analysis software recognizes
foreground objects (particles) and subtract these from the background.
Upon recovery of the PVS, the DV tape is digitized at full 1080i HD resolution and separated into
individual video sequences of 30 seconds length. Individual frames from each sequence are recorded
and saved as a BMP image stack. The 8 bit grey scale image stacks are analyzed using image
analysis software to obtain mean particle abundance and size of individual particles. The size of each
individual particle is likewise averaged over all frames to one value.
Sinking particles in the settling chamber are recorded for 20-40 minutes. In the laboratory, frame grabs
are extracted from the video sequences at one-second intervals. The image sequences are analyzed
with the aid of the ‘Motion Analysis’ tool of the image analysis software Optimas to obtain size and
sinking speed of each particle. Multiple measurements are subsequently combined to obtain time
series or depth profiles of particle size and sinking velocity over.
Monitoring technology products
As listed already above, typical products for the different instruments include snapshots, time series,
or vertical profiles of particle size (average, distribution), particle abundance and volume, particle
shape, and sinking velocities.
Time requirements and efforts
A typical time required for in situ particle observations cannot be provided due to the large variety of
the existing approaches. Also the depth of analyses may differ a lot between the different approaches,
especially with regard to image-based analyses. While basic parameters (particle size, average
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abundance) may be obtained in a matter of hours more in depth analysis, e.g., of particle shape or
texture may need much longer.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. There is no doubt that mining operations will have an impact on the particle loading of the
water column at and downstream of mining sites. A somewhat mining-related example of the use of
the instruments describe here relates to the LISST-100X and the LISST-Deep that were both used
after the Deepwater Horizon accident in April 2010 to detect oil droplets and their size in the deep
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. However, given the large variability expected for the different mining
sites (e.g., seafloor composition, bathymetric and hydrographic conditions) and the existing
uncertainties concerning mining procedures and mine tailing discharge, a selection of appropriate
mining strategies in the context of mining is not yet possible.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Imaging methods used in the scientific community are generally at pilot level as
they are field tested and results have been peer reviewed and published. Commercially available
methods are rather mature although application in the context of mining is pending.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Analysis of images obtained with methods used in the scientific community are
generally at pilot level as they have been applied to field data and results have been peer reviewed
and published. Data analysis for commercially available methods is rather mature although application
in the context of mining is pending.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Procedures for the preparation of products from particle data and data management
concepts are generally at pilot level. They have been successfully used in the context of peerreviewed publications but procedures are not yet fully established or automated.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
While all described methods clearly have the potential for autonomous observations, some of the
imaging-based technologies still require the presence of ships or even ROVs. Innovation is thus
needed to upgrade the methods in order to allow for autonomous time series observations. With
respect to image analysis the level of automation and standardization should be increased to reduce
workload and to facilitate comparison of data obtained at different sites and by different operators.
Further reading
Iversen, M. H., Nowald, N., Ploug, H., Jackson, G. A., Fischer, G. (2010) High resolution profiles of
vertical particulate organic matter export off Cape Blanc, Mauritania: Degradation processes and
ballasting effects, Deep-Sea Research I 57: 771-784
Ratmeyer, V., Wefer, G. (1996) A high resolution camera system (ParCa) for imaging particles in the
ocean: System design and results from profiles and a three-month deployment, Journal of Marine
Research 54: 589-603
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Guidia, L., Jackson, G. A., Stemmann, L., Miquel, J. C., Picheral, M., Gorsky, G. (2008) Relationship
between particle size distribution and flux in the mesopelagic zone, Deep-Sea Research I 55: 13641374
Pilskaln, C. H., Lehmann, C., Paduan, J. B., Silver, M. W. (1998) Spatial and temporal dynamics in
marine aggregate abundance, sinking rate and flux: Monterey Bay, central California, Deep-Sea
Research II 45: 1803-1837
Nowald, N, Fischer, G., Ratmeyer, V., Iversen, M., Reuter, C., Wefer, G. (2009) In-situ sinking speed
measurements of marine snow aggregates acquired with a settling chamber mounted to the Cherokee
ROV. Oceans 2009, IEEE Bremen
Nowald N., Iversen M. H., Ratmeyer V., Fischer G., Wefer G. (submitted). Time series of in-situ
particle properties and sediment trap fluxes in the coastal upwelling filament off Cape Blanc,
Mauritania; submitted to Progress in Oceanography
Laser optical plankton counter (LOPC): www.brooke-ocean.com/lopc.html
Sequoia’s ‘Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry’ instrument LISST 100X:
www.sequoiasci.com/product/lisst-100x
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2.1.7 Tracer release experiments to address
properties and plume dispersion parameters

water

column

transport

Contributing expert
Mark Inall, SAMS
Summary
Fluorescent dyes (e.g., rhodamine and fluorescein) are used to track the movement and spreading of
a neutrally buoyant discharge at any depth in the water column. This information can be used to
predict the spreading of chemical and particle plumes generated by mining activities and to establish
the spatial extent of the zone of influence. The tracer is typically provided by tracer delivery system
3
that consist of a storage tank (e.g., 1 m ), delivery pumps and a hose to the discharge depth.
Monitoring of the temporal evolution of the tracer plume is carried out with specialized fluorimeters
attached either to a standard CTD system, or an AUV. Observations may be carried out in any
ecosystem and for any deposit type but most information will be obtained at sites with strong
complexity in seafloor topography and hydrodynamic setting (e.g., mid-ocean ridges, seamounts). The
analysis of the data obtained during a tracer concentration survey (typically carried out for a couple of
days) involves objective mapping and multiple moment distribution statistics. Tracer release
experiments are largely restricted to academia. The complete workflow including tracer discharge and
mapping at sea may be carried within a period of 10 days.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form .	
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Knowledge input form link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fca53Zejl91Lm50_W9ChCEHbpUWASeYO_2fpGk54FWU/edit?usp=sharin
g
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2.1.8 Numerical modeling of circulation, transport and plume dispersal
Contributing expert
Dmitry Aleynik, SAMS
Summary
High-resolution near-field numerical water transport modeling can be used to predict sediment plume
dispersal, including (sub) mesoscale vertical phenomena. In order to correctly simulate dispersal of
chemicals and particles from both natural and industrial sources (e.g., dispersal of larvae, mining
plumes, discharged tailings) fine-scale hydrodynamic models are needed that are capable to resolve
local dynamics including vertical entrainment, tidal interaction with topography and non-linear
processes such as internal waves generation and propagation. Furthermore, these local models have
to be connected to ocean-scale hydrodynamic models in order to resolve regional and basin scale
impacts and to address scenarios with dispersed multiple sources. Any available observational data
(e.g., CTD profiles, current measurements, time-series of optical properties and visual observations)
as well as a high-resolution bathymetry and hydrography of the area are needed for model setup and
forcing. Strategies for additional observations carried out to better constrain the model are best
developed in an iterative manner, taking available modeling results into account. Water transport
modeling may be applied to any deep water ecosystem and is thus applicable to any type of marine
deposit. The entire process of collection and analysis of existing data, model setup, validation and
quality control, and finally product generation typically takes several years for completion and thus has
be started early in the exploration and ecosystem observation process. While this kind of numerical
modeling is used by both academia and industry it is - at least concerning its application to transport
processes in the deep sea in the context of man-made impacts - still at a low (‘concept’) technology
readiness level.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form
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Knowledge input form link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ffUDw6Ha0xDFr7gvgydAQCmnjOrbpC4WMaIvepBC7k/edit?usp=sharing
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2.2

Chemical oceanography

2.2.1 In situ chemical analyses with sub-merged analytical instruments
including lab on a chip technologies
Contributing experts
Douglas Connelly, NOC
Dermot Diamond, DCU
Tatsuhiro Fukuba, JAMSTEC
Agathe Laës-Huon, Ifremer
Matt Mowlem, NOC
Emmanuel Rinnert, Ifremer
Jean-François Rolin, Ifremer
Summary
A variety of instruments exist for in situ chemical analyses of water samples. Some approaches are
based on laboratory methods that are modified in order to allow for autonomous use in underwater
housings. In other cases the technological development includes an additional ‘miniaturization step’.
These ‘lab on a chip’ (LOC) technologies have the advantage that instruments are typically smaller
and require less energy, reagents, and sample volume and often offer very low limits of detection.
Technological challenges for LOC include engineering of sample input, reagent stores, pumps, valves,
mixers and (usually optical) readout as well as the integration with robust electronics to create an
autonomous and reliable sensor. The selection of methods presented as part of this report describe
some of the technologies in use at some of the leading institutions in the field but is of course not
exhaustive. Generally, the instruments may be added to fixed-point observatories, AUVs, ROVs, and
ship-based CTDs and deployed in any ecosystem. Hence, the technologies are in principle applicable
for any type of deposit but strongest chemical signals may be expected in the context of massive
sulfide mining in hydrothermal systems. Typically, water column chemistry is addressed but pore
waters may in principle be targeted as well.

Figure 9. Wet chemical analyzer ‘Chemini’ installed on ROV ‘Victor 6000’ for iron measurements at Lucky Strike.
Image: Agathe Laës-Huon, Ifremer Brest.
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The most promising technologies developed for autonomous in situ use include (1) flow injection
analysis (FIA), (2) mass spectrometry (MS), and (3) Raman spectrometry (RS). FIA is widely used for
the automation of wet chemical techniques for the analysis of, e.g., nutrients, iron, manganese, sulfurcompounds, and carbonate system (pH, CO2, DIC, alkalinity). The seawater sample is pumped and
mixed with specific reagents and the reaction product is detected by colorimetry or based on
fluorescence, chemiluminescence or electrochemistry. Some instruments can also perform in situ
preconcentration of analytes as well as automated calibration. For in situ MS measurements, the
analyte passes from the seawater through a membrane to the evacuated instrument body. A limitation
is that water molecules can also cross the membrane which affects the quality of the vacuum and the
sensitivity of the analysis. Compounds that are typically analyzed include methane and other small
organic compounds up to C5, sulfide, carbon dioxide, helium, nitrogen, argon, and oxygen. RS is an
optical technique that identifies and quantifies molecules based on specific vibrational spectra that are
emitted upon excitation with lasers. So far, only very few in situ Raman spectrometers for deep sea
applications have been developed. RS can be used for gases, solids and solutes including, e.g.,
methane, minerals, hydrates, dissolved hydrocarbons, sulfates etc. Surface Enhanced Raman
Scattering (SERS) provides high sensitivity also for dissolved compounds and may resolve
concentrations in the ppb range. LOC technologies are available for the analysis of, e.g., nutrients,
carbonate system compounds, and trace metals. Current developments include applications for
organic speciation, nucleic acids (RNA, DNA, including in situ PCR), ATP, and microflow-cytometry
(microbial abundance, biomass) to characterize particles.

Figure 10. Example of a LOC instrument: the chip (left) has a diameter of 100 mm, while the analyzer (right) is
approx. 120 mm tall. Image courtesy of Alex Beaton and Rupert Thomas, NOC.

Most instruments that may be used in deep waters are prototypes. Most commercially available
systems are restricted to shallow water depths, e.g., for installation at surface buoys. FIA and LOC in
general are mainly used by academia while both academia and industry use MS and RS. Many of the
technologies already reached a pilot readiness level (i.e., TRL 5-7). So far, expert operators are
required and reliability is a barrier. Both can be solved as technological development proceeds.
Cartridge systems for the consumables or even completely disposable instruments are promising
developments towards maintenance-free systems. An important issue, especially for FIA is the
stabilization of reagents for long-term deployments. Additional fields of technical developments include
handling of data produced by distributed systems.
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Figure 11. Commercially available colorimetric SAMI- (‚Submersible Autonomous Moored Instruments‘) pH sensor
(Sunburst sensors, Missoula, MT, USA). Image: http://www.sunburstsensors.com/products/oceanographic-phsensor.html
14

Additional expert information is provided in three online knowledge input forms .
Further reading
Barat, D., Spencer, D., Benazzi, G., Mowlem, M. C., Morgan, H. (2012) Simultaneous high speed
optical and impedance analysis of single particles with a microfluidic cytometer, Lab on a Chip 12:
118-126
Beaton, A. D., Cardwell, C. L., Thomas, R. S., Sieben, V. J., Legiret, F.-E., Waugh, E. M., Statham, P.
J., Mowlem, M. C., Morgan, H. (2012) Lab-on-Chip Measurement of Nitrate and Nitrite for In Situ
Analysis of Natural Waters, Environmental Science & Technology, 46: 9548-9556, doi:
10.1021/es300419u
Cuvelier, D., Legendre, P., Laes, A., Sarradin, P.-M., Sarrazin, J. (2014) Rhythms and Community
Dynamics of a Hydrothermal Tubeworm Assemblage at Main Endeavour Field - A Multidisciplinary
Deep-Sea Observatory Approach, PLOS ONE, doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0096924
Legiret, F.-E., Sieben, V. J., Woodward, E. M. S., Abi Kaed Beyh, S. K., Mowlem, M. C., Connelly, D.
P., Achterberg, E. P. (2013) A high performance microfluidic analyser for phosphate measurements in
marine waters using the vanadomolybdate method, Talanta, 116: 382-387, doi:
10.1016/j.talanta.2013.05.004
Rérolle, V. M. C., Floquet, C. F. A., Harris, A. J. K., Mowlem, M. C., Bellerby, R. R. G. J., Achterberg,
E. P. (2013) Development of a colorimetric microfluidic pH sensor for autonomous seawater
measurements, Analytica Chimica Acta, 786: 124-131, doi: 10.1016/j.aca.2013.05.008

14

Knowledge input form links: (1) https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IynPIAlXFco2YR3tRlhQ37K_uVS4jWDaArvZAMt-eY/edit?usp=sharing, (2)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pfSqwtIAg4NrO_y3xU5XFWTiG8YQTZaRQGGnMadihHY/edit?usp=sharin
g,
(3) https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PSdPpNoh9Nvo_UrokNdyik9pLq6BR0sZmuVt4C8u4z8/edit?usp=shari
ng
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Sarrazin, J., Cuvelier, D., Peton, L., Legendre, P., Sarradin P.-M. (2014) High-resolution dynamics of a
deep-sea hydrothermal mussel assemblage monitored by the EMSO-Açores MoMAR observatory,
Deep Sea Research Part I 90: 62-75, doi: 10.1016/j.dsr.2014.04.004
Tsaloglou, M.-N., Laouenan, F., Loukas, C. M., Monsalve, L. G., Thanner, C., Morgan, H., RuanoLópez, J. M., Mowlem, M. C.(2013) Real-time isothermal RNA amplification of toxic marine microalgae
using preserved reagents on an integrated microfluidic platform, Analyst 138: 593-602
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2.2.2 In-situ chemical monitoring by passive sampling technologies
Contributing experts
Agathe Laës-Huon, Ifremer
Jean-Louis Gonzalez, Ifremer
Jean-Francois Rolin, Ifremer
Summary
Depending on the target analyte, standard sampling for chemical analyses may require to collect,
transport, stock, filter, preconcentrate and analyze tens of liters of water. Passive sampling allows for
pre-concentration directly in-situ during an immersion period of hours up to a few days. As analytes
are continuously collected over time, passive samplers may also be used to prove that a target analyte
has not surpassed a threshold value during the period of immersion (similar to dosimeter-based
monitoring of radiation burden). After immersion, the samplers are transferred to the lab and the
collected chemical species are analyzed with standard techniques, e.g., GC-MS for SBSE (see
below).
Among the variety of passive samplers that are available, at least DGT (Diffusive Gradient Thin Film),
SBSE (Stir Bar Sorptive Extraction) and POCIS (Polar Organic Chemical Integrative Samplers) have
reached a maturity that may allow for environmental monitoring applications. Measurements may
target the water column, hydrothermal fluids, as well as pore waters in any marine ecosystem and are
thus potentially relevant for any deposit. The most promising application is for long time-series
observation but systems may also be used for shorter incubations including incubations in the
laboratory on ships. While passive samplers were successfully characterized and applied under
laboratory and field conditions by academia as well as industry, the use in deep sea is still limited
(technology readiness at ‘concept’ level). There is still a need for some technical developments (e.g.,
for automated immersion for defined exposure times) and validation of deep sea applications (e.g.,
investigation of potential pressure effects on sampling characteristics).

Figure 12. In situ device for automated sampling with passive samplers. Image: Agathe Laës-Huon, JeanFrançois Rolin, Jean-Louis Gonzalez, Ifremer.
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As examples of passive samplers, DGT and SBSE are briefly described. The DGT principle and
samplers were developed by the Lancaster University in collaboration with the United Kingdom
Environmental Agency (Zhang and Davison,1995) and may be used to quantify many metal ions, e.g.,
Ag, Al, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn. Key component of DGT samplers is a layer of CHELEX
100 resin were free metal ions and the most ‘labile’ and mobile dissolved metal complexes (i.e., the
potentially ‘bio-available’ species) bind irreversibly. The principle of the SBSE is based on the sorptive
extraction of dissolved molecules in 500 µm thick layer of a polymer (PolyDiMethylSiloxane, PDMS)
that is deposited on a glass-coated magnet. This stirring bar (‘twister’) is directly immersed into the
solution to be analyzed for various organic compounds and toxicants. Developed initially within the
framework of pharmaceutical applications (blood analyses), the SBSE is also used for oenological
analysis (Sandra et al., 2001), and water analysis including monitoring of PAH (Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons) in seawater (Roy et al., 2005).
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form .	
  
15

Further reading
Zhang, H., Davison, W. (1995) Performance characteristics of diffusion gradients in thin films for the in
situ measurement of trace metals in aqueous solution, Analytical Chemistry 67: 3391-3400
Roy, G., Vuillemin, R., Guyomarch, J. (2005) On-site determination of polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons in seawater by stir sorptive extraction (SBSE) and thermal desorption GC-MS, Talanta
66: 540-546
Sandra, P., Tienpont, B., Vercammen, J., Tredoux, A., Sandra, T., David, F. (2001) Stir bar sorptive
extraction applied to the determination of dicarboximide fungicides in wine, Journal of
Chromatography A. 928: 117-126
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Knowledge input form link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K0VujlM2mcBD0HWockHp2Z0s5Vwx8UZzQ3hd0hj1Ams/edit?usp=sharing
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3. Seafloor physical characteristics and habitat monitoring
Section authors
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Peter Linke, GEOMAR

3.1

Habitat characteristics and classification

3.1.1 Seafloor monitoring with multibeam, side-scan, and synthetic aperture
sonar
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Tim Le Bas, NOC
Alden Ross Denny, UiB
Summary
Acoustic methods for bathymetry and backscatter mapping as well as imaging are able to map the
seafloor at spatial resolutions from 100 m down to a few cm depending on the acoustic technologies
and platforms used. All technologies are used for surveying the 3D structure and hydroacoustic
properties of the seafloor and may be applied to any marine benthic ecosystem and are, hence,
potentially relevant for any type of deposit. Available instruments include conventional multibeam and
side-scan-sonar systems as well as state of the art synthetic aperture sonar and may be used shipbased, deep towed, or by means of ROVs and AUVs. Acoustic seafloor mapping is used by both
academia and industry and is considered a key tool to assess pre-mining conditions and mining
impacts as it can provide high resolution information on the physical status of seafloor habitats. Apart
from the associated costs for instruments and ship time, the main shortcoming - and hence the main
potential field of innovation - is the limited operation time of AUVs that, apart from that, proved ideal
platforms for high resolution mapping. Technological concepts involving docking stations for
recharging of AUV batteries on site are currently underway.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Multibeam-based bathymetry and backscatter mapping as well as side-scan-sonar (SSS) imaging with
conventional systems or synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) have become common hydroacoustic
methods to map the seafloor at different spatial resolutions (100m to few cm). All techniques, whether
they use ship-based, deep towed, ROV- or AUV-based systems, can be applied in polymetallic
nodule, cobalt-rich ferromanganese crust, gas hydrate, rare earth element, or massive sulfide deposit
areas.
All techniques are based on hydroacoustics and thus physical principles aiming to map the 3D
structure of the seafloor and learn about hydroacoustic properties of the seafloor by analyzing the
backscatter behavior of the sediment. They can be applied to all ecosystems as monitoring tool,
provided repeated surveys are conducted. The great advantage is the possibility to cover large areas
reasonably quickly and use these data to extrapolate / predict, e.g., the occurrence of certain habitats.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Ship-based multibeam mapping is the very first exploration task performed. Together with backscatter
analyses and ground-truthed data (visual or sampling), it can be used to get a rough estimate of the
distribution and amount of, e.g., Mn-nodules, will highlight slopes that make it impossible / difficult to
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mine or show bathymetric features that need to be considered in any EIA (e.g., seamounts, cold water
coral reefs). Knowing the spatial distribution of different habitats and their related ecosystems is a
precondition for all following impact assessments. This is also true for local to regional water current
investigations as the seafloor morphology strongly influences currents, which need to be considered in
any sediment plume-dispersal study or modeling approach.
Using hydroacoustic mapping techniques for monitoring can provide additional large-scale information.
The applied methodologies (ship or AUV-based multibeam, SAS) need to be adjusted to obtain, e.g.,
the necessary accuracy or coverage to answer the respective question. The various systems can be
used jointly for habitat mapping, ideally in concert with ground-truthing via visual observations and
sediment sampling.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Bathymetric mapping, more than side-scan or SAS mapping, is the most important primary
investigation at the beginning of any mining or scientific operation. Bathymetric data as well as the
backscatter information are valuable input data for any EIA. As such, they should be made available
by contractors in the best possible resolution to any independent organization checking possible
mining impacts or validating the impact during and after mining. Commercial systems and processing
routines are well established and ready to use. In addition, academic and open-source software exists
and is frequently used. Finances are the only confining factor for using the complete range of possible
hydroacoustic mapping techniques.

Figure 13. Comparison of bathymetries obtained with ship-based (left) and AUV-based (right) acoustic mapping
surveys (approx. 3000m water depth). Image: Tim Le Bas, NOC.

Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Data collection and instruments used
Survey strategies for multibeam and side-scan mapping are well established for both ship-based and
AUV / ROV-based mapping. It depends on the specific question (e.g., large-scale resource
assessment, local habitat mapping) which method is best suited. As the resolution increases with
decreasing distance of the system to the seafloor (due to a smaller foot print and higher ping rate on
shorter distances), ship-based systems in great water depth will cover a greater area but with less
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resolution. As with all hydroacoustic systems, a good knowledge of the sound speed distribution
through the water column is essential. Instruments range from low-frequency systems (12kHz) to highfrequency systems (400kHz). Several commercial suppliers exist.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Data are nowadays exclusively stored in digital form with different formats. Conversion and
accessibility of the most common formats is possible with many post processing software packages.
Automated filtering routines are established and although workflows might vary, results can be
obtained reasonably quick (1 day, 2-3 days for SAS). Getting absolute sediment properties from
backscatter analyses is still problematic, but guidelines of how to acquire the best data exist.
Unfortunately, this sometimes causes conflicts when acquiring bathymetric data at the same time so
that two surveys over the same area might yield better results.
Monitoring technology products
Multibeam investigations provide geo-referenced bathymetric information and backscatter response of
the seafloor. These can be displayed as maps or 3D visualization with other data draped over them.
The gridded depth information can be used as input in other applications, e.g., oceanographic
modeling. In general, xyz-value information (value: backscatter, slope, rugosity, aspect, …), GISshape files or images are the final product.
Time requirements and efforts
Due to the rapid development of computer power and storage space, data processing is sometimes
faster than data acquisition, e.g., for ship-based studies which are well geo-referenced. AUV-based
bathymetry still needs more interactive input from expert operators due to the less accurate
navigational data based on LBL, DVL and INS navigation. First, already very good results can be
achieved within 1 day (2-3 days for SAS).
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Mature level for requirements-, observation technology-, analyses technology-, and information
technology readiness in case of multibeam and side-scan sonar. Hydroacoustic mapping is a key
requirement for any follow up investigation of ecosystem baseline and impact assessment. The
methodology is well established with several commercial products for acquisition systems and
processing. To a large extent, processing can be automated but the quality of the product increases
with expert supervision. SAS readiness is in general at pilot level. Being the most recent development
of the three methods, SAS is less established and has not yet become a standard tool. Information
technology readiness is still very much in development and only at concept level.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
The potential for technological progress mainly lies in extending the duration and area AUVs can map.
This can be done either by increasing battery capacity, using more AUVs at the same time (swarm)
and / or installation of docking stations at the seafloor for re-charging and data upload / mission
download. These are advancements that are currently tackled by several national and international
(including EU-funded) projects.
Further reading
Puig, P., Canals, M., Company, J. B., Martín, J., Amblas, D., Lastras, G., Palanques, A., Calafat, A.
M., (2004) Ploughing the deep sea floor, Nature 498: 286-290, doi: 10.1038/nature11410
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R. E. Hansen (2011) Introduction to Synthetic Aperture Sonar, InTech.com ISBN: 978-953-307-345-3,
http://cdn.intechopen.com/pdfs-wm/18868.pdf
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3.1.2 Optical seafloor monitoring including image analysis techniques
Rafael Garcia, CORONIS
Vincent Rigaud, Ifremer
Veerle Huvenne, NOC
Kirsty Morris, NOC
Leigh Marsh, NOC
Kevin Köser, GEOMAR
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Daniel Jones, NOC
Summary
Optical imaging allows in situ, non-destructive sampling of the seafloor. Optical imaging can be used
in almost any seafloor environment and is well suited to quantitative monitoring of topographically
complex areas, such as SMS deposits, that are challenging to sample in other ways. Optical imagers
can be deployed on a wide variety of platforms, including ROVs, AUVs, towed cameras and dropdown cameras. Optical imaging preserves information on the spatial relationship of organisms and
seafloor features, which is lost in many other forms of sampling. This allows quantitative or qualitative
characterization of geological, sedimentological and biological patterns and the interrelationships
between these. The optical properties of light in water mean that optical seafloor images are limited in
extent. However, mosaicking approaches can be used to image larger areas of seafloor. Furthermore,
optical imaging can be used to reconstruct and quantify three dimensional seafloor features. Recent
advances in imagers, lighting and in processing approaches mean that optical imaging can provide
new and better datasets than previously possible. Optical imagery provides a set of tools that will be
very useful throughout the mining monitoring workflow, from baseline assessments, to routine
monitoring to recovery assessment.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
The main purpose of optical imaging is to characterize habitats at the seafloor by studying the
biological community in relation to sedimentological and geological conditions. Mosaicking seafloor
images gives a larger and continuous image transect or area, which allows studying seafloor habitats
in their full natural complexity. In addition, but currently to a lesser degree, optical imagery is used for
investigating the water column.
All ecosystems that can be mapped, distinguished and monitored optically are possible targets. In the
past, the focus was on active areas of massive sulfide deposits, cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts /
seamounts with their diverse life, polymetallic-nodule areas as well as seep sites linked to gas
hydrates. Areas of rare earth elements so far have been less explored visually. Depending on seafloor
complexity, AUVs, ROVs or towed systems might be needed as platform.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Photo-mosaicking and change detection is a key technology to monitor the status of a given
ecosystem over time; results create the baseline for assessing prospective mining-related changes.
The potential of this technology is based on (1) high-resolution; (2) a more complete coverage of
relatively large areas, compared to individual images (up to 1 km2 is already possible; Escartin et al.,
2008) (3) the potential to compare surveyed areas at different times enabling monitoring and detection
of natural or impact-related changes.
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Factors limiting mining relevance
Extremely accurate underwater navigation is essential for good photo mosaicking and unbiased
comparison of seafloor images taken at different points in time. This is not only important for studies
related to mining. The need for highly specialized platforms (AUV, ROV, towed vehicles) with
accurately working optical systems and non-standard processing technologies make this method still
expensive and work-intensive. In addition, good visibility is key for this methodology, observations at
the main impact site during the time of the impact might be impossible to perform.

Figure 14. Color mosaic assembled from 400 images acquired by Vortex, Ifremer’s the laboratory ROV (total
seafloor area: approx. 50 m x 50 m). The mosaic benefits from the global optimization using the trajectory cross
sections. The visible holes correspond to areas that have not been covered by the camera. Image: Aurélien
Arnaubec, Jan Opderbecke, and Vincent Rigaud, Ifremer.

Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Data collection and instruments used
Optical seafloor imaging surveys are probably the most effective tool for 2D and 3D seafloor mapping
and the determination of the environmental status. For the recording of optical data, sensitive video or
still cameras are attached as payload to AUVs or other autonomous or remote platforms (HOV,
HROV, ROV) and towed frames. Ideally, cameras are directly interfaced with the vehicle’s navigation
and attitude systems. The visual data for 3D reconstructions can be acquired using one-camera
(monocular) or multiple-camera (stereo) set-ups (see data analysis section below). The use of multiple
cameras allows more accurate 3D reconstructions as the 3D mapping process is simplified. In a
stereo system, the relative positions/orientations of the cameras are known beforehand through
camera calibration, reducing the number of parameters to be estimated during the 3D mapping
process.
The imagery payload requires lighting devices (e.g., HMI, Quartz-Ion, or LED sources) that provide an
appropriate color spectrum and homogeneous field of lighting. Lighting should also take the orientation
of the lights towards the camera view direction into account to avoid light backscattering from floating
particles (marine snow) without losing illumination on the seafloor or in the water column. In general,
the observation distance between the camera and the object will be short (few to several meters) as
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light is strongly attenuated in water, resulting in a relatively small area of observation. Accurate georeferencing is mandatory and hence the navigation data have to be merged with the image data to
support automated and interactive annotation and exploration of the data.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Mosaicking
Image mosaicking combines information from multiple adjacent images of an area to create a single
representation with an extended field of view. In order to build ocean floor photo mosaics, the
individual images forming the mosaic are usually obtained in a down-looking orientation.
During the mosaicking process, the system looks for a series of salient points by using redundancies
(overlap) in the successive images, and matches the points. The tracking of such points across
multiple images allows motion estimation. Using these estimations, new, non-consecutive overlapping
images (or loops) can be detected. Then the image topology is computed. Next, the images are
globally aligned and merged, forming composite views of the surveyed area (Elibol et al., 2012).
Similarly, a sequence of largely overlapping images can be used to create 3D surfaces during
‘structure from motion’ (SFM) computing routines. In both cases it is of great importance that the
relative positions from image to image are accurately logged and that the attitude data of the camera
(e.g., pitching or rolling ROV)are logged for SFM. Thus USBL, DVL, LBL and INS systems are
necessary additional tools for high-standard photo mosaicking.

Figure 15. 3D reconstruction of the famous ‘Tour Eiffel’ mound. The 3D reconstruction allows dimension
measurements without any contact with the structure. Image: Aurélien Arnaubec, Jan Opderbecke, and Vincent
Rigaud, Ifremer.
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3D reconstructions
Using state-of-the-art algorithms, both monocular and stereo algorithms provide accurate and detailed
3D point clouds representing discrete samples of the surveyed area. Using the point clouds, meshing
algorithms allow the reconstruction of the shape of the seafloor as a continuous surface (Campos et
al. 2013). These continuous representations are then texture-mapped using the visual information
provided by the cameras. Camera-based 3D reconstructions allow the visualization of the seafloor
morphology for immersive and detailed studies. When monocular camera systems are used, motion
algorithms are employed for 3D mapping (Nicosevici and Garcia 2013). Such algorithms allow the
recovery of both the camera positions/orientations and the positions of the 3D points comprising the
map as the camera moves during the data acquisition process. Compared to available alternatives
such as bathymetry, camera-based solutions provide significantly greater 3D detail/resolution.
Moreover, visual 3D maps allow the delineation & illustration and representation of the surface texture
along with the 3D shape of the seafloor, resulting in more comprehensive and detailed representations
of the targeted seafloor area.
For video-based 3D reconstruction of the seafloor morphology, a calibrated camera system including
lighting is necessary. The light must be bright enough so that the exposure time of the camera can be
chosen in a way that the seafloor moves less than 1 pixel in the image during exposure (avoiding
motion blur). A two-camera system (stereo-camera) naturally provides absolute sizes and distances
on the seafloor. If a stereo-camera system is not available, the seafloor morphology can still be
reconstructed, but the scale of the obtained 3D model is missing. This absolute scale can be obtained
by using lasers, navigation data or reference objects of a known size on the seafloor.
In the first phase of the workflow, the camera/laser system needs to be calibrated, i.e. the intrinsic
parameters (such as focal length) and extrinsic parameters (such as relative position and orientation
between cameras, between camera and laser, or between the camera and the platform) are obtained.
This is done by performing motions of the camera while presenting a calibration target (typically a
chessboard of a known size) and taking pictures. The calibration needs to be carried out only once, if
the position/orientation of the system components remain unchanged and can be re-used later.
In a second phase, the video camera (system) is moved systematically in low altitude, filming the
relevant seafloor (typically, and depending on viewing conditions, 0.5m - 5m altitude). A larger area
can be captured by systematic motion patterns (e.g. lawn mower pattern) that ensure significant
overlap between neighboring images or video footage. Navigation data needs to be recorded at all
times to allow geo-referencing of the resulting imagery later.
Monitoring technology products
The final products are either (1) 2D images that after successful mosaicking and geo/referencing
display a seamless image of the seafloor in a common reference system (UTM, geographic), or (2)
similar images but as 3D scenes with a correctly scaled z-axis. Such mosaics or 3D scenes can be
stored ‘forever’, analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively by, e.g., counting certain fauna manually or
automatically (see section ‘Image-based megafauna biodiversity monitoring including image analysis
technologies’) or measuring their size distribution. The main advantage is that such images are
directly comparable from one survey to the other and will clearly show mining impacts.
Time requirements and efforts
The time required for data acquisition depends on the area and equipment used. For large and mainly
flat areas, AUVs are the tool of choice. They might fail in very rugged terrain, where ROVs might be
needed. Deployment times may be several hours to a day.
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Processing includes downloading and storage of data, re-processing of navigational data, color and
lighting correction of the images and finally mosaicking SFM processing. The time needed ranges
from several days to months.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
The choice of optical habitat mapping as well suited for requirements of ecosystem assessment is well
established and hence at mature level. Optical imaging and the production of 2D or even 3D imagery
of the seafloor in high resolution (down to mm scale) will become a standard tool for assessing the
environmental status at mining sites prior, during and after the mining.
Observation-, analyses-, and information technology readiness
In general, the performance of data acquisition, processing and data management for geo/referenced
optical mapping are at pilot to mature levels. Geo-referenced optical mapping is routinely performed.
However, the accuracy of absolute positioning at great depths (e.g. 4 – 5km in the CCZ) makes this
methodology still challenging, sometimes up to the limit of its technological capacity.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
The general concepts of large-scale photo mosaicking and 3D reconstructions are well understood but
still only performed by few academic groups. Numbers of users increase slowly to the limited access
to respective acquisition technology, data sets and technical know-how. Good underwater navigation
with only little manual intervention would advance automated mosaicking routines.
Further reading
Allais, A.-G., Borgetto, M., Opderbecke, J., Pessel, N., Rigaud, V. (2004) Seabed video mosaicking
with MATISSE: a technical overview and cruise results, Proceedings of the ISOPE Conference,
Toulon, May 2004: 417–421
Borgetto, M., Rigaud, V., Lots, J. F. (2003) Lighting correction for underwater mosaicking
enhancement, Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Vision Interface, Halifax, Canada,
June 2003
Brandou, V., Allais, A. G., Perrier, M., Malis, E., Rives, P., Sarrazin, J., Sarradin, P. M. (2007) 3D
Reconstruction of Natural Underwater Scenes Using the Stereovision System IRIS, Proceedings
OCEANS'07 IEEE, Aberdeen 2007: 1-6, doi: 10.1109/OCEANSE.2007.4302315
Brown, M., Lowe, D. (2007) Automatic Panoramic Image Stitching using Invariant Features,
International Journal of Computer Vision 74: 59-73
Campos, R., Garcia, R., Alliez, P., Yvinec, M. (2013) Splats-based Surface Reconstruction from
Defect-Laden Point Sets, Graphical Models 75: 346-361
Elibol, A., Gracias, N., Garcia, R. (2012) Efficient Topology Estimation for Large Scale Optical
Mapping, Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics 82, Springer, doi: 10.1007/978-3-642-30313-5
Escartin, J., Garcia, R., Delaunoy, O., Ferrer, J., Gracias, N., Elibol, A., Cufí, X., Neumann, L., Fornari,
D.J., Humphris, S.E., Renard, J. (2008) Globally aligned photomosaic of the Lucky Strike
hydrothermal vent field (Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 37°18.5'N): Release of georeferenced data, mosaic
construction, and viewing software, Geochemistry, Geophysics and Geosystems 9(12): 1-17, doi:
10.1029/2008GC002204
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Ferrer, J., Elibol, A., Delaunoy, O., Gracias, N., Garcia, R. (2007) Large-Area Photo-Mosaics Using
Global Alignment and Navigation Data, Proceedings of the Oceans MTS/IEEE, Vancouver, Canada,
Sept./Oct. 2007
Fischler, M. A., Bolles, R. C. (1981) Random sample consensus: a paradigm for model fitting with
application to image analysis and automated cartography, Communication Association and Computing
Machine, 24: 381-395
Gracias, N., Mahoor, M., Negahdaripour, S., Gleason, A. (2009) Fast image blending using watershed
and graph cuts, Image and Vision Computing 27: 597-607
Jones, D. O. B., Bett, B. J., Wynn, R. B., Masson, D. G. (2009) The use of towed camera platforms in
deep sea science, Underwater Technology 28: 41-50
Jones, D. O. B. (2009) Using existing industrial remotely operated vehicles for deep-sea science,
Zoologica Scripta 38: 41-47
Jordt-Sedlazeck, A., Koch, R. (2012) Refractive Calibration of Underwater Cameras Computer Vision,
Lecture Notes in Computer Science Volume 7576: 846-859, Springer
Matabosch, C., Fofi, D., Salvi, J., Forest, J. (2005) Registration of Moving Surfaces by Means of OneShot Laser Projection, Proceedings of the Second Iberian conference on Pattern Recognition and
Image Analysis IbPRIA'05, Estoril, Portugal, June 2005, Part I: 145-152, doi: 10.1007/11492429_18
Morris, K. J., Bett, B. J., Durden, J. M., Huvenne, V. A. I., Milligan, R., Jones, D. O. B., McPhail, S.,
Robert, K., Bailey, D. M., Ruhl, H. A. (in press) A new method for ecological surveying of the abyss
using autonomous underwater vehicle photography, Limnology and Oceanography Methods
Nicosevici, T., Garcia, R. (2013) Efficient 3D Scene Modeling and Mosaicing, Springer Tracts in
Advanced Robotics 87, Springer, doi: 10.1007/978-3-642-36418-1
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Modeling and Mosaicing, Journal of Field Robotics 26: 759-788
Odobez, J.-M., Bouthémy, P. (1995) Robust multiresolution estimation of parametric motion models,
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Pizarro, O., Singh, H. (2003) Toward large-area mosaicing for underwater scientific applications,
Oceanic Engineering, IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering 28: 651-672
Rigaud, V., Opderbecke, J., Siméoni, P., Pitout, C. (20012) Real time operational mosaics with the
deep sea ROV Victor, Proceedings of the International Workshop on Underwater Robotics for Sea
Exploitation and Environmental Monitoring - IARP 2001, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, October 2001
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3.1.3 Habitat classification based on acoustic and visual maps
Tim Nattkemper, UBielefeld
Veerle Huvenne, NOC
Rafael Garcia, CORONIS
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Summary
Habitat classification aims to distinguish different habitats by merging acoustic and optical images and
direct sampling using geo-informatics, statistical and automated classification techniques for
qualitative and quantitative purposes. All ecosystems and possible mining scenarios can be
addressed. The post-processing itself is based on data acquired by ships, AUVs, ROVs, towed
vehicles or lander/moored systems. Academia as well as industry use this technology.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Habitat classification refers to biological communities (in the water column and at the seafloor), as well
as to specific geological habitat features as e.g., physical properties of the sediment, rock-types and
bathymetry. Habitat classification is a vital prerequisite for all mapping campaigns for environmental
status and environmental impact assessments. The interactive and automated post-processing
described here uses various data sets acquired during AUV, ROV, towed and ship-based studies (see
parts ‘Seafloor monitoring with multibeam, side-scan, and synthetic aperture sonar’ and ‘Optical
seafloor monitoring including image analysis techniques’). All ecosystems can be best assessed when
acoustic and optical images are combined for ground-truthing and nested large-scale extrapolation.
Limitations for high-resolution optical imagery are mainly defined by terrain characteristics.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Standardized techniques for habitat mapping, including data acquisition and post-processing, need to
be defined and kept comparable, even when technologies change. Only then, useful and correct
assessments of the environmental status prior to any mining activity, during and after mining are
possible. Short- and long-term observations with AUVs, ROVs, towed-vehicles, landers and moorings
are possible.
Marine Image Data Analysis has been established as a cornerstone for monitoring operations (online
and offline) and baseline studies. Due to the rapid growth of the image / video data volume and the
necessity for comprehensive and reproducible interpretation , computational methods became a
prerequisite for any significant analysis. Geo-referenced image / video data provide clear information
on the habitat including the composition of sessile and motile fauna. Image quality can be enhanced
by computational methods, image features (such as color) can be normalized, objects can be
classified and quantified even on the biomass level if pixel scale information is provided (through laser
markers, stereographic camera systems).
Interactive and export-driven analyses of acoustic bathymetric information (depth, rugosity, BPI, slope,
azimuth, …) and automated classification of acoustic data can in some circumstances (e.g., coldwater corals) be used to directly map and identify habitats. High-resolution mapping with ROV / AUV
and ship-based / towed vehicles are the prime method to cover a large extend of seafloor, to discover
habitat heterogeneity & patchiness and to identify undisturbed / disturbed seafloor conditions (e.g., as
a result of trawling or mining). Using automated methods to classify the (potential) habitats in a
monitoring survey (pre- or post-mining) ensures repeatability and consistency in habitat classification
and time-efficient data interpretation. The assessment of impacts on and recovery of habitat
heterogeneity and its spatial structure can be carried out perfectly using acoustic maps and automated
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classification techniques, both of which are key to standardizing the data interpretation over repeated
surveys.
Marine Image Data Analysis is necessary to interpret data of rapidly growing collections of image and
video data and to extract quantitative and qualitative information. In case of time-series image data
collected with landers, computational methods can be applied to monitor the dynamics in short time
intervals including changes in scenery composition, color features, e.g., of sponges / corals or
sediment coverage. Recently, the Biodata Mining Group (U. Bielefeld) started a collaboration with the
University of Sao Paulo using a stationary observatory to observe calcareous algae in the vicinity of
drilling platforms in order to monitor the environmental impact of drilling events. Marine image data
analysis was used to detect the moving patterns of calcareous algae rhodoliths and their sediment
coverage in particular (Möller et al. 2014).
Factors limiting mining relevance
Marine Image Data Analysis is a rather young research field. More basic and application-oriented
research is needed to unfold the full potential of this technology and more interdisciplinary research
projects still need to be carried that also a focus on these analyses. In this respect, the development
and evaluation of methods should be carried out in close collaboration with environmental sciences,
marine biology, geology etc.. Marine Image Data Analysis researchers (e.g., for algorithm
development and test) should be consulted for the study design and regarding data collection and
analysis strategies. More exempla studies are needed.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Data collection and instruments used
Marine image data analysis is based on acoustic and optical imaging data obtained with autonomous,
remotely controlled, towed, and ship-based systems (see parts ‘Seafloor monitoring with multibeam,
side-scan, and synthetic aperture sonar’ and ‘Optical seafloor monitoring including image analysis
techniques’). It comprises all kinds of computational support for the interpretation of underwater image
/ video data. This ranges from image data base systems with annotation tools for manual marking and
labeling of objects / regions in the image to computational methods for automatic extraction of
quantitative and / or qualitative information from image collections.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Supervised classification algorithms allow automated extraction of semantic and qualitative
information from imaging acquired with video, cameras or sonar systems. Automated information
extraction usually comprises two main stages: (1) training and (2) classification. In the training stage,
the expert’s knowledge is transferred to the classification module. This is usually done by manual
semantic / qualitative information annotations of the expert on training data. The training system
associates these annotations with certain parameters extracted from the training data such as texture,
color, shape, etc. by analytical tools (Shihavuddin 2013a & b). Using these associations, the
algorithms generate a classification module used in the second stage, where the same parameters as
in the training stage are extracted from the input data. Using these parameters and the generated
model, the system is able to produce semantic/quantitative information in an automated way.
Contrary to the supervised classification algorithms described above, unsupervised classification
methods are fully based on the intrinsic information available from the image. Using a variety of
parameters extracted for each pixel in the image, multivariate statistical methods are used to identify
the natural clusters in the multidimensional parameter space (i.e., finding the pixels with similar
characteristics). The next step is to correlate those clusters with ground-truthing information to identify
the nature of each of the classes identified and mapped.
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Unsupervised classification of acoustic data includes calculation of determined parameters (e.g. slope,
BPI, rugosity etc. for bathymetry, texture parameters for backscatter) and the application of clustering
algorithms in the multidimensional parameter space (e.g., K-means), the identification of clusters on
maps and the final correlation with ground-truthed data. The method can be improved by reducing
parameters through PCA and by using statistical techniques to identify the optimum number of
clusters.

Figure 16. Original (left) and classified (right) mosaic where different coral reef organisms have been
automatically detected and highlighted. Image courtesy of Rafael Garcia, Coronis.

Monitoring technology products
The final products are classified habitat maps. This includes a large variety of maps derived from
bathymetric data (slope, rugosity) on different scales and resolutions. The product of Marine Image
Data Analysis can be a data base/data warehouse of referenced and enhanced image data that can
be accessed and browsed from different directions, i.e. (1) on the time axis ‘display images between
time points x and y’ or (2) in the spatial domain ‘display images from site X’ or (3) in the environmental
domain ‘display images that show a X and/or a Y’, with X, Y being any kind of labeled feature, e.g., an
event or species.
Time requirements and efforts
The time effort is difficult to quantify. The time needed for data acquisition and processing is already
described in parts ‘Seafloor monitoring with multibeam, side-scan, and synthetic aperture sonar’ and
‘Optical seafloor monitoring including image analysis techniques’. The time needed for
supervised/unsupervised classification can take between 0.1 sec to 5 minutes per picture, dependent
on the algorithm. Interactive expert annotation of images / videos and the final GIS-based combination
for the final habitat map will typically represent the most time-consuming steps.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Pilot to mature level. Regarding Marine Image Data Analysis, both levels are represented. In case of
image data base systems and annotation tools, the technology is at a mature level. There are simple,
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non-profit solutions as well as commercial, highly sophisticated software products available. The
saltation company (http://www.saltation-marine.com/) developed solutions for online and offline (i.e. off
shore) collaborative manual image data annotation and for some higher-level image analysis tasks,
such as machine-learning based image segmentation or image enhancement. However, in case of
more complex image interpretation tasks such as megafauna classification, the technology is on a
pilot level, for some taxa maybe even on the concept level, in the sense that basic research is still
necessary.
Further reading
Möller, T., Nilssen, I., Sumida, P. Y. G., Elbers, K. L., Nattkemper, T. W. (2014) Novelty detection in
time lapse image data, Presented at the Geohab 2014, Lorne, Victoria, Australia
Shihavuddin, A., Gracias, N., Garcia, R., Escartin, J., Pedersen, R. (2013a) Automated classification
and thematic mapping of bacterial mats in the North Sea, Proceedings MTS/IEEE OCEANS
Conference, Bergen, Norway, 2013, doi: 10.1109/OCEANS-Bergen.2013.6608111
Shihavuddin, A., Gracias, N., Garcia, R., Gleason, A. C. R., Gintert, B. (2013b) Image-Based Coral
Reef Classification and Thematic Mapping, Remote Sensing 5: 1809-1841, doi:10.3390/rs5041809
Collaborative annotation
www.saltation-marine.com
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image
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solutions
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3.1.4 Monitoring of sedimentation and sediment dynamics with time-lapse
cameras
Peter Linke, GEOMAR
Henry Ruhl, NOC
Summary
This monitoring technique uses cameras in a time-lapse mode to document the status and changes
(e.g., single or re-occuring events) which are visible on the sediment surface. Usually the camera
system is integrated in autonomous moorings or landers, but it can also be applied as a sediment
profiling camera to get a snapshot of the sediment (see part ‘Benthic activity and bioturbation
monitoring with sediment imaging and planar optodes’). The method has to be combined with other
monitoring techniques to obtain quantitative parameters (e.g., POC flux by sediment traps,
geochemical and optical sensors) and physical forcing parameters, e.g., currents for the phenomenon
monitored by the optical device in order to assess the processes involved and to describe the
characteristics of the monitored ecosystem. So far observations are mainly carried out by academia,
but its application including sample and data analysis for baseline studies and assessments of
ecosystem impacts has reached a mature level and has been accepted in the scientific community. As
most applications of this technology are performed by specialist research labs, the designs need to be
standardized and workflows for routine use need improvement to become transparent and advanced
for broader uptake and consistent use, also by industry.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Time-lapse camera studies address monitoring of changes or events such as sedimentation pulses,
visible signs of sediment reworking either by fauna or by anthropogenic activity (e.g., trawling or
mining) and resuspension events related to natural phenomena (e.g., sediment-laden runoff,
submarine slides) or to anthropogenic activity (trawling, dumping, mining). This monitoring technology
has been widely used in combination with other monitoring techniques (physical, optical, geochemical
sensors) and sampling devices (e.g., sediment traps) in the area of seafloor geochemistry and impact
on biological communities. This technology has been mostly applied in flat-bottom environments in the
past, i.e., environments where polymetallic nodules, rare earth elements, and gas hydrates are found.
However, due to the availability of video-guided deployments targeted monitoring of more challenging
ecosystems (hydrothermal vents, cold seeps, cold water coral habitats, seamounts, i.e., also including
ecosystems where massive sulfides and cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts occur) has become
applicable.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
This technology will help to assess the status and natural variability of the ecosystem when combined
with other monitoring technologies to deliver a full picture and to understand the structure, functioning
and dynamics of the particular setting. Therefore, it has the potential to assess mining-related impacts
and changes of environmental / ecosystem parameters relative to the natural variability. Furthermore,
it could be used to help validate and/or parameterize predictive models for the post-operational phase.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Data collection and instruments used
Time-lapse photography can be integrated in a benthic lander or mooring deployed free-fall or videocontrolled by a launcher on the seafloor. It carries a still camera system (either single or stereo) with
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flash light(s) for time-lapse photography. It can be equipped with a wide range of sensors (current
meters, CTD, optical sensors, sampling (sediment trap) and experimental gear (e.g., colonization or
feeding experiments, see also part ‘Scavenger community monitoring with baited cameras’). The
temporal resolution of each measurement is dependent on the storage capacity and the power
consumption / supply of each device. For long-term deployments great care has to be taken to
calculate the appropriate settings to resolve the expected events under the given limitations. A scale
or a benchmark and a defined time stamp (e.g., UTC) is needed for the image analysis and potential
correlation with other measurements and events.
Sample and data analysis and processing
The still images have to be scanned (if the camera produces analog pictures) and post-processed by
the adequate software (e.g., Adobe Photoshop or specific software packages, see ‘Habitat
classification based on acoustic and visual maps’) to achieve the optimal illumination, contrast and
color. Producing a time-lapse video helps to get a first overview about changes which might not be
visible if you look at one picture after the other. After this, the detailed analysis of each visible item
related to sedimentation, reworking resuspension or other events has to be conducted. The size or the
area of the observed item has to be calculated by using the scale or benchmark and attributed to the
timestamp of the photograph. Various methods and processing software has been developed to
analyze the size, volume, and coverage of selected faunal components in recorded field of view (see
also parts ‘Habitat classification based on acoustic and visual maps’, and ‘Image-based megafauna
biodiversity monitoring including image analysis technologies’).
Monitoring technology products
Time-lapse video and image analysis. Correlation with events recorded by other instrumentation.
Products can include time-resolved measurements of, e.g., (1) links between currents and
resuspension, (2) optical backscatter properties of the benthic boundary layer, (3) biogeochemical
fluxes (arrival, coverage and lifetime of visible organic detritus), (4) Animal activity, bioturbation, and
behavior, (5) composition and standing stock of visible fauna (best if done in combination with spatial
survey).
Time requirements and efforts
The full workflow typically extends over a period of several months. Product generation may need a
few weeks of scientist time depending on the amount of data and the nature of the outputs generated
(e.g., simple graphs, maps).
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. The monitoring targets and strategies for baseline studies or assessment of ecosystem
impacts are accepted in the scientific community and validated, e.g. by peer review.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature level. For many this is now a mature/open access technology (e.g., Ocean Networks
Canada).
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. For many environments, this is now a mature technology with many peerreviewed papers on the subject, but not necessarily for the application of seabed mining impact
research. The methods that would be applied are, however, vetted.
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Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Advanced and transparent workflows for this need improvement. Most applications of this
technology are done by specialist research labs.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Autonomous monitoring is possible with currently available or slightly modified technologies. Longterm deployments are limited by power availability and storage capacity, fouling of optical devices
(lenses).
Further reading
Bett, B.J., Malzone, M.G., Narayanaswamy, B.E., Wigham, B.D. (2001) Temporal variability in
pytodetritus and megabenthic activity at the seabed in the deep Northeast Atlantic. Progress in
Oceanography 50: 349-368
del Río, J., Aguzzi, J., Costa, C., Menesatti, P., Sbragaglia, V., Nogueras, M., Sarda, F., Manuèl, A.
(2013) A New Colorimetrically-Calibrated Automated Video-Imaging Protocol for Day-Night Fish
Counting at the OBSEA Coastal Cabled Observatory. Sensors 13: 14740-14753,
doi:10.3390/s131114740
Edgington, D., Cline, D., Davis, D., Kerkez, I., Mariette, J. (2006) Detecting, tracking and classifying
animals in underwater video, OCEANS 2006: 1–5, doi: 10.1109/OCEANS.2006.306878
Lampitt, R.S. (1985) Evidence for the seasonal deposition of detritus to the deep-sea floor and its
subsequent resuspension, Deep-Sea Research 32: 885-897.
Linke, P., Pfannkuche, O., Karstensen, J., Beuck, L. (2006) Long-term observation of a cold water
coral mound in the Porcupine Seabight and implications for the ESONET/CeltNet programme.
Proceedings of Scientific Subamrine Cable SSC06, Dublin, Ireland, Feb. 2006
Niemann, H., Linke, P., Knittel, K., MacPherson, E., Boetius, A., Brückmann, W., Larvid, G.,
Wallmann, K., Schacht, U., Omoregie, E., Hilton, D., Brown, K., Rehder, G. (2013) Methane-carbon
flow into the benthic food web at cold seeps – a case study from the Costa Rica subduction zone,
PLoS ONE 8: e74894, doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074891
Rhoads, D.C., Germano, J.D. (1982) Characterization of organsim-sediment relations using sediment
profile imaging: An efficient method for Remote Ecological Monitoring of the Seafloor (Remots
System), Marine Ecology Progress Series 8: 115-128
Ruhl, H. A., André, M., Beranzoli, L., Çağatay, M. N., Colaço, A., Cannat, M., Dañobeitia, J. J., Favali,
P., Géli, L., Gillooly, M., Greinert, J., Hall, P. O. J., Huber, R., Karstensen, J., Lampitt, R. S., Larkin, K.
E., Lykousis, V., Mienert, J., Miguel M. J., Person, R., Priede, I. G., Puillat, I., Thomsen, L.,
Waldmann, C. (2011) Societal need for improved understanding of climate change, anthropogenic
impacts, and geohazard warning drive development of ocean observatories in European Seas,
Progress in Oceanography 91: 1-33. doi:10.1016/j.pocean.2011.05.001
Schoening, T., Bergmann, M., Ontrup, J., Taylor, J., Dannheim, J., Gutt, J., Purser, A., Nattkemper, T.
W. (2012) Semi-Automated Image Analysis for the Assessment of Megafaunal Densities at the Arctic
Deep-Sea Observatory HAUSGARTEN, PLoS ONE 7: e38179, doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0038179
Smith, Jr., K. L., Kaufmann, R. S., Baldwin, R. J. (1994) Coupling of near-bottom pelagic and benthic
processes at abyssal depths in the eastern North Pacific Ocean, Limnology and Oceanography 39:
1101-1118.
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Smith, Jr., K. L., Sherman, A. D., Huffard, C. L., McGill, P. R., Henthorn, R., Von Thun, S., Ruhl, H. A.,
Kahru, M., Ohmna, M. D. (2014) Large salp bloom export from the upper ocean and benthic
community response in the abyssal notheast Pacific: Day to week resolution, Limnology and
Oceanography 59: 745-757, doi:10.4319/lo.2014.59.3.0745
Coordination activities to integrate and harmonise the current technological, procedural and einfrastructure processes: http://www.fixo3.eu
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3.2

Seafloor geological / geophysical characteristics

3.2.1 Seafloor property monitoring with video-guided, and modular sampling
equipment
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Summary
Video-guided and geo-referenced seafloor (sediment) sampling should be regarded as the only
meaningful way to recover sediment; in particular, when the samples are collected and analysed for
monitoring purposes. Even the deep sea in polymetallic-nodule areas strongly varies on small scales
with regards to, e.g., nodule density and sub-meter changes certainly occur in the area of massive
sulfide deposits. Thus, accurate underwater navigation needs to become standard. Accompanied by
real-time video information during the deployment of, e.g., multi- and box-corers, TV-grabs or the
modular, thruster-maneuvered HyBIS, the sampled site at the seafloor can be well described and
small-scale changes can be considered during data interpretation. Such devices exist as mature
technologies and are applicable for all mineral resources before, during and after mining activities.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Video-guided sampling of sediment and water near the seafloor aims to acquire information for later
geological, biological or physical studies. All this is relevant for defining quantitative parameters and
for understanding biological and geological processes as well as ecosystem characteristics.
Environmental parameters range from grain sizes to oxygen penetration depths, or metal
concentrations to species abundances. All ecosystems can be sampled, different ecosystems may
require different types of sampling gear. Multi and box corers are more often used for biological and
geochemical sampling of the ‘undisturbed’ top decimeters of the sediment. TV-grab sampling is
normally aimed at retrieving large sediment / rock quantities as is the HyBIS system. HyBIS as a
hybrid system is the only tool described here that allows small-scale active positioning via thrusters.
Newer developments of multi-functional frames have increasingly similar possibilities, where active
positioning and modular sampling gear (multi-corer / grab modules) can be selected prior to
deployment.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Video-guided and geo-referenced sampling of the seafloor (but also the water column) is extremely
important for baseline studies and later monitoring studies to allow direct comparison between
samples taken at different points of time but at the same location/habitat. Even the deep sea shows a
significant spatial heterogeneity on all spatial scales, which needs to be considered. Unfortunately,
sampling is done too often without any video guiding and geo-referencing . This needs to be avoided
under all circumstances when it comes to mining-relevant studies for monitoring ecosystem changes
and impacts. Video and geo-referenced sampling needs to be applied prior to, during and after mining
activities. Repeated sampling at one site / the same habitat is possible - if appropriate underwater
navigation for geo-referencing is used.
Factors limiting mining relevance
No major confining factors are connected to TV-guided equipment. deployments of box- and multicorers as well as TV-grabs have been performed for decades now. Such systems are commercially
available and used on various types of vessels. Fiber-optical cables are normally used for online
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observations of good visual quality. However, lower-cost technologies such as DSL modems used
with coaxial cables are common nowadays as well. The HyBIS system is technologically more
challenging and is almost as complicated as an ROV. In the end, all technologies are easily handled
by commercial contractors in the oil and gas industry and will be used professionally for mining-related
activities. Appropriate positioning technology for exact geo-referencing needs to used.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
All technologies mentioned can be deployed from the ship with a cabled link between the device and
the ship. No other ship operations are possible during the time of deployment. Prior to the actual
sampling, the approximate sampling location should be known so that the respective device can be
towed along a short straight track to the sampling location. USBL or LBL navigation is critical for this
operation. The final sample collection is based on the online video information (when the designated
target is in sight) and the device is lowered by the winch to the ground. HyBIS has the additional
advantage of thrusters for maneuvering. With increasing cable-out length, the range of HyBIS gets
larger.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Depending on the respective research / monitoring question, samples are processed in the best
possible way. Two examples would be pore water extraction from TV-MUC cores by means of
squeezing or centrifugation, or the separation of fauna by sieving or density gradient centrifugation.
Monitoring technology products
Products will depend on the scientific / monitoring focus and analytical techniques used.
Time requirements and efforts
The time needed for deploying and sampling depends on the water depth and does not take much
longer than ‘conventional’ sediment sampling. Precisely knowing the target position helps to keep the
time on the seafloor for ‘finding the right target’ reasonably low (< 30min). As this monitoring
technology is restricted to sampling, an estimate of time required to complete the full workflow cannot
be provided.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Readiness level is mature with respect to observation technology: All above mentioned devices have
been used for many years, are commercially available, and results obtained from samples have been
published in peer reviewed publications. Readiness concerning requirements specification-, analyses-,
and information technology do not apply here.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
The technology is exclusively ship-based and has no potential for autonomous monitoring.
Further reading
HyBis specification sheet from the manufacturer:
http://www.hydro-lek.com/datasheets/Hybis/Hybis.pdf
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3.2.2 In situ monitoring of geotechnical seafloor properties
Sebastien Garziglia, Ifremer
Maarten Vanneste, NGI
Summary
Cone penetration testing with pore pressure measurement (CPTu) is commonly carried out in
geotechnical practice as a cost-effective way of sounding the sub-surface. This in situ test is used for
profiling soil layers and deriving their physical and hydro-mechanical properties. It thus provide
valuable information for the assessment of geohazards such as slope instability or ground
deformations and their underlying mechanisms and is thus highly relevant in the context of gas
hydrate mining but also in connection to possible compaction or loosening of sediment by mining gear.
-1

Tests can be carried out by pushing a ‘piezocone’ at a constant rate (e.g., 2 cm s ) into the subsurface using downhole systems or seabed rigs. The instrument can alternatively be free fall deployed
from a vessel, in which case, penetration does not occur at constant rate. The piezocone continuously
measures the resistance, the pore pressure and the friction during penetration. Processing of these
measurements allows to rapidly classify soil types and provide estimates of key properties such as
density, shear strength or consolidation state.
Downhole systems or seabed rigs are commonly used to answer the requirements in the oil and gas
industry. Besides, seabed rigs and free-fall devices have been developed and deployed for academic
purposes. Seabed-mode testing is in many cases the most cost-effective solution giving the highest
quality results. However it requires ship immobilization for a period of 8 to 12 hours, vessel facilities
and expert knowledge all of which may be seen as factors confining full testing operability.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Cone penetration testing with pore pressure measurement (CPTu) provides in situ data to assess the
hazards posed by natural and anthropogenic processes. It provide information on sediment physical
properties and benthic habitat characteristics. It could be applied in every sedimentary environment
(e.g., in ecosystems where polymetallic nodules and rare earth elements are found) but would be most
relevant in the context of gas hydrate exploitation at continental margins.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Repeated cone penetration testing can provide insight into the evolution of the physical environment.
Derived physical and hydro-mechanical properties are key to plan mitigation procedures against
possible damages associated with seabed deformation or the development of slope failure.
Geotechnical properties are also relevant in the context of habitat suitability for benthic fauna and the
potential sediment resuspension by mining operations.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Cone penetration testing requires 8 to 12 hours of ship time as the systems are typically connected to
the ship during operation. These efforts and the required expert knowledge for operation and data
analysis may be seen as factors confining full testing operability.
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Figure 17. Deployment of Ifremer’s ‘Penfeld Penetrometer’ for in situ measurements of seafloor geophysical
seafloor properties. Image: Sebastien Garziglia, Ifremer.

Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Long lasting developments in terms of tool deployment now allow CPTu to be carried out from
downhole systems, seabed rigs or free fall devices in a range of water depths from near shore to more
than 3000m. The choice of the deployment mode relies on the target penetration depth, data quality
requirements and time constraints. In this respect, seabed rigs are the best compromise solution. The
PENFELD (Ifremer) and GOST (MARUM) are examples of such rigs used for academic purposes.
Besides, Lunne (2010) reviews the variety of seabed rigs operated by site investigation companies.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Basically, during cone penetration testing three parameters are continuously measured. These include
the resistance, the pore pressure and the friction. Different equations and empirical correlations are
available for reliable interpretation of test results for a large range of soil parameters.
Monitoring technology products
Resistance, pore pressure and friction data obtained during penetration are typically converted to
profiles of density, shear strength and consolidation state which are key inputs parameters into
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deformation or slope stability models and may also serve to quantify changes to sediment physical
properties due to operations of mining gear at the seafloor.
Time requirements and efforts
Data acquisition has become very efficient with results processed immediately after the test such that
in engineering practice, the result of offshore tests can be transmitted to onshore locations for quality
assurance and even design within minutes. However, the full workflow including data acquisition,
quality control, processing, and product generation typically requires 2 days.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Mature level. Cone penetration testing has been an essential part of offshore geotechnical
investigations since the beginning about 40 years ago. It is recognized as the best way to determine
stratigraphy across a site as well as a reliable mean to provide significant input to the determination of
soil parameters for foundation design and for the evaluation of geohazards. The publication of a recent
international standard (EN-ISO 22476-1) testifies to the maturity level of this testing method and
provides guideline procedures for the reliable investigation of various geotechnical problems.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Repeated cone penetration testing can be carried out to follow the evolution of geotechnical problems
but is not, in its essence, suitable for autonomous monitoring.
Further reading
Lafuerza, S., Sultan, N., Canals, M., Lastras, G., Cattaneo, A., Frigola, J., Costa, S., Berndt, C. (2012)
Failure mechanisms of Ana Slide from geotechnical evidence, Eivissa Channel, Western
Mediterranean Sea, Marine Geology 307-310: 1-21, doi:10.1016/j.margeo.2012.02.010
Lunne, T. (2010) The CPT in offshore soil investigations-a historic perspective, The 2nd International
Symposium on Cone Penetration Testing, Huntington Beach, CA
Sultan, N., Riboulot, V., Ker, S., Marsset, B., Géli, L., Tary, J. B., Klingelhoefer, F., Voisset, M.,
Lanfumey, V., Colliat, J. L., Adamy, J., Grimaud, S. (2011) Dynamics of fault-fluid-hydrate system
around a shale-cored anticline in deepwater Nigeria, Journal of Geophysical Research 116, B12110,
doi: 10.1029/2011JB008218
Vanneste, M., Sultan, N., Garziglia, S., Forsberg, C. F., L'heureux, J.-S. (2014) Seafloor instabilities
and sediment deformation processes: The need for integrated, multidisciplinary investigations, Marine
Geology, 352: 183-214
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3.2.3 Subseafloor temperature and pressure monitoring including observatory
installation technologies
Achim Kopf, MARUM / UBremen
Sebastien Garziglia, Ifremer
Maarten Vanneste, NGI
James M. Strout, NGI
Summary
Monitoring of physical parameters such as pore pressure and temperature, and associated indicators
for potential hazard (sediment deformation and tilt, seismic tremor, etc.) is carried out to ensure stable
and sustainable environmental conditions. Shallow subseafloor probes (piezometers, tiltmeters, T- and
strainmeter lances) are used to monitor the upper 5-10 m of the sub-seafloor, while instrumented
boreholes made by seafloor robotic drills (e.g., the Meeresboden-Bohrgerät ‘MeBo’ (German for
seafloor drill rig) of MARUM at Bremen University) allow to extend monitoring to up to 200 meter subseafloor depth. Pore fluid pressure and temperature monitoring may help identifying the activity of
subsurface processes and their impact up to the seabed, slope instability and deformation processes.
Slope failure in particular may be hazardous to ecosystems, regardless of whether the trigger for
failure may be natural or induced by human (mining) activity, e.g., on gas hydrate bearing slopes.
Different methods are developed and used. This description mainly focuses on three different
technologies available in the European scientific community. (1) Ifremer developed a free fall deployed
piezometer to monitor pore fluid pressure and temperature at different depths in the sedimentary
column, down to 12 m below seabed; (2) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) has developed a
standpipe piezometer system suitable for long term recordings of pore pressure in geotechnical
borings; (3) The MARUM MeBo seafloor drill offers monitoring capabilities via the upper portion of the
drill string that can be equipped with sensors and samplers and remains in the borehole.
Users include both academia and industry. Both piezometers (e.g.,. nke instruments Ltd) and seafloor
drills (e.g., Bauer Maschinen) commercially available. Vessels are already now only needed for
deployment while the sensors / borehole observatories are already fully autonomous and may record
data for up to three years (e.g., Ifremer and NGI piezometers). The MeBo observatories may be
combined with smart transducers that test recordings to defined thresholds (e.g., for critical pore
pressure) pop-up or acoustic data transmission modules may be used as early warning systems in
case of accidents, blowouts, landslides, etc. Currently, the maximum water depth for deployments is
one of the main limitations for routine use. While piezometers cover full ocean depth, seafloor drills are
so far limited by an umbilical length of 2000 m. Another limiting factor is power requirement. For MeBo
observatories with full payload (i.e., many sensors) battery life would at the moment require routine
visits every 4 months.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Subseafloor monitoring mainly addresses sediment geophysical conditions with respect to factors for
the assessment of landslide risk and mass wasting which may be major threats to seafloor
ecosystems. Parameters include pore pressure, temperature, seismicity, strain and tilt. If the
subseafloor is additionally sampled, sediment is mostly used for physical property measurements
while interstitial waters are used to quantify gas hydrate freshening (i.e., release of freshwater upon
gas hydrate decay that may facilitate slope instabilities). Environments most relevant to subseafloor
monitoring are ecosystems on fine-grained continental slope deposits, i.e., in regions where gas
hydrate deposits occur.
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Figure 18. Deployment of Ifremer’s piezometer for pore pressure and temperature measurements in the upper 12
m of the sediment. Image: Sebastien Garziglia, Ifremer.

Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Subseafloor monitoring collects information on geophysical conditions within the sediment body which
are highly relevant for upper seafloor ecosystems and benthic communities. Natural variability /
baseline conditions have to be constrained before mining operation start to establish a background for
the detection of possible man-made changes. In addition to recordings of subseafloor pressure,
temperature, and conductivity, osmo samplers can be used to characterize fluid flow conditions in gas
hydrate bearing margins. Pore P and tilt further help assessing the risk of catastrophic events such as
slope failure, either triggered through natural processes or as a result of exploitation.
Although no direct information on changes of environmental / ecosystem parameters by mining
operations are obtained, detection of changes in sub-seafloor geophysical conditions are needed to
assess the risk for hazards potentially threatening the local ecosystems or may even have large
impacts also over large distances. The parameters governing slope stability in their natural variability
(non-mining scenario, reference site) and during mining operations would be monitored and
compared. For instance, pore pressure transients are recorded continuously, and excursions towards
higher values (e.g., pore pressure approaching lithostatic values) can be used to issue alerts. This has
potential relevance for impact management and mitigation measures. Continued monitoring in the
post-operational phase would be advisable to assess post-mining development of subseafloor
geophysical conditions but would not provide direct information on the recovery of seafloor
ecosystems from mining impacts.
Factors limiting mining relevance
The fact that observed sediment physical parameters do not provide direct information on impacts on
seafloor ecosystems may be regarded as the main shortcoming confining the relevance of subseafloor
geophysical monitoring for mining-related ecosystem assessment. While important information on
processes in the deeper sediment body and associated risks is obtained, direct monitoring of seafloor
habitats indeed has to be carried out additionally.
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Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
The free fall deployed autonomous piezometer developed and used by Ifremer is able to monitor pore
fluid pressure and temperature at different depths in the sedimentary column, down to 12 m below
seabed without prior drilling activities. Up to 10 pressure and temperature sensors can be mounted at
desired spacing intervals on a lance. The sensors are connected to a pressure housing containing a
data logger and batteries.
The autonomous standpipe piezometer system developed by NGI has a diameter of only 61 mm and
may therefore be deployed in geotechnical borings through the drill string. Pore pressures at the base
of the boring at up to 100 m seafloor depth are recorded at hourly resolution for a period of up to 3
years relative to the hydrostatic pressure at the seabed.
In addition to coring, the MARUM The MeBo seafloor drill offers monitoring capabilities by the addition
of sensor payload to the upper portion of the drill string, which remains in the hole after termination of
drilling/coring. Time series observations of pore pressure, temperature, seismicity, and tilt may be
carried out and osmo-samplers may be added for fluid sampling. The systems can either be accessed
via ROV (data retrieval, changing batteries, osmo-sampler retrieval), but could also be equipped with
(1) acoustic modems for data readout, e.g., by ships of opportunities or (2) disposable pop-up
telemetries that contain a copy of the data and automatically ascend to the sea surface where the unit
remains for 2-3 weeks to transfer all data sets via iridium telemetry.
Ship-based operation is needed for the deployment and installation of all available systems. Free-fall
systems may be used for observations in the upper meters of sediment while deeper installations
requires seafloor drills and / or ROVs. In all systems, data are sampled at variable, pre-defined rates,
which depend on length of monitoring operation, etc. and recorded on self-contained data loggers.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Typically, little processing is required so that piezometer data can be interpreted shortly after their
recovery. However, thorough data analysis and interpretation currently requires specialist skills,
usually from researchers and technicians in academia. There are first measures for a commercial use
of, e.g., the Ifremer piezometer when purchased via nke instruments Ltd.
Monitoring technology products
Time series of piezometer data may be used to compute flow properties of sediments, to plan and
conduct laboratory tests and, additionally, as input into slope stability analyses.
Time requirements and efforts
Deployment of either piezometer or seafloor drill takes approx. 0.5-1 day, monitoring operations can
be up to 36 months, recovery takes again ca. 1 day. Depending on the payload of the monitoring
instrument, data processing and interpretation will take between a few days to 3-4 weeks (e.g., if
correlation between multi-parameter data sets is needed).
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Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. Appropriateness of monitoring targets and strategies for baseline studies or
assessment of ecosystem impacts are accepted in the scientific community and validated by peer
review. Sediment physical properties and ambient conditions as a function of sub-seafloor depth can
be easily assessed and are well understood. If appropriated contextual information (planned
operations, geological setting) exists an observation strategy that is appropriate for baseline and
impact monitoring can be established. In a gas-hydrate bearing sedimentary slope section, long term
monitoring can be required (e.g., to monitor the effects of seasonal T change on the pore pressure
and effective stress of the slope sediments). In a gas hydrate mining scenario where the gas hydrates
are dissociating, processes are much faster so that sampling rate has to be faster and real-time
control may be required.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot level. Proof-of-concept has been provided. Piezometers are commercially available, MeBo
observatories can be built on individual request. Data acquisition is less advanced at present, but may
certainly be improved if demand exists.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature. For experts, data processing and analyses procedures are operational and
established but not necessarily appropriate for routine use, e.g., by industry. Procedures, however,
may be improved if demand exists.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Products have been generated from relevant field data and presented to the international
community, e.g., in peer-reviewed scientific publications. Room for improvement exists concerning
user-friendliness of tools for product generation, in particular to address needs of commercial, nonexpert users.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Monitoring using Ifremer’s free falling system is restricted to the upper 12 m of sediments and still
quite expensive if used at water depths below 40m where instrument cannot be accessed by divers to
recover sensors. Pushing the piezometer using a seabed rig would allow overcoming the penetration
limitation inherent to the free fall deployment. Adaptation should be made for the full lance equipped
with sensors to be recovered using ROVs. There are essentially no practical limits to the use of NGI’s
piezometers, on the condition that ROV is available for recovery. NGI works currently on improving the
data transfer by implementing underwater Wi-Fi technology. MeBo observatory payload and means for
data retrieval without presence at sea have been developed and tested are ready for test deployment
within MIDAS. Operational use is expected to be feasible soon.

Autonomous	
   monitoring	
   is	
   already	
   the	
   standard	
   case.	
   Technical	
   innovations	
   needed	
   and	
  
underway	
  mainly	
  focus	
  on	
  data	
  transfer	
  to	
  the	
  sea	
  surface	
  and	
  the	
  shore	
  lab.
Further reading
Kopf, A., Freudenthal, T., Ratmeyer, V, Bergenthal, M., Lange, M., Fleischmann, T., Hammerschmidt,
S., Seiter, C., Wefer, G. (2014) Simple, Affordable and Sustainable Borehole Observatories for
Complex Monitoring Objectives, Geoscientific Instrumentation, Methods and Data Systems,
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Lanfumey, V., Colliat, J., Adamy, L., Grimaud, S. (2011) Dynamics of fault-fluid-hydrate system around
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Vanneste, M., Sultan, N., Garziglia, S., Forsberg, C. F., L'Heureux, J.-S. (2014) Seafloor instabilities
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Example for commercially available pieozometer for short and long term deployments: www.nkeinstrumentation.com/products/deep-sea/piezometer/piezometre.html
Example of a sea floor drilling rig: www.marum.de/en/Sea_floor_drill_rig_MARUM-MeBo.html	
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3.2.4 AUV-based and (deep-) towed acoustic (sub-) seafloor mapping
Veit Hühnerbach, GEOMAR
Ingo Klaucke, GEOMAR
Veerle Huvenne, NOC
Tim Le Bas, NOC
Thomas Kuhn, BGR
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Summary
Acoustic surveys of the seafloor may not only map the seafloor surface but, depending on acoustic
beam frequency, may also penetrate the seafloor down to several tens of meters below the seafloor
and investigate sub-bottom structures (e.g., sediment layers, buried structures, mineral or
hydrocarbon deposits). Acoustic mapping of the seafloor and subseafloor are primarily performed
ship-based or by means of deep towed systems and AUVs and involve multibeam, side-scan-sonar,
synthetic aperture sonar, as well as low frequency sub-bottom profiling technologies. Acoustic
mapping may be used in any marine environment and is, hence, potentially relevant for any type of
deposit. Acoustic seafloor and subseafloor mapping technologies are used routinely by both academia
and industry. Key requirement to any acoustic mapping survey is accurate positioning. Autonomous
observations required AUVs with a large operating range. Innovations that are currently underway
involve technologies to increase the operating time including docking stations for on site recharging of
batteries.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
The main purpose of these techniques in the frame of EIAs is to characterize habitats in their spatial
extent and diversity. As hydroacoustic seafloor and sub-seafloor mapping in first order gives physical
properties of the seafloor these different properties and derived clustering at the seafloor needs to be
linked with other studies that finally determine habitat occurrence. It only indirectly maps biological and
communities in/at the sediment or even the water column.
Next to its purpose for EIAs, these techniques are key to any qualitative and quantitative exploration
for polymetallic nodules, cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts and massive sulfide deposits.
Morphological changes and sediment properties e.g. due methane-derived carbonate cementation can
be used as indicators for possible oil & gas and gas hydrate resources and guide the way to
associated unique ecosystems.
Towed-devices and AUVs can be used for all commodities. However, towed-devices might be even
more than AUVs difficult to use in rough terrain as massive sulfide deposits and cobalt-rich
ferromanganese crusts, due to their slower response time, and difficult positioning. This only is true if
the accuracy aims for the same resolution as AUV deployments with vehicle distances to the seafloor
of few tens of meters.
Both technologies need ship support for deployment (AUV) and/or the survey as well (towed systems)
and create a short-term snapshot of the sea/sub-seafloor that becomes visible after processing with
meanwhile well-established routines. Repeated monitoring of the same areas pre, during and (several
times) after mining operations allows ‘long-term’ mapping and detection of changes.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Both systems (towed, AUV) use the same hydroacoustic technologies and sometimes exactly the
same or very similar commercial equipment. Using multibeam, side-scan (including SAS) or sub-
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bottom profilers is essential for all base line studies as it gives the highest resolution and thus allows
for the best possible detection and larger scale mapping of various habitats. Linked to ship-based
lower-resolution but larger coverage studies, AUV and deep-towed surveys are the important link
between very high resolution optical imaging and direct sampling (cm to 1000s of m2) and large scale
mapping (100 – 1000s km2).
Factors confining mining relevance
As mapping is essential for the commercial evaluation of any deposit and technologies and postprocessing is well established, there are no confining factors that would restrict the use of these
technologies in any EIA of deep-sea mining operations.

Figure 19. Deployment of NOC‘s Towed Ocean Bottom Instrument (TOBI), one of world’s best tools for deeptowed acoustic geological surveys. Image Veerle Huvenne, NOC.

Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
To get high resolution and high quality mapping the acquiring system (multibeam, side-scan and subbottom profilers) must be close to the seafloor. This can be achieved by a towed system or an AUV.
The disadvantage of a towed system is that the towing cable is likely to be very long (depending on
water depth), that towing speed slow (<4kn) and that maneuverability is limited. Towed and AUV
systems will have issues that the positioning of the mapped data is difficult to correlate and some
manual intervention will be required to accurately locate features on a final map. The advantage of a
deep-towed system is the ‘unlimited’ time it can theoretically spent on the seafloor which is in contrast
to AUV-based systems which are limited by their battery capacity. Upcoming long-range AUVs with
docking capability for data up and download and recharging might overcome this problem (if needed
infrastructure is deployed on the seafloor).
Important for both systems and the final accuracy of the map-products is ‘excellent’ underwater
navigation. This is of such importance as there is the need to distinguish environmental changes due
to mining from natural variability and possible mapping artifacts caused by wrong navigation. Unless
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Ultra-short-Baseline (USBL) navigation in reasonable shallow water (<1000m) can be used, seafloor
deployed Long-Baseline (LBL) systems should be deployed in addition to inertial and Doppler-Log
navigation. The little time spend (max 1 day, but 6h might be sufficient) to deploy and measure the
exact position of the LBL transponders at the seafloor should be considered as absolute necessity for
any monitoring purpose. See part ‘Underwater positioning of devices and vehicles incl. sea surface
GPS-linked components’ for underwater navigation technologies.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Data analyses and the respective workflows have been established during the last decades and
several commercial and academic software packages exist. Possible the most important and
eventually ‘very time consuming’ part is re-navigation processing, which makes it so important for
aiming at the best possible navigation in first hand. Cleaning, e.g., multibeam data has been another
hurdle in earlier times, this changed due to faster computers and the availability of editing in 3D and
automated hypothesis based automated filtering.
More time than deriving maps for interpretation is needed for good, maybe prognostic habitat mapping
and interpretation of the state of the environmental status and the detection and quantification of
changes.
Monitoring technology products
The direct products of the mapping exercise are: seafloor bathymetry grids and maps; seafloor
backscatter maps from both multibeam and side-scan; high-resolution sub-bottom profiles, and
seabed classification maps based on backscatter and eventual sampling data. Habitat maps cannot
be derived from hydroacoustic mapping alone but they are the key information for larger scale
geomorphologic-sedimentologic-tectonic habitat interpretations that use direct observations and
sampling in various statistic approaches to link the physical response of the seafloor seen in the
acoustic data with biological habitats. Technology, processing and products are the same for baseline
and impact assessment.
Time requirements and efforts
Time is needed for the survey itself. Deep-towed systems have the advantage of real-time data
connection which would allow to start processing still during the survey. AUVs have the advantage
that the ship (and all of its crew) can perform other important tasks, e.g., sampling, but data
processing can only start after recovery.
Processing itself can vary strongly depending on data quality, and the envisioned result. ‘Quick and
dirty’ can be done within hours, detailed mapping as it would be needed for monitoring purposes
needs days, maybe even weeks. This also strongly depends on the size of the area, its terrain and the
used equipment and how it can be processed with the various software options. The same is true for
interpretation, which might take even longer (months) depending on the complexity and purpose of the
interpretation.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Observation techniques as well as data analysis and processing are at a mature level and have been
used for some time and are presented and accepted by the scientific and industrial community.
Readiness of technologies / workflows for data interpretation and related processing / product
generation are at a concept to pilot level particularly when it comes to environmental baseline studies.
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Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Data acquisition and much of the processing is routine work and in some parts can be automated
(e.g., multibeam data cleaning). Confining factors for ‘completely’ automated data processing are
problems in navigation accurate and completeness.
Innovative potential is given by using long-endurance AUVs with the capability for seafloor or sea
surface docking where data can be uploaded, new survey tasks downloaded and energy recharged.
Further reading
Wynn, R. B., Huvenne, V. A. I., Le Bas, T. P., Murton, B. J., Connelly, D. P., Bett, B. J., Ruhl, H. A.,
Morris, K. J., Peakall, J., Parsons, D. R., Sumner, E. J., Darby, S. E., Dorrell, R. M., Hunt, J. E. (2014)
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs): Their past, present and future contributions to the
advancement
of
marine
geoscience,
Marine
Geology
352:
451-468,
doi:
10.1016/j.margeo.2014.03.012
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3.3

Gas hydrates and seepage

3.3.1 3D acoustic sub-seafloor monitoring and gas hydrate mapping
Christian Berndt, GEOMAR
Jörg Bialas, GEOMAR
Maarten Vanneste, NGI
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Summary
Studying the sub-seafloor with acoustic methods aims to understand the geological / tectonic structure
of the sediments and may serve to assess slope stability and potential geo-hazards associated with
gas extraction from gas hydrates. In repetitive surveys changes in the sub-seafloor over time may be
addressed to identify, e.g., sediment subsidence or slumping as well as free gas migration or the
development of faults. Acoustic sub-seafloor mapping in the context of this report is thus most relevant
for gas hydrate deposits. Instruments for high resolution 3D seismics are commercially available but
still mainly used by academia. Routine use by industry is so far confined by the need for specialized
equipment, dedicated ships and experts in data processing.

Figure 20. Representation of exemplary 3D sub-seafloor mapping data obtained by a P-Cable survey. Image:
Christian Berndt, GEOMAR.

Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Mapping the sub-seafloor for gas hydrates or other acoustically visible features has been performed in
the discipline of geophysics for decades for oil and gas exploration, slope stability studies or scientific
studies of continental margin development. Studying the sub-seafloor with geophysical methods aims
to understand the geological / tectonic structure of the sediments and its resource potential in a
quantitative and qualitative way. Here 3D seismic studies are discussed with respect to gas hydrate
occurrence and potential geo-hazards induced by gas extraction from gas hydrates. There are no
specific environments directly targeted other than the sub-seafloor.
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Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
High resolution 3D seismic studies are almost exclusively used for exploration tasks. If repeated, they
could be used to determine changes in sub-seafloor over time, seeing, e.g., sediment subsidence or
slumping as well as free gas migration or the development of faults.
Factors limiting mining relevance
High resolution 3D seismics needs specialized equipment, dedicated ships and experts in data
processing.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
The below description is taking P-Cable investigations (P-Cable 3D Seismic AS, Oslo, NO) as an
example, representing a common and commercially available method. It has to be mentioned,
however, that also other techniques exist in academia and industry. P-Cable acquisition provides high
resolution multichannel seismic imaging of shallow sub-seafloor structures. Main design issue of the
P-Cable device is a cross cable spanned by surface floating trawl doors perpendicular to the vessels
course. The strength member of the cross cable is used to mount about 16 streamers in parallel at an
average offset of 10 m. Streamer sections are 12.5 m or 25 m long and hose hydrophone groups at
1.5 m or 3 m group offset. Acoustic signals are provided by small volume GI or Mini-GI airguns fired at
short shot intervals. The acquired dense coverage of the area of investigation allows full 3D migration
on a 6 m by 6 m grid, which may be scaled to 3 m by 3 m under favorable conditions. Due to the short
streamer length, depth penetration is limited by the arrival of the first multiple. Beyond gas hydrate
environment the P-Cable system can be applied to a number of other environments where high
resolution and full 3D imaging is required (e.g., submarine landslide studies and others). The system
is mobile and can be easily operated by a small crew from multi-purpose vessels.
Despite the high-data quality and flexible use, the P-Cable system does not allow for obtaining P-wave
velocities. Recently there is a tendency to develop higher-resolution 2D and 3D systems, also within
industry, to focus on shallower geohazards. Ifremer used a simple 3D system with 2 longer multichannel streamers for hydrate studies. This system does allow obtaining velocities, in addition to highquality imaging.
Standard 3D seismic acquisition is acquired by operation of a few several kilometers long streamers.
These systems are tuned to investigate hydrocarbon reservoirs at several kilometers depth. Lateral
streamer offsets of several tens of meters and internal receiver offsets of 6 m or more limit the spatial
resolution. Small scale migration pathways for fluids and lateral variations on small scale are typical
imaging tasks in gas hydrate environments. Therefore spatial imaging with improved resolution is
required.
Sample and data analysis and processing
To acquire good 3D seismic data a multipurpose vessel with compressor and very good navigational
capabilities (ideally DP) is needed. For P-Cable seismics the vessel needs to handle trawling of the
two paravanes and needs enough free space for cable deployment on aft deck. Two streamer winches
are needed for deploying the data umbilical and cross cable. In addition the seismic source (e.g., MiniGI gun) needs to be towed. The absolute position of the paravanes and the gun need to be
georeferenced (GPS) at all time. The 3D area is covered by parallel sailing lines at about 60 m offset.
Streamer navigation is processed based on paravanes GPS position and first arrival of the pressure
wave. Standard seismic processing (e.g., filter, deconvolution, etc.) is used and a sound velocity
model of the subsurface is required for converting travel time into depth during full 3D migration
processing.
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Monitoring technology products
Products of a 3D seismic survey are the final 3D cube (3D data volume) from which arbitrary 2D
seismic sections can be processed. Time slices as well as variety of attribute maps can be exported
along plains positioned freely in 3D space.
Time requirements and efforts
Processing 3D seismic data requires more time than data acquisition. For e.g., a 40 km2 area that can
be mapped in 1 week (parallel survey lines have a spacing of about 60m) a total of about 6 weeks are
used for (1) postprocessing Q/C & navigation, (2) standard processing and (3) adaption migration
velocity field, 3D migration. Additionally 4 weeks are needed to arbitrary sections and slices and
create parameter maps. Thus from data acquisition to final product about 3 months of work are
needed.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Equipment as well as processing is at a mature readiness level and used for decades when talking
about ‘conventional’ 3D seismic, and applied commercially and in academics. P-Cable investigations
are mature as well but until now mainly applied by academia.
Further reading
Information on the P-Cable 3D seismic system of P-Cable 3D Seismics AS: www.pcable.com
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3.3.2 Gas seepage monitoring with acoustics and geochemical sensors
Contributing experts
Achim Kopf, MARUM / UBremen
Gerhard Bohrmann, MARUM / UBremen
Summary
Gas seepage monitoring addresses gas-hydrate-prone slopes which (temporarily) release methane.
The parameter monitored is bubble size and quantity to empirically assess which amount of methane
gas released at any given time. Deposits addressed are massive gas hydrates in sediments along
continental slopes. Seepage monitoring as performed by MARUM / UBremen carries out observations
of the amount of gas released (primary observation from sonar imaging over time) and collects
additional information on p, T and electrical conductivity (secondary data from CTD mounted to the
bubble meter). Natural variability in gas release (e.g., in response to seasonal changes in water
temperature or tidally driven changes in pressure) may be addressed as well as changes that may
occur once gas hydrates destabilize upon exploitation. Both Sonar system and CTD are mounted to a
custom-built benthic lander that collects data autonomously at the seafloor and is retrieved by ROV.
Gas seepage monitoring is carried out by academia as well as industry. Difficulties in appropriate
placement of the instrument (i.e., close to the area of gas release, facing the flare) my confine routine
use. Other limiting factors include battery-lifetime as sonar systems have high energy requirements. In
the context of gas hydrate exploitation autonomous observations should be extended over periods of
approx. 12 months. Several systems may be combined to form alert networks with smart data
recording and transmission technologies to provide an early warning system for excessive gas
release.

Fig. 21. Trawl safe bubble meter for autonomous deployment at the seafloor in gas seepage areas. Image
courtesy of Achim Kopf, MARUM / UBremen.

Additional expert information is provided in an online document .	
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Further reading
Nikolowska, A., Sahling, H., Bohrmann, G. (2008) Hydroacoustic methodology for detection,
localization, and quantification of gas bubbles rising from the seafloor at gas seeps from the eastern
Black Sea, Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems 9: Q10010, doi: 10.1029/2008GC002118
Second MIDAS newsletter, page 5:
www.eu-midas.net/sites/default/files/newsletters/MIDAS_Newsletter_July2014_lores.pdf
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Knowledge input form link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aJXOPwdus_3MysrLIgDvTpNGVkgZgpdD4dKECl8azyk/edit?usp=sharing
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3.3.3 Slope failure and methane release analysis
Contributing expert
Maarten Vanneste, NGI
Summary
There are currently no methods to reliably predict slope failures and / or methane release. Instead,
investigations focus on properly understanding the geohazard potential by studying possible preconditioning factors and triggers. Based on multi-disciplinary observations and the current
understanding of the driving forces and dynamics of the particular area, a probabilistic analysis results
in the likelihood of e.g., failure over a given time period and estimates of the potential run-out area.
These analyses serve as input for risk assessment, as well as management of mitigation and
prevention measures. Technologies and methods that provide relevant input into these analyses are
partly described in this report and include (1) high-resolution seafloor and sub-surface mapping, (2)
geotechnical characterization of the seafloor (e.g., in situ observations of geotechnical properties, pore
pressure and temperature measurements, geotechnical sampling, laboratory testing), and (3)
monitoring of gas emissions and leaks by acoustic methods. A recent review of the current status of
deterministic or probabilistic methods to analyze slope stability is included in Vanneste et al. (2014).
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form
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Further reading
Vanneste, M., Sultan, N., Garziglia, S., Forsberg, C. F., L'Heureux, J.-S. (2014) Seafloor instabilities
and sediment deformation processes: The need for integrated, multi-disciplinary investigations, Marine
Geology 352: 183–214, doi: 10.1016/j.margeo.2014.01.005
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Knowledge input form link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vqNRZG9Jhlf7016Jl8ubei8qqzlhwkT0V1GPMsXPISI/edit?usp=sharing
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4. Seafloor biogeochemical and biological processes
Section author
Felix Janssen, AWI

4.1

Biogeochemical processes

4.1.1 Biogeochemical monitoring of benthic fluxes
Felix Janssen, AWI
Antje Boetius, AWI
Stefan Sommer, GEOMAR
Summary
Fluxes of different solutes (e.g., oxygen, inorganic carbon, nutrients) across the sediment-water
interface are quantified to assess rates of relevant biogeochemical processes with a focus on
respiration rates and remineralization of organic matter as key functions of the deep ocean seafloor
related to benthic biomass, energy, and carbon supply. Measurements are carried out with
autonomous instruments (benthic chambers, micro-profilers, and eddy correlation systems). These are
attached to benthic lander systems or deployed by ROVs. So far observations are mainly carried out
by academia. Routine application for monitoring purposes is currently restricted by the high level of
expertise required to handle the instruments and by the efforts needed to capture fluxes that are
characteristic for a larger area based on individual point measurements. Recent developments both in
terms of non-invasive measurement technology (eddy correlation method) and mobile platforms
(benthic crawlers) opens the potential for long-term autonomous monitoring of benthic fluxes with
improved spatiotemporal coverage and largely reduced requirement in terms of ship time.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Monitoring of benthic respiration rates addresses the activity of seafloor fauna (including microfauna
and higher organisms) and biogeochemical processes. As chamber deployments also involve
sampling the focus may be extended to a wider spectrum sediment geochemistry including
contaminant release, methane consumption, and oxidation of toxic compounds, e.g., sulfide. Eddy
correlation system measurements additionally contribute to physical and chemical oceanography
monitoring in terms of time series of bottom water hydrodynamics and oxygenation.
Chamber and micro-profiler measurements are restricted to soft-bottom environments and would thus
be relevant for deposits found in these ecosystems (e.g., polymetallic nodules, REEs, gas hydrates).
Eddy correlation, however, is also be applicable to hard bottom sites and may extend the focus of
benthic flux monitoring also to vents & spreading centers (i.e., massive sulfides) and seamounts,
ridges, and plateaus (i.e., cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts).
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Benthic fluxes address key functions of seafloor ecosystems like nutrient regeneration, carbon
mineralization, and burial that relate to biomass of fauna, and food supply by particle flux or transport
of reduced solutes (e.g. methane, sulfide) from deeper layers. Monitoring targets in deep-sea systems
are diffusive and total fluxes of oxygen, inorganic carbon, and nutrients. These fluxes directly relate to
ecosystem status with respect to cycling of elements. Fluxes measured at the seafloor integrate
processes in the water column (productivity, particle fluxes) as well as processes taking place in the
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seafloor (fate of organic matter: microbial mineralization, faunal uptake and respiration, burial). Benthic
flux measurements are sensitive to environmental conditions and are able to resolve spatial and
temporal patterns related to depth, season, long-term trends, surface productivity, and small-scale
environmental gradients (e.g., surrounding food falls and seeps). Due to seasonal and multiannual as
well as spatial patters in organic matter supply and benthic activity, proper assessment of baseline
conditions require repeated measurements at several sites.
After proper characterization of baseline conditions benthic flux measurements may be used to
address mining-related impacts and the possible recovery towards pre-impact conditions. As benthic
fluxes integrate key processes taking place in the water column and the sediment they also may also
address a broad range of impacts (e.g., changes in water column productivity related to nutrient
availability and light penetration, changes in benthic activity, damage of benthic biota and reduction in
sedimentary organic matter). Chamber-derived fluxes of other solutes analyzed in samples may
address impacts on additional parameters . Examples would be (1) the release of heavy metals,
sulfides, or other toxins from deeper sediments that are exposed to bottom waters after sediments
have been removed by collectors and that may be consumed / oxidized by microorganisms and (2) the
release of methane from the sediments where gas hydrate mining takes place. Eddy correlation
measurements with sulfide, conductivity, and temperature sensors could also be used to address
impacts on fluid seepage and venting.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Benthic flux measurements are well established in the scientific community to assess key functions of
the seafloor thereby characterizing ecosystems. However, benthic flux monitoring in the context of
marine mining can only be recommended after the technologies were successfully applied in test
mining studies and the feasibility to characterize baselines and mining-impacts is validated. In order to
establish benthic fluxes as metrics to detect impacts and assess their severity and to be able to define
local thresholds a profound knowledge of natural spatiotemporal variability is needed for the
ecosystem in question.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
In situ observations of benthic fluxes are typically based on micro-profiler measurements, benthic
chamber incubations, and more recently, also involve eddy correlation measurements. Micro-profiler
and eddy correlation measurements are sensor-based and are restricted to fluxes of solutes that can
be measured with appropriate sensors that are sufficiently small, fast, accurate, and temporally stable.
In chambers, sensor-based measurements may be accompanied by a-posteriori measurements on
water samples taken over the time course of the deployment. In order to obtain time series of flux
measurements chambers and micro-profilers need to be shifted to undisturbed sediment patches
while in case of the completely non-invasive eddy correlation measurements successive flux
determinations may be performed at the same site. Micro-profilers, benthic chambers, and eddy
correlation systems are typically prepared for deployment on board of research vessels and attached
to short term benthic platforms, e.g., landers, and compact modules deployed by ROVs, and, recently,
also benthic crawlers. All three instruments, the sensors, as well as lander platforms needed for
standard deployment are commercially available.
Micro-profiler-based flux measurements
Micro profilers automatically lower micro-sensors at sub-millimeter steps from the lowermost bottom
water layer into the sediments, typically to depths of some ten centimeters. Each micro-sensor profile
allows for one flux assessment. Micro-sensors typically have tip diameters of some tens of centimeters
and exist for a wide range of biogeochemically relevant parameters including oxygen, carbon dioxide,
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pH, sulfide, oxidation-reduction potential, nitrate, and nitrous oxide. Typically several sensors – also of
different kind – are operated simultaneously resulting in several profiles per deployment.

Figure 22. ROV-manipulated micro profiler instrument at the seafloor. Image courtesy of MARUM / UBremen and
Frank Wenzhöfer, AWI.

Benthic chamber-based flux measurements
Benthic chambers typically enclose a square or circular patch of sediment of some hundreds of square
centimeters together with a some ten centimeter high layer of overlaying water. During a period of
several hours to a few days, concentrations of different solutes in the overlaying water are assessed
by sensors and by means of water samples taken at pre-programmed intervals for later analysis. Each
chamber deployment allows one flux measurement per analyte. Sensors don’t need to be small and
fast which generally allows for more rigid, long-living and temporally stable sensors.

Figure 23. GEOMAR‘s chamber lander system BIGO equipped with 2 circular benthic chambers. Image: Peter
Linke and Stefan Sommer, GEOMAR.
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Eddy correlation system-based flux measurements
An eddy correlation system consists of an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) recording currents and
one or two micro-sensors that determine concentrations of oxygen (or – depending on the sensor –
other quantities) typically at frequencies of 1-64 Hz for periods of at least ten minutes. Currents and
solute concentrations are determined within the same small sampling volume (practically a point)
some tens of centimeters above the seafloor. From every of these short time series of simultaneous
ADV and micro-sensor measurements one flux rate can be calculated that is representative for a
region of a few to several tens of square meters upstream of the instrument (area increases with
increasing distance between the sampling volume and the seafloor.

Figure 24. Eddy correlation system upon recovery. In the centrum the ADV and two replicate oxygen micro
sensors are visible. Image: Daphne Donis, AWI.

Sample and data analysis and processing
Micro-profiler-based flux measurements
Micro-sensor raw signals are transferred to solute concentrations based on ship-board calibrations.
Diffusive fluxes of solutes are determined from gradients in the diffusive boundary layer in direct
vicinity of the sediment surface based on simple molecular diffusion models or from gradients in
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surface sediments applying transport-reaction models and accounting for porosity and tortuosity.
Based on local concentration gradients in the sediments layers of different activity (e.g., in terms of
oxygen consumption) can be identified.
Benthic chamber-based flux measurements
Changes in solute concentrations in the overlying water over time are determined from sensor signals
and standard chemical analyses of samples taken to the shore-based lab with preservatives added,
cool, or frozen. Total benthic fluxes across the sediment water interface are calculated from the
increase or decrease in concentrations by application of simple linear regression models.
Eddy correlation system-based flux measurements
Total benthic fluxes are calculated by averaging the product of discrete vertical current velocities
multiplied with the concentration recorded at the same time. Issues of measurement data pretreatment
(down-sampling / running mean calculation) and quality control, however, are non-trivial, subject to
scientific debate, and typically performed by software packages that are currently emerging in science.
Monitoring technology products
Primary products are individual estimates of fluxes across the sediment-water interface (amount of
solute per area and time). Depending on the spatiotemporal coverage obtained, benthic fluxes may be
provided as time series or as maps of spatial distributions.
Time requirements and efforts
The full workflow typically extends over a period of several months. Data acquisition (Lander and
ROV-based deployments of chambers, micro profilers, and eddy correlation instruments) typically
requires 6-48 h per station and requires the presence of experienced personnel (at least one scientist
and one technician). Analysis of samples from benthic chambers typically requires a lab technician for
1-4 weeks per station. Data analysis is relatively straightforward and requires not more than a few
days of scientist’s time per station (maybe somewhat longer in case of eddy correlation
measurements). Product generation may need a few weeks of scientist time depending on the amount
of data and the nature of the outputs generated (e.g., simple graphs, maps).
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. Appropriateness of monitoring targets and strategies for baseline studies and the
assessment of ecosystem impacts are accepted in the scientific community and validated. Benthic flux
studies are well established as means to characterize key functions of benthic ecosystems.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature level. For chamber and micro-profilers measurements, appropriateness of sampling
and data acquisition methodology is validated, observations are routinely performed by science for
baseline studies and to investigate natural gradients and temporal changes. Eddy correlation
measurements are at pilot level. While first eddy correlation instruments are commercially available
the robustness of the obtained flux measurements is still under debate.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. For chamber and micro-profiler measurements, appropriateness of sample and
data analysis methodology is validated, procedures are routinely performed by science for baseline
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studies and to investigate natural gradients and temporal changes. Eddy correlation data analysis is at
pilot level, fast evolving, and subject to intense scientific debate.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. Benthic Flux data are simple to visualize and to perceive and hence are not demanding
in terms of data management and product generation. Procedures are harmonized in the international
scientific community and validated, e.g., by peer review. Relevant data and products are routinely
available to science. The fact that products are so far largely supplied via scientific publications and
not routinely supplied in the context of ecosystem monitoring is connected to the relatively large effort
to conduct the measurements that so far prevented benthic fluxes from becoming a standard
ecosystem monitoring target.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Factors confining routine monitoring are all related to the connected efforts, e.g., in terms of ship-time,
manpower, and expert knowledge. Measurements are time-consuming and result in point
measurements that need a high level of replication in order to extend spatiotemporal coverage. Expert
knowledge is required in order to handle delicate sensors and operate relatively complex systems.
Micro-profiler and eddy correlation measurements both suffer from the poor long term performance of
micro sensors. With respect to eddy-correlation a better scientific understanding of the measurement
characteristics is needed as well as robust, fool-proof, and validated data analysis procedures.
Autonomous monitoring is technically feasible but so far implemented only in pilot studies. Typically
the presence of vessels in the area is required to deploy short term seafloor-based platforms (‘benthic
landers’) or operate modular systems by means of ROV. Sensor based observations by microprofilers, eddy correlation systems, or benthic chambers may be performed also for long-term
deployments on the time scale of several months if they are attached to moving platforms (benthic
crawlers) or (in case of the non-invasive eddy correlation system) also stationary moorings.
Autonomous time series chamber incubations over longer periods of time my means of a benthic
crawler platform have been successfully demonstrated ('Benthic Rover', MBARI, Monterey, U.S.A.). It
is just a question of committing resources to extend that technology to routine monitoring. Apart from
complicated sensor handling the same is true for micro profiler flux technologies and workflows.
Repeated micro profiler deployments over long periods of time have been carried out using a benthic
crawler ('Wally', JUB, Bremen, Germany) at the Neptune Canada cabled observatory. The largest
potential in terms of long term monitoring has the eddy correlation technique as it integrates fluxes
over a larger area, can be used on soft and hard bottoms, can stay at one spot, and has no moving
parts. In case of the micro-profiler and eddy correlation system long term monitoring is confined by the
available sensors. The lifetime, signal stability, and durability of micro sensors needs to be improved
and methods for in-situ calibration need to be implemented.
Further reading
Berg, P., Glud, R. N., Hume, A., Stahl, H., Oguri, K., Meyer, V., Kitazato, H. (2009) Eddy correlation
measurements of oxygen uptake in deep ocean sediments, Limnology and Oceanography Methods 7:
576-584
Boetius, A., Wenzhöfer, F. (2009) In Situ Technologies for Studying Deep-Sea Hotspot Ecosystems,
Oceanography 22: 177-177
Boetius, A., Wenzhöfer, F. (2013) Seafloor oxygen consumption fuelled by methane from cold seeps.
Nature Geoscience 6: 725-734, doi: 10.1038/NGEO1926
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Glock, N. et al. (2013) The role of benthic foraminifera in the benthic nitrogen cycle of the Peruvian
oxygen minimum zone, Biogeosciences 10: 4767-4783, doi:10.5194/bg-10-4767-2013
McGinnis, D. F. , Sommer, S., Lorke, A., Glud, R. N., Linke, P. (2014) Quantifying tidally-driven
benthic oxygen exchange across permeable sediments: An aquatic eddy correlation study, Journal of
Geophysical Research: Oceans 119: 6918–6932, doi:10.1002/2014JC010303
Noffke, A., Hensen, C., Sommer, S., Scholz, F., Bohlen, L., Mosch, T., Graco, M., Wallmann, K.
(2012) Benthic iron and phosphorus fluxes across the Peruvian oxygen minimum zone, Limnology and
Oceanography 57: 851-867, doi: 10.4319/lo.2012.57.3.0851
Sommer, S., Linke, P., Pfannkuche, O., Schleicher, T., Schneider v. Deimling, J., Reitz, A., Haeckel,
M., Flögel, S., Hensen, C. (2009) Seabed methane emissions and the habitat of frenulate tubeworms
on the Captain Arutyunov mud volcano (Gulf of Cadiz), Marine Ecology Progress Series 382:69-86,
doi: 10.3354/meps07956
Chamber lander info:
http://www.awi.de/en/research/deep_sea/deep_sea_technology/freefalling_systems/
Flux measurement method overview:
http://www.mpi-bremen.de/en/In_Situ_Technologies.html
Chamber-equipped benthic crawler for time series of replicate chamber incubations
http://www.mbari.org/mars/science/rover.html
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4.1.2 Diagenetic modeling of geochemical baseline conditions and mining
impacts
Matthias Haeckel, GEOMAR
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
Diagenetic modeling aims at describing coupled biological, geological, and chemical processes in
sediments, quantifying their rates, parameterizations and fluxes across the seafloor. Key functions of
deep-sea ecosystems, such as carbon remineralization and burial, nutrient regeneration, methane
reoxidation, toxicant retention and release can be addressed and quantified. These models offer the
unique opportunity to jointly analyze all measurements being made during the monitoring and baseline
studies, and consequently are the only tools to predict how and on which timescales a system will
respond to an impact.
In a typical workflow, model parameters are first constrained via available data (e.g., field
observations, experimental results). The baseline situation is simulated matching available data (e.g.,
profiles of pore water solutes and physicochemical properties of solids, fauna abundances, microbial
rates) and adjusting fitting parameters where no observations are available. Once the system is
characterized, dynamic approaches can be used for predictive simulations to evaluate the
environmental impact of anthropogenic activities and time scales of the ecosystem evolution towards
(new) equilibria. Model validation would require data from the disturbed ecosystem as they would be
obtained during and after test mining operations. Diagenetic models typically address processes in
sedimentary systems but may also address processes occurring at hard bottom sites. Modeling of
possible impacts and their characteristics can be an important guidance to select the appropriate
monitoring technologies, strategies, target areas, and spatio-temporal scales to be considered.
Numerical modeling in general is widely used also in industry applications, mostly with a focus on
water column and seafloor physical characteristics where approaches reached a high level of
standardization. Diagenetic modeling that integrates physical, chemical, and biological processes are
not ready for routine application, yet. It requires a high level of expert knowledge, is particularly laborintensive and hence, so far, largely restricted to academic applications. According to the definitions in
Horizon2020, the current technical readiness level (TRL) can be classified as 4; TRL 5 may be
achieved in some instances (gas hydrate production, polymetallic nodule mining, CO2 storage) within
the next couple of years.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Diagenetic modeling primarily addresses seafloor biogeochemistry to identify the relevant conversion
processes, their rates and spatial distribution, and their contribution to element cycling. Depending on
the specific objective and complexity of the model it may also include biological communities (e.g., in
terms of bioturbation, bioirrigation, and organic matter remineralization) as well biological and
physicochemical processes in the water column (e.g., in terms of primary and secondary productivity,
vertical particle transport to the seafloor or exchange properties at the sediment-water interface).
Typically, diagenetic modeling is applied to sediments and would thus be relevant mainly for
ecosystems where mining would target polymetallic nodules and rare earth elements as well as areas
where gas hydrate production takes place. In the latter case the models may be extended to include
the water column, gas transport and dissolution processes in order to assess the efflux of methane to
the water column (and the atmosphere) and the impact of methane leakage on sediment (and water
column) biogeochemistry. Modeling technologies are not restricted to sedimentary systems but could
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also be applied to hard bottom ecosystems where other deposits (cobalt-rich crusts, massive sulfide
deposits) are found to investigate and predict effects of mining. One example would be the release of
toxicants from surfaces of massive sulfides that are exposed to seawater upon mining and
subsequently oxidized.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Models are the key tools to quantify / assess baseline conditions and allow to integrate and jointly
analyze all observations obtained during baseline monitoring in order to identify the main processes
taking place and to quantify rates. Diagenetic modeling provides a lot of additional information about
the ecosystem that cannot directly be inferred from the observations. This includes quantification of
parameters that are complicated to observe (e.g., organic matter flux and reactivity) as well as the
question if the ecosystem is in steady state or if transient conditions play a role.
The same modeling techniques may also be used to simulate perturbations of baseline conditions
(e.g., via sediment removal or coverage with organically poor fines from settling mining plumes). This
way the models can predict potential mining impacts on diagenetic processes as well as time scales of
recovery. If mining impacts are irreversible, models can be used to predict the new steady state the
ecosystem will change to.
Factors confining mining relevance
Diagenetic modeling has been applied and validated in a wide range of environments. Also modeling
of perturbations for the prediction of ecosystem response has been performed successfully for a broad
range of disturbances (e.g., effects of hypoxia, eutrophication, warming, ocean acidification). A smaller
number of studies even included scenarios with relevance for mining-related disturbances (e.g.,
disturbance of nodule bearing sediments in the Peru Basin, volcanic ash deposition after the 1991eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, leakage of carbon dioxide from sub-seafloor storage units (CCS), and gas
hydrate dissociation). However, none of these attempts have been validated so far. Another important
shortcoming is that the methods are so far not ready for routine application, but require specialist
knowledge and long term training.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
For the definition of boundary conditions, identification and - where necessary - parametrization of the
relevant processes, and for constraining model parameters, all observational data available for the
specific ecosystem are compiled and integrated as model input. Relevant observations typically
include physical properties of the sediment and the overlying water, profiles of organic matter,
nutrients, redox sensitive compounds and the carbonate system in pore waters and solids, and
information on the sediment inhabiting fauna and their activity. Observational data Haeckel et al.
(2001) used for their modeling study of baseline conditions in nodule bearing sediments off Peru
included pore water profiles of oxygen, inorganic nutrients (nitrogen species, phosphate, silicate),
redox-sensitive metals (iron, manganese), carbonate system properties (pH, alkalinity), as well as
organic matter content and porosity.
Sample and data analysis and processing
A numerical model is set up in order to characterize the biogeochemical and geochemical conditions
at the target site. A set of equations is put together describing the relevant transport processes (e.g.,
sedimentation, pore water advection, diffusion, bioturbation and -irrigation) and biogeochemical
reactions (e.g., aerobic respiration, reduction of nitrate, iron, manganese, and sulfate,
methanogenesis) as well as a large set of redox and acid-base reactions. Equilibrium conditions as
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well as reaction kinetics and their stoichiometry are taken into account and constraint parameters - as
far as they are available - are taken from the literature. The vertical one-dimensional non-steady state
model C.CANDI used by Haeckel et al. (2001) comprises of a set of more than 40 individual non-linear
algebraic and differential equations. The equations are solved numerically adjusting the fitting
parameters until the best agreement with measurements is obtained. If the model setup is taking
dynamic conditions into account, investigations may be extended to changing environmental
conditions including both natural oscillations as well as perturbations as they may result from mining
activities. This has been demonstrated by König et al. (2001) for the same nodule ecosystem in the
Peru Basin. König et al. (2001) addressed the effect of the removal of the nodule-containing surface
layer where most organic material and benthic life is found and predicted a strong shift in geochemical
processes that would need centuries to recover to pre-mining conditions.
Monitoring technology products
Products of diagenetic modeling in the context of mining may be any relevant quantity characterizing
ecosystem functions, e.g., element cycling (rates of carbon remineralization, burial, nutrient efflux, fate
of methane from subsurface sources, etc.) or the release of toxicants (e.g., heavy metals). Typical
products for impact simulations would include initial changes to these quantities and time scales of
recovery. While no standard representation exists, model outputs may simply be provided as numbers
or any kind of graphs that adequately convey the results.
Time requirements and efforts
The efforts needed to implement diagenetic models strongly depends on the ecosystem
characteristics and the resource exploitation that is addressed. The input parameters needed for
modeling of steady state baseline conditions may be acquired during a typical research cruise to the
target area. If monitoring programs are appropriately designed, requirements for modeling may be
fulfilled as part of routine observations. Setting up, solving, and validating the model is a time
consuming process that will typically require several person months of an experienced scientist as
procedures will need to be adapted to conditions at the respective sites. Once the model is
established, simulation of mining perturbations is relatively straightforward. The complicated part is the
validation as this would require disturbance experiments and repeated observations.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature. It is generally agreed in the scientific community that such models are powerful tools
to understand baseline conditions in terms of geochemistry and biogeochemistry and to predict effects
of perturbations. Existing perturbation modeling exercises already include some scenarios that are
directly relevant to mining related disturbances (e.g., disturbance of nodule bearing sediments off
Peru, Pinatubo ash deposition, carbon capture and storage (CCS), and gas hydrate production or
dissociation in the course of global warming). Validation of the results of these studies, however, are
generally still pending.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature. Observations that are relevant for model setup (e.g., of profiles of pore water solutes and
physicochemical properties of solids) are typically parameters that are addressed with well-established
standard procedures. However, more parameters may be included in order to strengthen explanatory
power and predictive capabilities as new observation technologies become available.
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Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature. Diagenetic models of different types have been successfully applied and validated in
a wide range of environments. Results have been peer reviewed and are well established in the
scientific community. However, the methods are not ready for routine application but require specialist
knowledge and long term training.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature. Products generated from modeling are similar to those generated from observations
and are hence well established in the scientific community. However, standards and procedures
established to archive and disseminate observational data typically fail to handle the large data sets
generated by numerical modeling.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Clearly, diagenetic modeling can add explanatory power and predictive capabilities to geochemical /
biogeochemical observations that may routinely performed in the context of mining-related monitoring.
However, modeling procedures are still labor intensive and expert knowledge is required. This is
intrinsic to the method as the model setup cannot follow standard approaches but needs to take
specific conditions in the target area into account. Hence, similar to academia, industry needs experts
to carry out the investigations. Joint modeling attempts by contractors working in similar regions (e.g.,
within the different claims in the CCZ) would reduce the overall efforts and ensure that results can
directly be compared.
The modeling itself has only little potential for automation. However, some of the observations needed
as input parameters for the model are already performed autonomously or may be in the future several examples (e.g., observations of benthic oxygen flux, bioturbation, gas seepage) are found in
other parts of the report.
Further reading
Bourdreau, B. P. (1997) Diagenetic models and their implementation. Modelling transport and
reactions in Aquatic Sediments, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 414pp
Haeckel, M., König, I., Riech, V., Weber, M., Suess, E. (2001) Pore water profiles and numerical
modelling of Peru Basin deep-sea sediments, Deep-Sea Research II 48: 3713-3736
Haeckel, M., van Beusekom, J., Wiesner, M., König, I. (2001) The impact of the 1991 Mount Pinatubo
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4.2

Biological processes

4.2.1 Benthic activity and bioturbation monitoring with sediment imaging and
planar optodes
Frank Wenzhöfer, AWI
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
Planar optode measurements resolve spatial - and also temporal - patterns in the distribution of
chemical properties within sediments on a vertical imaging plane in addition to visual information that
may be acquired concurrently with the same system. Baseline conditions and possible mining impacts
in terms of seafloor biogeochemistry and faunal activity are addressed while information on habitat
characteristics and physical properties of the sediment as well as the inhabiting organisms and their
behavior is obtained. Monitoring with planar optode devices may be applied to any soft bottom
environment. Combining two-dimensional solute distribution information with simultaneously recorded
optical images of the sediment profile, biogeochemical processes can be directly linked to biogenic
structures and infaunal activity. Focusing on the uppermost sediment layer where processes with
highest relevance for benthic ecosystem function take place and strongest mining-related
disturbances are expected, planar optode observations would allow to assess mining impacts as well
as ecosystem recovery after mining has ended - including the timescales involved.

Figure 25. Schematic view of the in situ planar optode device (left) and example false color ‘oxygen images’
showing intermittent irrigation of worm burrows with oxygenated water (right). Schematic: Jan Fischer, MPI;
‘oxygen image’: Frank Wenzhöfer and Glud (2004), Limnology and Oceanography 49: 1471-1481.

Planar optode devices are autonomous instruments that basically consist of an inverted periscope that
is inserted into the sediment and a camera with appropriate illumination and filters for optical imaging
and fluorescence-based 2-D chemical measurements. With respect to chemical measurements, data
analysis focuses on concentration gradients and their temporal changes. While sediment imagery is
widely used also for monitoring of impacts related to anthropogenic activities, applications of planar
optodes are so far restricted to academia with a focus on basic science. In order to allow for routine
use in the context of mining, instruments need to get commercially available, appropriateness of
planar optode observations for impact assessment needs to be validated, and best practices for data
analysis need to be established. For autonomous long term observations as they may be required for
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impact monitoring of mining impacts planar optode devices as well as moving platforms for repeated
measurements need to be further developed.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Planar optode measurements resolve spatial - and also temporal - patterns in the distribution of optical
and chemical properties within sediments on a vertical imaging plane in situ. The system is largely
similar to a Sediment-Profile Imagery (SPI) system (e.g., Rhoads and Cande, 1971) with chemical
sensing functionality added. It consists of an inverted periscope mounted to a cylindrical pressure
housing which carries the excitation light source, optical filters, a CCD camera and a control unit. The
concentration of solutes is mapped with fluorescence-based optical sensors across a vertical plane of
several square centimeters of sediment (e.g. 7 cm x 5 cm). While 2D sensors become available for
several solutes and chemical properties (e.g., CO2, pH) this description focuses on oxygen as the
most common parameter addressed. Oxygen distribution reflects benthic activity patterns in terms
aerobic remineralization activity and provides indications of faunal activity (relocation of solids and
pore water advection, i.e., bioturbation and bioirrigation) as well as - if time series are recorded - their
temporal variability. This addresses baseline conditions and possible mining impacts in terms of
seafloor biogeochemistry and sediment infauna and its activity. Additionally, information on habitat
physicochemical characteristics is obtained. Seafloor monitoring with planar optode devices is
restricted to soft sedimentary seafloor and hence to ecosystems where polymetallic nodules, rare
earth elements, and gas hydrates are found.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
The uppermost and typically most active sediment layer below the sediment-water interface is a
particularly important horizon of the benthic environment where the most important processes and
ecosystem functions take place, e.g., degradation of organic matter, nutrient regeneration, and
secondary production, and result in a dynamic exchange of solutes within the sediment and between
the sediment and the overlying waters. This is also the horizon where most of the sediment-inhabiting
fauna is found - taking place in remineralization processes and often increasing diffusive solute
transport and fluxes by means of bioturbation and bioirrigation. Many of these processes may be
addressed in situ by means of planar optode systems that proved to be highly appropriate to explore
the fauna - sediment biogeochemistry - transport interactions as well as their spatiotemporal
variability. The combination of digital sediment profile imaging with optical planar sensors allows the
spatial and temporal variability of solutes within the sediment to be visualized over a greater area
(several square centimeters). By combining two-dimensional solute distribution information from
transparent planar optodes with simultaneously recorded images of the sediment profile,
biogeochemical processes can be directly linked to biogenic structures and infaunal activity.
Monitoring with planar optode devices addresses the upper layer of the sediments that is most
relevant in terms of benthic ecosystems functions and expected to be most affected by mining
activities. Hence, planar optode systems seem highly appropriate to assess mining impacts and may
address multiple aspects simultaneously, i.e., disturbance of physical and biological sediment
structures, biogeochemical zonation and processes, as well as faunal abundance and activity.
Spatiotemporal scales that are addressed are in the range of cm to dm and hours to days.
Observations may be extended to several months or even years if enough power supply is ensured
and planar optode systems are attached to moving platforms (benthic crawlers) that allow to
repeatedly move the system to fresh sediment patches in order to avoid artifacts connected to
modification of sediment structure and bottom flow introduced by the instrument itself. With
appropriate spatial and temporal coverage planar optode observations would allow to assess possible
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mining impacts on benthic processes and their recovery after mining has ended - including the
timescales involved.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Monitoring with planar optodes is restricted to soft bottom ecosystems. In addition, observations will
be less significant in low-activity deep-sea sediments as they are underlying oligotrophic waters. While
visual time series observations will still provide information on the presence and activity of benthic
fauna and on the presence of biogenic structures (e.g., burrows), quantitative information on sediment
biogeochemical processes and solute transport will need a certain level of aerobic mineralization in
order to create gradients in oxygen concentrations within the upper few centimeters of sediment that
can be resolved with the optical sensors and where modifications, e.g., due to bioirrigation of pore
waters, may be identified.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Planar optodes are autonomous systems that are typically deployed by ROV or installed on free falling
benthic landers if time series observations are to be recorded. For spatial surveys of ‘snapshots’ of
benthic activity and oxygen distribution the systems may also be repeatedly lowered from the ship
without fully recovering the device similar to surveys with Sediment-Profile Imagery (SPI) systems.
Prior to deployment the sensing foil of the planar optode device needs to be calibrated (2-point
calibration for oxygen).
Sample and data analysis and processing
Raw images - or pairs of images if the technically more demanding fluorescence lifetime approach is
adopted - are converted to 2-D concentration distributions and converted from pixel scale to absolute
dimensions. Oxygen gradients may be used to identify features relevant for biogeochemical processes
(e.g., hot spots of remineralization activity, burrows and other biogenic structures) or used to calculate
diffusive oxygen uptake. If available, time series of oxygen distribution are analyzed for benthic activity
patterns (e.g., burrow-irrigation). Optical images of the sediment structure and the inhabiting
organisms are analyzed for physicochemical and biological characteristics (e.g., sediment texture and
layering, redox zonation, presence of fauna and burrows).
Monitoring technology products
Typical products are 2-D false color images of the distribution of chemical properties (e.g., O2, pH)
with dimensions in the cm to dm range and derived parameters (for oxygen: oxygen penetration depth,
diffusive oxygen uptake). Time series of 2-D ‘distribution images’ may be assembled as time-lapse
sequences to get a visual impression of temporal dynamics over larger periods of time (typically hours
to days). Derived parameters would include hot spots of oxygen variability (typically connected to
faunal activity), burrow flushing frequencies, bioturbated layer depth, estimates of surface areas
aerated by animal activity. Based on optical images and image time series physicochemical and
biological properties as well as their temporal changes are quantified, e.g., apparent redox potential
discontinuity depth, faunal abundances, burrow densities.
Time requirements and efforts
Without consideration of the period of data acquisition at depth, some few hours are typically needed
for instrument preparation, deployment, retrieval and maintenance and for image download. The time
required to complete the full workflow will mostly depend on the depth of data analysis in terms of the
number of images included and the properties assessed. For simple analyses (e.g., oxygen
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penetration and apparent redox potential discontinuity depth, diffusive oxygen uptake, and burrow
density) image analysis may be addressed in a few hours per station while time needs may easily
increase to days if more and more complicated parameters (taxa present and their abundances,
temporal patterns of faunal activity) are quantified.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. Sediment Profile Imagery alone is a well-established monitoring technology that
has been widely and successfully used to characterize sedimentary systems including applications in
the context of impact assessment (e.g., connected to the impact of oxygen deficiency and
anthropogenic activities: dredging, disposal of dredged materials, hydrocarbon contamination, organic
enrichment). Clearly, quantification of chemical properties and biogeochemical processes will add
valuable information. However, so far planar optode investigations are restricted to basic science and
applications in the context of impact monitoring need to be investigated and validated.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Instruments are so far not commercially available but only used at a few
specialist institutions in academia. However, the instruments have been deployed successfully in
different shallow water and deep-sea ecosystems and results have been peer-reviewed and made
available to the scientific community.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Methods for the analysis of optical sediment images are well established and
have been extensively used for the characterization of benthic ecosystems including impact
assessments. The analysis of planar optode measurements is so far driven by basic science. Data
analysis approaches have been peer-reviewed and published. However, applicability for impact
assessment has not been demonstrated so far and best practices for routine use are not yet
established.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
The same is true for products generated from planar optode measurements: applications in the
context of impact assessment are missing as well as established procedures and best practices, i.e.,
pilot to mature level.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
In order to become feasible for routine and autonomous monitoring instruments need to get
commercially available. Autonomous monitoring by means of benthic landers or ROV-manipulated
modules - so far typically on a short term (hours to days) is the standard case. For long-term
deployments in the range of months to years the long stability of the sensors need to be verified. In
addition appropriate technologies for repeated autonomous deployments by means of mobile benthic
platforms are just beginning to emerge and need to be further developed and tested.
Further reading
Glud, R. N., Wenzhöfer, F., Tengberg, A, Middelboe, M., Oguri, K., Kitazato, H. (2005) Distribution of
oxygen in surface sediments from central Sagami Bay, Japan: In situ measurements by
microelectrodes and planar optodes. Deep-Sea Research I 52: 1974-1987
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Larsen, M., Borisov, S. M., Grunwald, B., Klimant, I., Glud R. N. (2011) A simple and inexpensive high
resolution color ratiometric planar optode imaging approach: application to oxygen and pH sensing,
Limnology and Oceanography: Methods 9: 348-360
Stahl, H., Glud, A, Schröder, C. R., Klimant, I., Tengberg, A., Glud, R. N. (2006) Time-resolved pH
imaging in marine sediments with a luminescent planar optode, Limnology and Oceanography:
Methods 4: 336-345
Rhoads, D. C., Cande S. (1971) Sediment profile camera for in situ study of organism-sediment
relations, Limnology and Oceanography 16: 110-114
Wenzhöfer F, Glud R. N. (2004) Small-scale spatial and temporal variability in coastal benthic O2
dynamics: Effects of fauna activity, Limnology and Oceanography 49: 1471-1481
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4.2.2 Stable isotope-based in situ carbon and nitrogen transfer and food web
experiments
Dick van Oevelen, NIOZ
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
Food web experiments using stable isotope techniques assess processing of organic matter and
transfer of energy through the benthic community from microbes to macro- or even megafauna.
Transfer rates and efficiencies of phytodetritus processing are important characteristics of benthic food
webs as they represent key functions of benthic deep-sea ecosystems directly connected to element
cycling. As these functions involve the full benthic community mining-related impacts acting on specific
organisms, taxa, feeding types or size classes may be detected. The method may be applied to any
benthic environment although the main focus has so far been on sedimentary systems (e.g.,
ecosystems where polymetallic nodules, rare earth elements, or gas hydrates may be mined). Key
players in the benthic food web are identified and the total activity of the benthic food web as well as
the efficiency by which detrital organic matter is transferred from primary to secondary producers is
quantified. Algae labelled with stable Carbon and Nitrogen isotopes are added to sediment
communities in situ (autonomous chambers or ROV-based experimentation) or shipboard experiments
and the fate of the algal material is traced in terms of incorporation in biomass across size classes and
respiration.
So far, food web experiments are exclusively carried out in academia. Required expert knowledge,
small degree of automation, as well as the high expenditures in terms of human labor confine routine
use of the method. Standardization of the method is identified as the key to wider use - including
monitoring purposes. While this will not reduce connected efforts it would assure comparability of
results obtained at different sites and by different operators / institutions and hence increase the
knowledge gained.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
In situ experiments on energy transfer in benthic food webs provide functional information on
biological communities and are highly relevant to understand biogeochemical processes occurring at
the seafloor. Basically the processing of organic matter and transfer to different groups of the benthic
food web (as well as the time-scales involved) is quantified by assessing tracer concentrations in the
tissue of benthic biota at certain points in time after addition of labelled organic matter.
Typically the method is used for soft bottom environments and would thus be most relevant for mining
for polymetallic nodule, rare earth elements, and gas hydrates. In hard bottom substrates suspension
feeders are more important for the consumption of organic matter than deposit feeders. Adapting the
method to hard substrates (and therefore to crust or massive sulfide mining sites) would thus require
adapt the experimental system so that the labelled organic matter is kept in suspension for a longer
period of time, as has been done in shallow ecosystems using in situ flumes.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
The processing of phytodetritus is an important function of deep-sea food webs. Tracing the fate of
labelled algae by the benthic food web has therefore been very useful proxy to determine the
functioning of undisturbed natural deep-sea food webs. It is for example possible to determine the key
faunal taxa in the food web and estimate the transfer efficiency of algal food from primary and
secondary consumers. It has been shown that in ‘perturbed’ benthic food webs, e.g. subjected to low
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oxygen conditions, the processing of phytodetritus is markedly different. A comparison of the
channeling of organic matter through benthic food webs prior to and during mining operations is
therefore useful to assess how mining-related disturbances change functioning of benthic
communities. Re-assessing the rates and key players in algal processing recurrently after mining
operations are finished will provide a direct measure of the recovery of ecosystem functioning. This
may give a different view on recovery as compared to the analysis of benthic biodiversity as similar
functions may be provided even in case the community composition changed and not all species
returned.
Factors confining mining relevance
While the sensitivity to perturbations has generally been demonstrated, e.g., when exposed to lowoxygen conditions, studies addressing disturbances as expected to result from mining operations are
so far missing. However, tracer experiments in shallow sediments have documented the recovery of
the microbial and faunal community during a recovery period of one year following major disturbance
that caused elimination of the complete faunal community. Such studies would proof the impact of
mining-related disturbances on deep sea sediments (e.g., by strong compaction of sediments,
disruption of their structure, coverage with thick layers of fines settling from mining plumes, or removal
of substrates) to an extent that could be resolved by the proposed technology.
To be able to compare results from baseline studies to impact and recovery studies to baseline
conditions at one site (or for comparisons between different sites) a high level of standardization would
need to be assured that is so far missing as food web studies are rather novel and so far driven by
basic science. Method standardization is however relatively straightforward and should include the
preparation or purchase of algal material, the design of the incubation vessels, as well as durations of
incubations and sampling frequency.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Algae are cultured in an axenic (i.e., ‘bacteria free’) batch culture in the laboratory. The culture
13
15
medium is enriched in stable Carbon and Nitrogen isotopes ( C-bicarbonate, N-nitrate) that are
incorporated into the biomass of the algae. After a period of typically 2-3 weeks the algae are
harvested via centrifugation or filtration, remaining medium is washed off and the biomass is freezedried. While it is preferred to add the freeze-dried algae to sediment communities in situ (e.g. in
benthic chambers with automate algae dispensers attached to landers or by controlled ROV
experimentation) it is also possible to perform the experiments on-board in retrieved cores (e.g., from
boxcorer or multicorer). Following deposition, the fate of the algal material can be traced through the
benthic food web by measuring the uptake (in microbial and faunal biomass) and respiration (to
13
15
inorganic C and N compounds) of the C and N isotopes during a period of days to weeks. In order
to resolve temporal dynamics of transfer into benthic biomass replicate experiments are performed in
parallel and sampled at different points in time.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Metazoans (meio- and macrofauna - and megafauna where possible) are freeze-dried and
homogenized prior to analysis using an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) for %C and %N and
13
15
for C and N enrichment. Incorporation of label into algae and bacteria is estimated from
incorporation into specific phospholipid fatty acid biomarkers and amino acids, which are both
analyzed with gas chromatography – isotope ratio mass spectroscopy (GC-IRMS).
13

15

The natural background fraction of C and N is subtracted from fractions detected in the samples
(fauna or biomarker) to determine the relative enrichment of the sampled taxa. The relative enrichment
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is multiplied with the biomass of the respective taxa (C or N per square meter) and corrected for the
level of enrichment of the cultured algae to determine the total C and N uptake of the respective of the
different members of the benthic community.
Monitoring technology products
The experiments allow for the identification of key players in the benthic food web and to quantify the
total activity of the benthic food web in terms of organic matter processing and energy transfer.
Another key metric obtained is the ‘ecosystem efficiency’, i.e., the efficiency by which detrital organic
matter is transferred from primary to secondary producers.
Time requirements and efforts
Without accounting for the time to reach the working area the full workflow typically needs a period of
2-3 months for completion. 2-4 weeks are required for (1) Algal culture and harvesting and (2)
incubations of sediments (seafloor or ship-board) including sampling. Another 2-4 weeks are needed
for sample preparation and laboratory analyses. Calculations and generation of products typically take
1-2 weeks each.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature. The feasibility and appropriateness of food web experiments to assess organic
matter processing as a key function of marine ecosystems has been verified in situ as well as in
shipboard / laboratory studies in a range of different environments spanning from the intertidal to the
deep sea and results have been published in peer-reviewed journals and presented to the
international community. Studies have shown that C and N transfer in ecosystems respond to
perturbations but application in the context of disturbances considered typical for mining operations is
so far missing.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature. The experimental approach has been applied in many studies addressing many
different environments and results have been published in peer-reviewed journals and presented to
the international community. Methods and workflows are not yet standardized and so far restricted to
specialist institutions. Due to the effort and need for specialist knowledge food web experiments are so
far not routinely performed in the context of marine monitoring.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature. Sample and data analysis methodology are widely used methods that are not restricted to
food web experiments but also routinely used by a large community of scientists for in many different
applications e.g., in the fields of biochemistry, geochemistry, and community analyses.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot. Data analysis of food web experiments are straightforward and simple to visualize and hence
are not demanding in terms of data management and product generation. Procedures used at different
institutions working in the field are similar and validated, e.g., by peer review. Relevant data and
products are routinely available but so far disseminated via scientific publications and not routinely
supplied in a standardized manner.
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Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Cultivation of axenic algal cultures and experimentation require expert knowledge and are so far
restricted to a relatively small (but growing) number of specialist institutions or can be purchased from
specialized companies. Efforts connected to in situ experiments (certainly the preferred approach in
deep sea environments) are high in terms of ship- and ROV-time or require sophisticated
instrumentation (benthic chamber landers with automated algae dispersal mechanisms). Sediment
processing needs dedication on board (rapid slicing and immediate processing after retrieval) and
sample preparation in the shore lab is labor intensive (organism sorting and identification, fatty acid
and protein extraction). Improvements to increase feasibility for routine application are mainly in the
field of method standardization to assure comparability of studies performed at different sites and by
different operators / institutions in order to maximize the knowledge gained (standardized algal
material, incubation vessels, and experimental strategies, incl. incubation periods).
The workflow of food web experiments inevitably requires shipboard sample processing even if
experiments are performed by means of short term autonomous deployments of benthic landers, i.e.,
without ROV. Furthermore experiments require a lot of analyses in the shore lab work and have
limited potential to become an autonomously performed approach.
Further reading
Moodley, L., Middelburg, J. J., Soetaert, K., Boschker, H. T. S., Herman, P. M. J., Heip, C. H. R.
(2005) Similar rapid response to phytodetritus deposition in shallow and deep-sea sediments, Journal
of Marine Research 63: 457-469.
Pozzato, L., van Oevelen, D., Moodley, L., Soetaert, K., Middelburg, J. J. (2013) Carbon processing at
the deep-sea floor of the Arabian Sea oxygen minimum zone: A tracer approach, Journal of Sea
Research 78: 45-58, doi: 10.1016/j.seares.2013.01.002
Sweetman, A. K., Norling, K., Gunderstad, C., Haugland, B. T., Dale, T. (2014) Benthic ecosystem
functioning beneath fish farms in different hydrodynamic environments, Limnology and Oceanography
59: 1139–1151, doi: 10.4319/lo.2014.59.4.1139
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4.2.3 Modeling of benthic food web baseline conditions and mining impacts
Dick van Oevelen, NIOZ
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
The food web is a cornerstone concept in ecology because it represents the net outcome of all trophic
and non-trophic ecosystem interactions simultaneously. The inaccessibility of deep-sea ecosystems
renders datasets on deep-sea food web typically restricted to biomass estimates of functional groups,
which is insufficient to derive a coherent picture of the food web in these systems. Food web
modeling, using so-called linear inverse models, is used to overcome these data limitations and
extract as much information from them as possible. The model output allows identifying the key
players in the food web and provides estimates of important ecosystem functions such as food
processing rates, secondary production, and energy flow. Moreover, food web models of areas
following a disturbance (or during recovery periods) will allow to identify and quantify the affected food
web components and functions and to quantify the impact as well as relevant time scales. Food web
models have been successfully applied in many non-deep-sea ecosystems and are expected to work
successfully also in deep sea ecosystems to analyze baseline conditions and assess and predict
impacts associated with mining. So far, food web modeling is largely restricted to academia where
dedicated software has been developed and even made available for general use. Confining factors
are the need to collect sufficient data in baseline surveys to serve as model input, although data that
will be collected with required monitoring programs will provide already a major input to the model
development . In order to validate modeling of impacted food webs there is a strong need for data
from in situ disturbance experiments and mining tests.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Benthic food web modeling primarily targets functions of biological communities inhabiting the
seafloor, including trophic interactions and secondary production. In addition, seafloor geochemistry
and biogeochemistry may be addressed in parallel with biogeochemical models (see part ‘Diagenetic
modeling of geochemical baseline conditions and mining impacts’).
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Food web models are able to describe and quantify food web functions and their natural variability
(e.g., food processing, energy transfer, secondary production) under baseline conditions provided that
sufficient data are available to constrain the models.
Perturbations as they are expected to be associated with mining operations may be included in food
web models. Predictions of conditions under disturbed or ‘in recovery’ conditions can be directly
compared to the baseline conditions to quantify how fauna-related ecosystem functions are affected
and/or have recovered. The latter is particularly relevant as is allows estimating recovery times for
ecosystem functions following a disturbance. Modeling results may also help to design appropriate
strategies for impact and recovery monitoring in terms of deciding on the most relevant indicators and
appropriate spatiotemporal scales of observations.
Factors limiting mining relevance
The most significant gap is that testing of food web modeling under mining scenarios is missing. To
address this, the models need to be applied in the context of mining-related impact studies and
validated with field data collected in disturbance experiments or during test mining operations. This is
planned within the MIDAS project.
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Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
To setup food web models and to be able to identify the most important food web components and
their interrelations and to quantify processes benthic community monitoring strategies and
experiments need to be designed in a way to cover the relevant observations. Preferably these should
at least include biomass and respiration rates of the main taxa and their feeding mode and net
production efficiency, bacterial production, overall sediment community respiration / organic matter
deposition rates (in many cases the latter two parameters may be addressed by measurements of
benthic oxygen and / or inorganic carbon fluxes).
Sample and data analysis and processing
The available data from dedicated sampling and the literature are assimilated as input parameters into
a food web model to obtain the best possible reconstruction of food web interactions. As a result, the
most relevant food web functions are identified and estimates of parameters that have not been
measured or that cannot be addressed with currently available technologies are obtained. Dedicated
software packages are available in the scientific community. One example model environment that is
used for food web modeling is the freely available and well documented Linear Inverse Modeling
software package LIM in the environment ‘R’
(http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/LIM/vignettes/LIM.pdf).
Monitoring technology products
Specific products generated as outputs of food web models include (1) the quantification of ecosystem
functions such as secondary production and food processing how they are impacted by mining-related
disturbances, (2) the identification of key players in benthic food webs, quantification of their function
in the food web and predicted changes in response to mining operations, (3) impacts on food web
stability, and (4) recovery times of ecosystem functions.
Time requirements and efforts
A rough estimate of the time typically required for the modeling of the food web of a particular
ecosystem would be in the order of three months to complete the full workflow from model setup the
generation of products. This does not include the time required for acquisition of data used as input
parameters (i.e., sampling, lab analysis etc.). Preparation of the available observational data for
assimilation in the model and literature surveys to collect constraint parameters typically takes 1-2
months. Implementation into the model, model runs, and generation of the model output would require
another 1-2 months.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. Food web models have been successfully applied to a range of different non
deep-sea environments and results have been peer reviewed and provided to the scientific community
- the general concept of food web modeling in marine ecosystems is hence at a mature level.
However, the establishment of baselines for the deep sea is more premature, especially in disturbed
conditions where testing and validation under mining scenarios is missing so far.
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Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. Observations that are relevant for model setup (e.g., abundances and biomass of
benthic fauna, sediment community respiration rates) are typically addressed with well-established
standard procedures. However, more parameters may be included - especially those that so far
depend on ex-situ experimentation or shallow water analogues - in order to strengthen the explanatory
power and predictive capabilities as new observation technologies become available.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Food web models have been successfully applied and validated in a wide range of
environments. Results have been peer reviewed and are well established in the scientific community.
Dedicated and well-documented software is available in academia but require specialist knowledge
and long term training.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Products generated by food web models have been generated for many nondeep-sea ecosystems, peer reviewed and presented to the scientific community. However,
approaches need testing and validation for deep-sea communities, especially in relation to miningrelated disturbances.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Routine application in the deep sea in the context of mining impacts is confined so far by the
availability of / the efforts to collect sufficient data sets to setup and test models and validate the
results. Long-term monitoring of deep-sea biota, their physiology and general ecosystem functions
(e.g., organic matter input, respiration rates) are needed as well as data from in situ manipulation and
experimentation.
Further reading
Soetaert, K. E. R., van Oevelen, D. (2009) Modeling food web interactions in benthic deep-sea
ecosystems: A practical guide, Oceanography 22: 128–143, doi: 10.5670/oceanog.2009.13
van Oevelen, D., Van den Meersche, K., Meysman, F. J. R., Soetaert, K. E. R., Middelburg, J. J.,
Vézina, A. F. (2010) Quantifying Food Web Flows Using Linear Inverse Models, Ecosystems 13: 3245, doi: 10.1007/s10021-009-9297-6
van Oevelen, D., Soetaert, K. E. R., Garcia, R., De Stigter, H., Cunha, M. R., Pusceddu, A., Danovaro,
R. (2011) Canyon conditions impact carbon flows in food webs of three sections of the Nazaré
canyon, Deep Sea Research Part II, 58: 23-24, doi: 10.1016/j.dsr2.2011.04.009
van Oevelen, D, Soetaert, K. E. R., Heip, C. (2012) Carbon flows in the benthic food web of the
Porcupine Abyssal Plain: The (un)importance of labile detritus in supporting microbial and faunal
carbon demands, Limnology and Oceanography 57: 645-664, doi: 10.4319/lo.2012.57.2.0645
Tools for modeling sediment biogeochemistry and food webs using the 'R' software environment:
www.rforscience.com
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5. Biological communities
Section authors
Daniel Jones, NOC
Pedro Martínez Arbizu, SGN

5.1

Benthic and hyperbenthic communities

5.1.1 Image-based megafauna
analysis technologies

biodiversity

monitoring

including

image

Daniel Jones, NOC
Melanie Bergmann, AWI
Kirsty Morris, NOC
Henry Ruhl, NOC
Ingo Schewe, AWI
Summary
Seafloor images from a range of sources (towed camera systems, ROV, AUV) can be used for
assessment of seafloor features, with a focus on the assessment of densities and biodiversity of
epibenthic megafauna. Image-based assessment of the seafloor environment and megafaunal
patterns is useful for any benthic assessment study and could be used for assessment of impacts
related to mining of all kinds of mineral deposits. Analysis of megafaunal assemblages and species
densities are ideal targets for rapid and non-invasive investigations of the benthic compartment and
temporal variability can be addressed by repeated investigations. Furthermore, image analysis has
been shown to increase the detection of rare species in comparison to trawls with AUV images
particularly effective as they can cover a wide area and obtain large numbers of good quality images.
Collaborative image analysis and implementation of machine-vision tools facilitates access to spatially
distributed expertise and reduces bias introduced by individual investigators. Image-based analyses of
manganese nodules have additionally proved successful for resource assessment.
Academia has been using image-based assessment approaches for well over 50 years and are
increasingly adopting ROV and AUV-based imaging approaches for both seafloor environment
assessment and megafaunal assessment. Image-based assessment of seafloor environments is also
commonly used by deep-water industry, particularly the oil and gas sector. They typically use simple
drop-down or towed camera systems or ROV video assessments for characterizing the seafloor
habitat, often combining the assessment with obstacle surveys or wreck/ordnance detection. AUVs
are less commonly used for photographic imaging by industry, but this appears to be changing.
Industrial surveys of megafaunal patterns to detect impact of operations are increasing and will likely
be adopted by the mining industry. Automated detection of mining resources using AUV images, such
as assessment of nodule abundance and size, is already being used.
Image-based megafaunal assessment is highly suited for long-term autonomous monitoring,
particularly as long-range and long-endurance AUVs are rapidly developing. The major bottleneck in
the workflow is in extracting biological information from images. Advances in automated feature
detection are continuously being made and there is growing awareness of the issue of biological
feature detection in computer science research. It is feasible that this will result in more automation or
even fully autonomous image processing in a time scale similar to that required for mining operations
to progress to the exploitation phase, where routine monitoring is vital.
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Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Seafloor images can be used for assessment of the visual appearance of the seafloor. A highresolution image may contain much important non-biological information, such as information on
mining resource presence and abundance, grain size, morphology, sediment type, geology, fluid flow,
obstacles and man-made debris / litter. It will also contain useful biological information, including
density, diversity, behavior, distribution of megafaunal organisms (defined as those organisms visible
in images) as well as bioturbation. By carrying out large imaging surveys these parameters can be
assessed at a range of scales from millimeters to tens of kilometers.
Imaging approaches are well suited to most seabed habitats. The main areas that are less suitable for
imaging are those with highly complex morphology and those with a predominantly buried faunal
component. Additionally, imaging approaches do not work well in areas with high suspended
particulates, such as many shelf seas. Imaging technologies will be effective across most seabed
mineral deposit areas.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Imaging approaches are highly suited to baseline characterization. They allow characterization of the
environment and biological patterns, including megafaunal density, diversity and community structure.
These may allow evaluation of ecosystem status. Imaging is well suited to repeat surveys evaluating
temporal variability, especially as the technique is usually non-invasive. Ideally imaging approaches
should be used in conjunction with faunal sampling approaches, particularly in poorly known systems.
This improves the taxonomic resolution of biological determination from images by establishment of
species catalogues for the area. Species catalogues have detailed images of megafaunal organisms
coupled with accurate taxonomic identifications from a range of representative specimens (ideally the
same animal as in the photograph). Species catalogues also facilitate error estimation by evaluation of
potential for cryptic species and misidentifications.
Image-based investigations of megafauna patterns can be used to track changes in ecosystem status
(e.g., in response to food availability, ambient oxygen concentration, or strength of anthropogenic
impacts). Megafauna patterns may be used to identify impacts generated by mining activities, given
that sufficient knowledge of background conditions in the area is available (natural spatio-temporal
variability in patterns, voucher image database verified by physical specimen, identification of ‘typical’
and most sensitive organisms). In addition to the presence of organisms, the image analysis may also
target traces of the disturbance itself (traces of (test-) mining gear, blanketing by settled mining
plumes, etc.).
Megafaunal assessment from images is a powerful tool for assessment of recovery of ecosystems
from mining impacts. Repeat surveys can be carried out regularly and recovery from impacts can be
determined at several levels, from visible changes in the environment to complex statistical
approaches to detect time-series changes in multivariate ecological data.
Factors limiting mining relevance
There are limitations of using megafaunal information for benthic assessment. Megafaunal densities
are almost always lower than other faunal size classes and they may be rarely encountered,
particularly in some areas such as abyssal nodule mining areas. This means that large sample sizes
are required and there may not be enough megafaunal organisms present to detect changes resulting
from mining activities (resulting in low statistical power to detect chronic effects). Furthermore
megafaunal biodiversity is often high and it is difficult to accurately determine faunal identify to species
level from images. This improves with increased knowledge of the fauna, but will always be a
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limitation. Without species-level identification there are limitations in the effectiveness of the analysis
and the comparability between studies.
Megafaunal organisms may not be as sensitive to mining impacts as other faunal size classes. They
may have higher resilience to change but will take longer to recover, potentially reducing their value
for monitoring, particularly over short timescales. Furthermore, many megafauna are highly motile and
their local distribution may be unrelated to impact. The sensitivity of megafauna communities to mining
impacts and to which degree they reflect changes in other compartments of the impacted ecosystem
needs verification in general and at the environments in question.
There are some limitations in quantification of the area represented by the images particularly in highly
structured hard-bottom environments such as massive sulfide and cobalt-rich crust mining sites. This
makes survey and interpretation challenging, as well as reducing the success of monitoring
approaches.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Images are obtained using video or still camera systems and appropriate lighting mounted onto
autonomous , remotely operated, towed or static platforms. Quantitative image assessment requires
scaling information to be obtained, either with visible scalers (e.g. parallel lasers) or by using
photogrammetric methods (reliant on detailed information on the camera and the position of the
platform relative to the seafloor, for example with gyroscopically-derived orientation data and highprecision altimeter data). High-precision position data are acquired in parallel and assigned to the
images to allow for the analyses of fauna or feature distribution and to be able to revisit sites for the
assessment of temporal variability.
The imaging platform is used to carry out a specific survey plan, for example stratified random
sampling, that depends on the objectives of the study. For quantitative assessment and monitoring it is
important to develop a survey plan that will allow generation of data that meet the objectives of the
survey. The survey design needs to consider the statistical assumptions of the eventual analysis (e.g.
the assumption of sample independence requires randomized sampling) and the factors that will
determine the statistical power to detect changes, such as the sampling unit, sample size
requirements and amount of replication required. Too commonly imaging platforms are used without
thought of the survey design, which reduces the potential for the use of the resulting data, particularly
in impact assessment.
Once images have been obtained, the color balance, lighting and positioning of images can be
optimized using information obtained from the imaging platform (such as navigation and orientation).
This results in the best quality geo-rectified and positioned images for analysis. This can be used to
remove problems related to image overlap (potential double counting). Adjustment of images also
makes images much better suited to advanced processing techniques, such as mosaicking.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Biological information is extracted from images via a semi-automated process known as annotation. In
the annotation process organisms and other important features are identified (and their position is
noted) and may be measured. The use of state-of-the-art software tools accelerates the annotation
workflow significantly as compared to traditional image analysis and facilitates collaboration with
experts all over the world. Such collaborative image analysis by spatially distributed experts can be
done using software tools such as BIIGLE (Bio-Image Indexing and Graphical Labelling Environment;
www.biigle.de/). To use these annotation tools, the images are uploaded to a central server for
collaborative exploration and annotation. The images are accessed via a user-friendly web interface
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that allows for personalized annotations. Web-based tools invoke minimum requirements on the user
side and can be used with any flash-enabled web browser to allow scientists to access the images
themselves, the data and labels without the need to install complex software packages. These can be
used to train machine-vision modules that support high-throughput automated image analyses.
Standardized data export functionalities allow to retrieve results of expert annotations and computer
vision as data tables (e.g., excel).

Figure 26. State of the art image analysis workflow as provided by BIIGLE developed at UBielefeld. Image:
Schoeninget al. (2012) PLoS ONE 7(6): e38179.

Monitoring technology products
Typical results include estimates of organism abundances, distribution and diversity of megafauna
communities, as well as identification and quantification of other seafloor features. Results are
typically provided as species density matrices or derived products (maps, graphs). Standard diversity
descriptors (density, richness, evenness) are calculated as metrics to describe megafauna
communities and assess changes. If images with appropriated spatial coverage are available beta
biodiversity (species turnover) and potentially gamma diversity (regional diversity) estimates may
additionally be obtained.
The primary indicators that could be used to assess mining-related impacts from imagery fall into
several groups, indicating changes in (1)Seabed texture (to encompass changes in grain size or
rugosity), (2) Megafaunal density (total density or density of indicator species), (3) Megafaunal
diversity (likely measured using a diversity index, diversity encompasses both species richness and
evenness and indices can represent one or both of these), (4) Megafaunal community structure
(multivariate analysis), (5) Megafaunal distribution (spatial analysis), (6) Megafaunal size (biomass
can also be inferred, ideally with additional physical sample data), and (7) Megafaunal function
(properties such as respiration can be inferred with additional data, bioturbation may also provide a
proxy for functioning)
Time requirements and efforts
The time requirement for image-based megafaunal assessment varies significantly depending on the
quality of the images, the number of images obtained, the parameters assessed, as well as the
abundance and diversity of megafaunal organisms visible in the images. Time requirements for a
typical survey at one station could sum up to 2-3 months to fully complete the workflow. These may
consist of (1) imaging survey: 4-12 h, (2) automated image optimization: 1 d, (3) image upload to
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annotation / feature detection environment: 2 h, (4) automated feature and organism detection: 1 d,
and (5) annotation of a few hundred images by PI: 4 weeks, (6) collect distributed expert knowledge
on specific organisms and features: 4 weeks, (7) turn presence / absence matrices into biodiversity
measures and graphical output: 1 week.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. Megafaunal assemblages have been used for impact assessment for a wide
variety of seabed disturbances, including in deep water. Relatively large numbers of studies have
assessed most of the primary megafaunal indicators and theoretical frameworks exist to estimate and
model the impacts of disturbance-related changes. Unfortunately, as with most biological indicators,
natural spatial and temporal variability is high and models tend to only reproduce specific systems that
have been extensively evaluated.
There are likely major differences in the readiness and potential for reliable change detection between
different mining areas. In chemosynthetic ecosystems, as would likely be important for assessment of
seafloor massive sulfide mining assessment, patterns are relatively well characterized owing to large
amounts of research at hydrothermal vent systems. In addition, chemosynthetic systems tend to have
high abundances and low diversity relative to heterotrophic systems. In areas that are likely to be
mined for polymetallic nodules the baseline levels and natural variability of megafaunal indicators are
less well known. This is particularly problematic as diversity appears to be very high and density very
low in these systems, making detection of change very difficult. Areas with polymetallic crusts are also
poorly known and change detection is likely to be challenging.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. All image based data acquisition technologies are at mature level. Observations are
routinely performed by science and industry for baseline studies or impact assessment. However,
there is some variability in the technology readiness across the imaging platforms. There is also
variability in the level of unresolved potential in imaging platforms, with AUVs relatively early in their
development phase and with very high potential, compared to towed camera systems, which are well
developed but with relatively low potential. The optimal role of ROV and AUV technologies is
becoming clearer, with AUVs emerging as being generally better suited to photographic imaging in the
long term. ROVs are more useful for intervention and for video imaging, particularly targeting specific
features.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. The processes for extraction of scientific data from images are less developed, but
would still be considered as mature. There are currently many systems being used, often developed
independently by each institute or company, with little standardization of approach. As certain tools
develop, particularly in automating various parts of the analysis workflow, these will likely establish
themselves as standard approaches. These tools, particularly the open source tools will receive
additional validation and development.
The approaches for analyzing and interpreting the biological information are well developed and have
received decades of dedicated research effort. Assessment of patterns in all the indicators are the
subject of numerous scientific papers and textbooks and are routinely taught in undergraduate
programs. The statistical approaches for comparing these indicators and assessing change are also
well developed.
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Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Information technology solutions exist for all stages of the workflow, from image
acquisition to data analysis. Most of these are used routinely and should be considered mature.
Improvements in all areas will be important, but continual and rapid evolution is currently taking place.
The need for data management is becoming well known, both in scientific and industry organizations.
This is challenging in the case of imagery as images are both very familiar and relatively difficult to
extract meaningful information from. The recording of a high level of metadata is vital, particularly for
quantitative assessment from images. The problems are compounded by the large file sizes of digital
images, particularly high-definition video, which require specialized and often expensive archival
approaches.
Products so far target the scientific community via publications in scientific journals and many
presentations at scientific conferences, workshops and meetings. In order to inform the ISA and other
stakeholders with respect to deep-sea mining a higher level of standardization in terms of data
analysis and graphic representation needs to be achieved.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
The main limitation for image-based assessment is the expense of being at sea obtaining images.
With many platforms, particularly ROVs, there is a requirement for ships with dynamic positioning to
be available, further limiting the available resource for this work. Ships are also required that are
suitable for deployment and recovery of systems, which often necessitates the use of large vessels.
However, long-range AUV surveys may be a feasible approach if mining activities commence and
ships are regularly present in the area.
There are major limitations in image analysis as there is a requirement for human operators to count
and identify all megafaunal organisms in images. This is extremely time consuming and requires
expertise in the specific fauna encountered (which may be site specific). Analysis of images obtained
by an AUV in a day can take months of time on land. As AUV and ROV-based monitoring becomes
more common this could result in a major bottleneck in the assessment process. Storage and fast
access of large amounts of AUV imagery or ROV High-definition video may also be an increasing
problem.
The large amount of data collected and the high energy requirement (for seafloor illumination) allows
only for ship-based image collection (towed, ROV) and relatively short AUV-based seafloor imaging
missions. However, low power illumination (with LED-based systems) is improving, which will help to
extend operation time and range of operation for AUVs. AUVs also offer the advantage of not being
tethered to the ship, enabling simultaneous AUV and ship-based operations. Improvements in
imaging, such as introduction of 3D imaging technologies will improve assessments from images.
These will help to determine organism sizes and areas represented by images, particularly in highly
structured environments (e.g., ridges, seamounts).
Long-range and long-endurance AUVs show good promise for long-term autonomous monitoring. In
the next few years demonstrations of long-term monitoring via long-range, long-endurance AUVs are
expected with vehicles such as Autosub Long Range and Tethys. When considering the timescales for
likely industrial-scale monitoring for seafloor mining, the necessary advances in AUV technology
should mean that AUV technology readiness is appropriate for widespread adoption of this approach.
There is also potential for autonomous monitoring on the image analysis side. In order to facilitate
fully-automated image processing, further development of AI-modules is needed. This will develop
towards fully autonomous processing and feature / organism detection with minimum need for expert
input.
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5.1.2 Megafauna biodiversity monitoring including molecular techniques for
connectivity assessment
Contributing experts
Heiko Stuckas, SGN
Pedro Ribeiro, IMAR / UAzores
Brian Bett, NOC
Summary
Molecular tools may be used for investigations of any group of organisms (see also the other parts of
this report focusing on biodiversity monitoring). Investigations of megafauna with a focus on species
connectivity are included here as an example but similar techniques may be applied to organisms of
any size class and from any ecosystem. Hence, observations of genetic connectivity are relevant for
any type of deposit.
Connectivity describes the rates of exchange of specimens between subpopulations. In case of an
impact on a subpopulation (e.g., caused by mining activities), immigration or recolonization may
establish new populations and rebuild species communities. Concepts of molecular population
genetics allow estimating parameters such as immigration and emigration rates, genetic similarity
between populations, population demography (e.g., population expansion, population bottlenecks,
population size, etc.). Such concepts can be applied to genotyping data obtained from specimens of
the same species sampled at different locations (e.g., DNA sequences derived from Sanger
Sequencing, e.g., of mtDNA fragments, or RAD Tag sequencing). It should be noted that connectivity
estimates based on gene flow have to be treated with caution in the context of assessments of mining
impacts and potential recovery. Genetic connectivity analyses may overestimate the potential for the
recovery of populations by recolonization from other locations. While rebuilding viable populations
typically requires intense immigration of individuals including successful supply with larvae, gene pools
may be homogenized by only a few migrants per generation. Population genetics thus may indicate
that two populations are highly connected when in fact the number of individuals they exchange can
be ecologically meaningless.
Overall, estimating connectivity between subpopulations of deep sea megafauna species involves (1)
sampling of specimens of the megabenthos, e.g., with bottom-towed gear (trawls, sledges, dredges),
in situ sampling with ROV, HOV, and potentially AUV, or via free-fall traps, (2) species discrimination
(incl. species identification with molecular or morphology based taxonomy and description of new
species), (3) genetic analysis in specialized shore laboratories, (4) statistical analyses of DNA
sequencing data in the framework of population genetic theory. Application of this monitoring
approach requires efforts that typically extend over several months. In the future, mobile labs for shipbased molecular work may become available that will potentially streamline the workflow. Molecular
investigations of megafauna are sample-based and have, hence, no potential for autonomous
observations. Connectivity assessments in the deep sea by means of molecular population genetics
are at an early stage (‘concept’ readiness level) and so far exclusively addressed by academia.
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5.1.3 Scavenger community monitoring with baited cameras
Daniel Jones, NOC
Andrew K. Sweetman, IRIS
Summary
Scavenging fauna can be assessed by recording their attendance at various organic baits, usually
fish. They are typically recorded in regular time-lapse photographs obtained from cameras attached to
landers and free vehicles. Scaling information allows assessment of size and density within each
frame. The time-lapse images collected over a typically 24 hour deployment allow assessment of
arrival times, maximal densities and diversity of scavengers. Additional oceanographic data,
particularly current speed and direction collected concurrently with images allows quantification of
scavenging community density.
The technology can be used to assess the scavenging fauna in all environments. It can be used in
baseline characterization in mining areas. It is currently being used to identify the ichthyofauna of the
Clarion Clipperton Zone by the nodule mining contractor UK Seabed Resources Limited in their
environmental baseline characterization program (ABYSSLINE). It can be used to identify any
differences in the scavenging fauna / scavenging population sizes in a given location before and after
a mining operation.
This technology is mostly used by academic institutions. However, some industry environmental
baseline assessments also incorporate assessment of scavenging fish communities, e.g., several
studies carried out by the oil company BP. This technology is mature and can be used routinely.
The primary limitations of this technology are that it may not be fully quantitative and its effectiveness
in detecting change is poorly known. Scavenging fauna, particularly megafaunal scavengers like fish,
tend to be highly mobile with wide ranges. They appear to be highly opportunistic and be attracted to
bait over long distances, particularly in deep waters. The commonly used approaches for
determination of densities may not be valid in all areas and may over or underestimate densities
inconsistently.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
The assessment of scavenger communities with baited cameras is suitable for many seabed habitats.
It is not suited to areas of complex topography or areas around industry infrastructure. Free-fall lander
systems are most commonly used and these cannot easily be accurately positioned, tending to drift
during descent from their start position. Furthermore, the use of baited landers in systems where many
organisms derive their nutrition from chemosynthesis is poorly known.
In terms of mining, the assessment of scavenging communities would be most applicable to areas of
mining interest for polymetallic nodules and crusts and areas with methane hydrate. It would likely be
poorly suited to areas of interest for seafloor massive sulfide mining.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
The assessment of scavenging megafaunal assemblages is well suited to baseline assessment.
Knowledge of scavenging megafauna is likely to be important in determining some of the impacts of
disturbance, particularly as disturbance may result in short term increases in the amount of carrion
available for scavengers. Furthermore, by attracting scavengers to bait it is possible to assess
diversity of animals, such as fish, that would normally be sparsely distributed and difficult to assess in
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other ways. Alternative approaches for assessment of fish communities would be destructive (trawls or
long lines) and may result in detectable disturbance to the area in the absence of mining disturbance.
It is possible to carry out assessments of scavenging assemblages before and after mining impacts
and to use them for monitoring of recovery. However, this has rarely, if ever, been attempted. Doubts
over quantification of scavengers may have deterred these investigations. Owing to the infrequency of
food falls in the deep sea, particularly in highly oligotrophic areas, such as abyssal mining areas, there
is the potential for interaction between treatments insufficiently separated in time or space.
The images resulting from scavenger assessment have very high value as an outreach product. High
quality images of feeding large scavengers, e.g., sharks and unusual deep-water fishes that are often
attracted to bait, generate a lot of public interest. As a result, several species that may be encountered
in these surveys may have conservation interest.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Quantification of scavenging assemblages from baited traps is difficult and requires detailed
knowledge of local hydrographic conditions as well as making several biological assumptions that may
not hold in many systems. This is likely to over or underestimate scavengers, potentially inconsistently
over space and time. Temporal patterns in natural supply of carcasses may also have indeterminate
effects on the densities observed using baited camera landers.
An important limitation of this technology is that its effectiveness in detecting change is poorly known.
Scavenging fauna, particularly megafaunal scavengers like fish, tend to be highly mobile with wide
ranges. They appear to be highly opportunistic and be attracted to bait over long distances,
particularly in deep waters. As a result, even quite large localized impacts are unlikely to deter
scavengers from arriving at a bait and may indeed encourage them (if levels of food have decreased
as a result of disturbance).
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Cameras attached to a lander/ free vehicle structure are deployed with organic baits. The most
common baits used are mackerel and other oily fish, though plant material and other forms of organic
matter (e.g., jellyfish, dolphin carcasses) are also attached. Cameras can be digital stills or video.
Cameras can be oblique or vertical facing relative to the bait. Baits are often deployed with a
measuring scale so length of scavengers can be quantified. Landers / free vehicles are typically
deployed for 1-2 days, after which they are retrieved and scavenging dynamics and community
composition is quantified from the digital stills / video.
Sample and data analysis and processing
The abundance and diversity of scavengers can then be quantified from the images collected using
similar approaches to those used in megafaunal characterization (see part ‘Image-based megafauna
biodiversity monitoring including image analysis technologies’). Various programs can be used for
annotation of fauna in images (e.g., BIIGLE, Image J).
The methods used for assessment of scavenger density are based on optimal foraging theory, in
which any fish carcass that reaches the seafloor creates an odor plume that travels downstream.
Fauna within or entering this elliptical plume detects the odor and follow it upstream to the source
where they feed on the bait. Predators are also attracted to the area to feed on scavenging fauna.
Baited camera landers are able to observe the succession of species by simulating a natural food fall
event. The lander can observe the presence, succession and behavior of the scavenging and
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associated deep-sea fish and invertebrate community. Scavenger population sizes can then be
quantified with the camera data (e.g., time of first scavenger arrival) and current data. Other
population size models described in Farnsworth et al. (2007) can also be used.
Monitoring technology products
Typical results include estimates of organism abundances, distribution and diversity of scavenging
megafaunal assemblages. Results are typically provided as species density matrices or derived
products (maps, graphs). Standard diversity descriptors (density, richness, evenness) are calculated
as metrics to describe megafaunal scavenging assemblages and assess changes.
The primary indicators that could be used to assess mining-related impacts from imagery fall into
several groups, indicating changes in (1) Scavenger densities, (2) Scavenger diversity, and (3)
Scavenger size and biomass.
Time requirements and efforts
The time requirement for image-based megafaunal scavenger assessment varies significantly
depending on the quality of the images, the number of images obtained, the parameters assessed, as
well as the abundance and diversity of megafaunal organisms visible in the images. The total time
required for the full workflow for one station may be in the range of 2-3 months. This may typically
include 1-2 days deployment time, 4 weeks annotation of a few hundred images by PI, 4 weeks
collection of distributed expert knowledge on specific organisms or features, 1 week calculation of
scavenger densities, diversities, and biomass and preparation of graphical output.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. The technology itself is well developed and should be considered mature. It is relatively
simple with low potential for significant innovation. However, the behavior of the key indicators that
can be measured using this technology, i.e. scavenger abundance and diversity, is relatively unknown.
While a reasonable number of measurements have been made using this equipment in the global
oceans, the effectiveness of the method is difficult to assess and it may only provide semi-quantitative
data. Spatiotemporal changes in scavenging communities are currently virtually unknown, especially
in areas that may be targeted for mining. Knowledge of baseline conditions is useful for holistic
understanding of the ecosystem, particularly as the scavenging megafauna may be important in
responding to disturbance. This technology does have the potential to be used to develop a meaning
monitoring program, particularly in areas where mining may have impacts at a very broad scale,
sufficient to impact widely-ranging fish species.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. The technology for observation (baited time-lapse camera) is mature.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. The processes for extraction of scientific data from images would be considered as
mature. There are currently many systems being used, often developed independently by each
institute, with little standardization of approach. As certain tools develop, particularly in automating
various parts of the analysis workflow, these will likely establish themselves as standard approaches.
These tools, particularly the open source tools will receive additional validation and development.
The determination of faunal density from baited landers could be improved. Currently highly simplistic
plume models are used to determine the area of influence of the bait. These models are typically
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poorly parametrized and somewhat location specific, although it would be possible to rectify this. Key
biological information on scavengers, such as swimming speeds, olfactory detection levels, bait
response behavior would also be useful to further develop quantification approaches. Additionally,
environmental information, such as hydrodynamic regimes and natural food fall levels, would help in
developing more accurate models for faunal quantification.
Species richness assessment from baited cameras is relatively straightforward and less subject to
errors associated with quantification. There may be difficulties in identification of species attracted to
cameras as many key features for taxonomy are not visible in images and require a specimen to
accurately assess. Associated fish trapping studies would improve species richness determination.
Species richness is likely a relatively crude indicator of change in deep-water environments. However,
it is important for baseline characterization.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. Information technology solutions exist for all stages of the workflow, from image
acquisition to data analysis. Most of these are used routinely and should be considered mature.
Improvements in all areas will be important, but continual and rapid evolution is currently taking place
in all areas (e.g. imaging systems, image analysis) with the exception of these specific to
determination of scavengers.
Data management is important but relatively straightforward for this technology. The number of
images produced is not huge and metadata requirements are reasonable.
The dissemination of data is simple. The images produced by baited cameras are immediately
accessible to humans of all ages and a picture is worth a thousand words. The data generated on
scavenger abundance and diversity are also widely used and easy to interpret. There is a large body
of scientific literature on responses of faunal density and biomass to disturbance.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Autonomous monitoring is standard for these systems. However, deployments are usually short (2448 hours). For longer-term studies (weeks), it is necessary to design, build and test systems that
periodically expose bait at the seafloor, as most baits disappear in 1-2 days.
The quantification of density from baited landers has been done, but makes many assumptions that
may or may not hold across different environments. New scavenging arrival / population size models
need to be developed and thoroughly tested to increase confidence in assessment of scavenger
densities.
Further reading
Farnsworth, K. D., Thygesen, U. H., Ditlevsen, S., King, N. J. (2007) How to estimate scavenger fish
abundance using baited camera data, Marine Ecology Progress Series 350: 223-234
Janssen, F., Treude, T., Witte, U (2000) Scavenger assemblages under differing trophic conditions: a
case study in the deep Arabian Sea, Deep-Sea Research II 47: 2999–3026, doi: 10.1016/S09670645(00) 000564
Jeffreys, R. M., Lavaleye, M. S. S., Bergman, M. J. N., Duineveld, G. C. A., Witbaard, R. (2011) Do
abyssal scavengers use phytodetritus as a food resource? Video and biochemical evidence from the
Atlantic and Mediterranean, Deep-Sea Research I 58: 415–428, doi:10.1016/j.dsr.2011.02.002
Premke, K., Klages, M., Arntz, W. E. (2006) Aggregations of Arctic deep-sea scavengers at large food
falls: temporal distribution, consumption rates and population structure, Marine Ecology Progress
Series 325: 121–135, doi: 10.3354/meps325121
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Priede, I. G., Bagley, P. M., Smith, Jr., K. L. (1994) Seasonal change in activity of abyssal demersal
scavenging grenadiers Coryphaenoides (Nematonurus) armatus in the eastern North Pacific Ocean,
Limnology and Oceanography 39: 279–285, doi: 10.4319/lo.1994.39.2.0279
Sweetman, A. K., Smith, C. R., Dale, T., Jones, D. O. B. (2014) Rapid scavenging of jellyfish
carcasses reveals the importance of gelatinous material to deep-sea food webs, Proceedings of the
Royal Society B: Biological Sciences 281 (1796), doi: 10.1098/rspb.2014.2210
Academia industry joint case Study 'ROBIO Lander': www.abdn.ac.uk/oceanlab/business/case-studyrobio.php
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5.1.4 Macrofauna biodiversity monitoring including molecular techniques for
taxa identification
Stefanie Kaiser, SGN
Lenaick Menot, Ifremer
Gordon Paterson, NHM
Adrian Glover, NHM
Pedro Martínez Arbizu, SGN
Summary
Benthic material obtained from epibenthic sledges, dredges, coring devices and grabs provides
information on macrofaunal abundances, diversity and distributions. Trawled apparatus, such as
epibenthic sledges and dredges are particularly useful for environmental baseline studies, as they
collect more specimens per sample unit when compared to coring devices and grabs. Large sample
size is necessary for the assessment of population and community connectivity using both
morphological and genetic markers, as well as providing representative information of faunal diversity
and composition within a given area. However, sledges and dredges provide at most semi-quantitative
data, thus for environmental monitoring the deployment of quantitative coring equipment is essential.
Epibenthic sledges and dredges have been used across a variety of deep-sea habitats including
abyssal plains, along slopes and on top of seamounts; coring equipment, such as box corer, is better
suited for sampling of soft-bottom sediments, whereas grabs (such as the Van Veen grab) have been
successfully deployed on seamounts (e.g., Calder, 2000).
Since the beginning of deep-sea exploration, academia have been using sledges and dredges for the
assessment of benthic biodiversity and distributions. Over the years different designs and
modifications have been adopted (with regard to nets, rubber mats, closing mechanisms, and
additional equipment such as camera systems, CTD and acoustic positioning systems; Brenke 2005,
Brandt et al. 2013). Quantitative sampling devices such as grabs and corers have been deployed
since the beginning of the 20th century, at least in shallow waters. Later box corer were used (such as
GOMEX, USNEL or Reineck corer; Reineck, 1963; Hessler & Jumars, 1974; Boland & Rowe, 1991)
which had been derived from geological sampling equipment. In the CCFZ box corer are mainly used
by both industries and academia to assess the potential of ore deposits (nodule size and densities) as
well as macrofaunal community structure. Epibenthic sledges on the other hand are increasingly used
by several contractors for environmental baseline studies (see above). Collection of macrofauna at
hydrothermal vents is conducted through ROVs by deploying settlement substrate, and using tube
cores and submersible claws (e.g., Pradillon et al. 2005, Levin et al. 2009; Marcus et al. 2009). Fauna
associated with cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts has rarely been assessed (Schlacher et al. 2011),
and data on smaller size fractions (macro- and meiofauna) are particularly sparse (ISA technical report
No. 8). Sampling of hard-bottom environments such as seamounts related to cobalt-rich crusts is
technically challenging. Here ROV (and associated sucking and coring devices), grabs, (seamount)
sledges and dredges seem to be most appropriate.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Coring devices and epibenthic sledges have been used for macrofaunal sampling in the deep sea.
Though, there is not a single apparatus to sufficiently (and solely) describe biodiversity and distribution
patterns, that is both corer, grabs and trawled apparatus are biased towards certain taxa (box corer
and grabs predominantly sample infauna, whereas in sledge and dredge samples epi- and
surprabenthic taxa dominate). Furthermore corers such as boxcorer (MUC), provide quantitative
information, but just sample tiny areas (<1m2), whilst sledges sample kilometer long tracks of the deep
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seabed, but provide at most a semi-quantitative data set (e.g., Brenke, 2005). However, a wide spatial
extent of the sampling area as well as a large sample size (number of replicates) is vital (also with
regard to genetic analyses) when taking low faunal densities and large number of rare species in the
deep sea into account.
Data obtained from sledges and dredges are useful to produce a taxonomic inventory (as part of a
baseline study) and to provide sufficient material for both morphological as well as population genetic
analyses. Material collected by box corer can be used to assess faunal densities and diversity, and
this information is crucial for monitoring studies.
Epibenthic sledges and dredges can be used across a variety of deep-sea habitats including abyssal
plains (both sediment dominated and nodule environments), along slopes and on top of seamounts
(Lewis, 1999, 2009, Brenke, 2005), whereas coring equipment, such as box corer, is better suited for
sampling of soft-bottom sediments. Neither epibenthic sledge nor box corer are appropriate samplers
in hard-bottom environments (related to cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts or hydrothermal vent
systems), but work best for the collection of nodule macrofauna. For macrofaunal collections at
hydrothermal vents tube cores and submersible claws attached to ROVs are suitable (e.g., Levin et
al., 2009; Marcus et al., 2009). Fauna associated with cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts has rarely
been assessed (Schlacher et al., 2011), and data on smaller size fractions (macro- and meiofauna)
are particularly sparse (ISA technical report No. 8). For macrofaunal sampling of seamounts related to
cobalt-rich crusts ROV (and associated sucking and coring devices), Van Veen grabs, (seamount)
sledges and dredges seem to be most appropriate (Lewis 1999, 2009, Calder, 2000, Brenke, 2005).
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Macrofauna data from coring devices, grabs, sledges and dredges are suitable for baseline studies
and to gain information on ecosystem status. These include information on spatial and temporal
variation of faunal densities, diversity, and community structure. Furthermore material obtained by
macrofaunal samplers can be used for further genetic analyses to quantify species range size and
assess the degree of population connectivity and thus estimating species recovery potential following
mining disturbance.
Quantitative data (e.g., from box corer) can be used to monitor changes of environmental parameters
by mining operations relative to natural variability. It can also provide data necessary for recovery
monitoring, as baseline data are available against which potential faunal changes could be measured.
Furthermore, genetic information is suitable for environmental as well as recovery monitoring, e.g., as
an identification tool, and for observation of variation in population parameters (e.g., effective
population size and connectivity; Schwartz et al. 2007).
Factors limiting mining relevance
Main limiting factors are:
Level of knowledge on deep-sea macrofauna communities and their natural variability. Although
macrofauna is often used in monitoring studies, sufficient data on natural variability in diversity
densities, dominance structure are scarce and thus limit use of macrofaunal patterns.
Low number of specimens in the abyss. Receiving enough specimens from quantitative samplers
(e.g., box corer) to allow robust statistical assessment requires high replication - which in turn, is very
time-consuming.
Quantitative vs. qualitative samplers. trawled apparatus, such as sledges and dredges, that have to be
used for the sampling of larger areas in order to obtain enough specimens to ensure a good
representation of the fauna present just provide semi-quantitative data.
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Time requirements for sample processing (taxa identification). From sieving to morphological and
genetic identification of a single sample it may take weeks.
Lack of taxonomic expertise (especially for deep-sea taxa). This knowledge is prerequisite for robust
species discrimination.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Based on the target deposit (substrate), aim (baseline vs. monitoring) and scale of the survey,
sampling equipment is chosen. Usually a suit of different gear types is used to sample different faunal
groups, i.e. box corer and grabs for infaunal (quantitative) sampling and sledges and dredges for
(semi-quantitative) collection of mainly (though not exclusively) epi- and suprabenthic fauna.
Randomization, replication and cross-scale sampling (including both spatial and temporal scales) are
crucial for capturing full environmental heterogeneity and thus assessment of natural variability across
space and time.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Upon arrival on deck, sediment samples are processed directly onboard. For later genetic analyses it
is important to keep samples cool throughout the entire process (sieving, fixing, sorting, taxonomic
identification). Samples are therefore carefully sieved using cold seawater, and then (bulk-) fixed in
pre-cooled absolute (DNA-grade) ethanol. Some protocols recommend live sorting of specimens
(especially when characters are not well preserved in ethanol), photographic documentation and
subsequent fixation in ethanol.
In the laboratory, molecular taxonomic approaches (e.g., using cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 - COI)
alongside morphological methods (through light microscopy and SEM) are used for species
discrimination. Data are then analyzed according to the objectives of the survey, including, e.g.,
assessment of species ranges, degree of gene flow between sub-populations, turnover, variation in
diversity and abundance amongst others.
Monitoring technology products
Data produced through macrofaunal sampling include estimation of faunal densities, diversity,
community composition, turnover rates as well as population and community connectivity. For
quantitative samplers, standard diversity indices can be used, for semi-quantitative samplers, such as
epibenthic sledges, rarefaction methods should be considered. Macrofaunal material can also provide
information on functional traits (e.g., with regard to body size, dispersal ability) which are important to
estimate recolonization potential.
Time requirements and efforts
The time required for deployment of trawled apparatus (sledges and dredges), corers and grabs, as
well as sample processing and data analyses depends on the water depth, sediment characteristics
as well the sample amount (i.e., number of replicates and specimens respectively). Time required for
the full workflow may be in the order of 1-2 month per 100 individuals. This could consist of: 6-8 h for a
sampling device deployment in the deep sea, 1-2 h for sample processing (sieving, fixation), 2-3 days
for sample sorting to higher taxonomic level, 1-2 weeks for species discrimination of selected taxa,
and 1-2 weeks for genetic analysis (dissection, extraction, PCR, sequencing).
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Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. In environmental surveys of activities threatening the seafloor, macrofauna is
the most commonly used size group for monitoring purposes. It has been widely used in the
framework of oil and gas exploitation, dredging, fish farming. In a mining context there are also
macrofaunal data available, yet as for meio- and megafauna to some extent, knowledge is still not
sufficient to assess ecological implications of deep-sea mining (Paterson et al., 2014).
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Some methodologies are mature, box-coring for example is widely used in the
monitoring of oil and gas exploitation in the deep sea. Other methodologies, particular those relying on
sledges and dredges although routinely performed by science for biodiversity inventory are not
quantitative and thus not yet mature for the purpose of environmental monitoring. The use of sensors
however might provide the information needed to accurately assess the area sampled by a sledge or a
dredge.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. The analysis of macrofauna data for baseline studies or impact assessment
relies on well-established statistical procedures. Variations and covariations in univariate biological
parameters (abundance, richness, diversity) and environmental parameters usually rely on analyses of
variance (ANOVA) or linear models. Variations and covariations in multivariate parameters,
particularly taxonomic composition and environmental parameters, rely on multivariate analyses. Two
families of multivariate analyses are widely used depending on the use of a metric index of similarity
among samples (e.g., PCA, RDA) or a non-metric index (e.g., nMDS, SIMPER).
Studies to establish standard molecular genetic surveys (using COI) to complement classical
taxonomy are underway including development of databases to contribute or access genetic
information. Further approaches for a more rapid faunal assessment as well as population genetic and
genomic analyses are currently tested such as Restriction site associated DNA (RAD) markers,
Proteomic identification (e.g., using MALDI-TOF) etc..
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Although not systematic in the academic world, procedures for data
management and dissemination of biological data, including macrofauna data, have been developed
by some National Oceanographic Data Centers, Natural History Museums and research institutes. In
most cases, the industry has not developed data management systems for environmental surveys.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Macrofauna monitoring depends on samples and has, hence, no potential for autonomous monitoring.
Further reading
Boland, G. S., Rowe, G. T. (1991) Deep-sea benthos sampling with the Gomex box corer, Limnology
and Oceanography, 36: 1015-1020
Brandt, A., Elsner, N., Brenke, N., Golovan, O., Malyutina, M. V., Riehl, T., Schwabe, E., Würzberg, L.
(2013) Epifauna of the Sea of Japan collected via a new epibenthic sledge equipped with camera and
environmental sensor systems, Deep Sea Research Part II: Topical Studies in Oceanography 86: 4355
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Paterson, G. L. J., Menot, L., Colaço, A., Glover, A. G., Gollner, S., Kaiser, S., Gebruk, A. V., Janssen,
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Pradillon, F., Zbinden, M., Mullineaux, L. S., Gaill, F. (2005) Colonisation of newly-opened habitat by a
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5.1.5 Meiofauna biodiversity monitoring including rapid molecular techniques
for taxa identification
Contributing experts
Jan Pawlowski, UNIGE
Andrew Gooday, NOC
Ann Vanreusel, UGent
Summary
Next generation sequencing can address meiofauna biodiversity as an alternative to morphologybased taxonomy. Genetic material can be obtained from individual specimens or from environmental
samples (i.e., sediments). Investigations based on DNA from environmental samples (eDNA) have a
high potential to develop into a rapid approach in the context of environmental impact assessment.
The method has been successfully applied, e.g., for the investigation of fish farming impacts on
foraminifera communities (Pawlowski et al., 2014). Recent studies indicate that established bioindices
for environmental impact assessment that are typically calculated from morphology-based
investigations (e.g., ITI, AMBI) may also be obtained from eDNA-based data. In order to assign
morphotypes to genetic information obtained from environmental samples it is crucial to build a
reference database connecting morphological and genetic species characteristics (barcoding). Based
on morphology, specimens are identified to the lowest possible taxonomic level and detailed
photographs of diagnostic features are taken before the specimen is sequenced for 18S rDNA and
mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I (COI). Once the database has been sufficiently populated
for a specific ecosystem, follow-up investigations may be based on eDNA alone and rapid biodiversity
assessment may become possible (an estimate would be approx. 6 weeks for 100 samples).
Molecular investigations of meiofauna are sample-based and substantial innovations would be
required to allow for autonomous monitoring. Meiofauna biodiversity observations in the marine
ecosystems by means of molecular techniques already reached a ‘pilot’ readiness level and are used
by academia and industry.
Additional expert information is provided in an online knowledge input form
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5.1.6 Benthic microbial diversity and functions monitoring with molecular
tools
Christina Bienhold, AWI
Alban Ramette, ISPM / UBern
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
Samples obtained with standard equipment (typically Multicorer or ROV push cores) and sliced on
board are transported frozen to the home lab for extraction of gene material. High throughput methods
are used for sequencing of the material. Depending on the type of the material (DNA, rRNA, mRNA),
the specific region addressed, preceding amplification (PCR, qPCR) and the fingerprinting (e.g., TRFLP, ARISA) or sequencing method (e.g., 454 MPTS, Ilumina) used data analysis may address
different aspects of the present microbial community. Specific aspects selected may include the
domain that is addressed (bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes), numbers of taxonomic units present,
presence and dominance of specific groups, as well as potential metabolic functions and their
expression. The description focuses on benthic microbial communities where mining impacts are
expected to be strongest but similar methods may also be used for the water column work. The
technology is primarily relevant for soft sediments ecosystems and impacts from mining the deposits
found there but sampling can be adjusted to also address hard bottom ecosystems and their
respective deposits. Investigations of microbial biodiversity and function of benthic marine ecosystems
are so far largely restricted to academia. So far, the need for expert knowledge and the fast evolution
of the analytical technologies involved confine operability and routine use for monitoring purposes.
There is also a strong need to better understand patterns in biodiversity and function of deep-sea
microbial communities in terms of baseline conditions, effects of disturbances, and the potential of
microbial communities to serve as indicators for impacts on other ecosystem compartments (e.g.,
habitat structure, communities of higher organisms).
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
The monitoring technology described here focuses mainly on microbial biodiversity. Using appropriate
methods it may also contribute to the investigation of microbial functions with relevance for the
assessment of biogeochemical conditions. While the description focuses on benthic microbial
communities as this is where the most severe impact of deep-sea mining is expected, the tools are
mostly applicable also for water column microorganisms.
The technology is primarily used for investigations in soft sediments and is thus most relevant for the
deposits found there (i.e., polymetallic nodules, rare earth elements, gas hydrates). Using modified
technologies for sampling of biofilms on hard substrates / in crevices of hard substrates investigations
may be extended to hard bottom ecosystems where cobalt-rich crusts and massive sulfides are found.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
In deep sea sediments microbial communities are key players in biogeochemical cycles and
connected ecosystem functions (e.g., organic matter remineralization via aerobic and anaerobic
pathways, carbon and nutrient cycling). Investigations of microbial biodiversity (richness, taxa
turnover) is therefore closely connected to information of the present pool of / expression of microbial
functions (e.g., with respect to sulfate reduction, nitrogen conversion, methane oxidation).
Furthermore, investigations of microbial communities may serve as indicators of spatial and temporal
patterns also in other ecosystem compartments (higher organisms, habitat characteristics).
Establishing links between microbial community patterns and patterns of other organisms (e.g.,
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meiofauna, macrofauna) is still work in progress. Indicator functions of microbial communities and to
what extent they can be related to other organisms, will need to be verified for the ecosystems under
investigation. If such links can be established, microbial community monitoring (which requires
relatively little efforts in terms of sample preparation and analysis as compared to higher taxa) may
provide ecosystem information beyond the microbial community itself.
Microbial community structure has been shown to respond to temporal and spatial changes in
environmental conditions (e.g., organic matter availability, oxygen concentration, seepage). Hence
microbial biodiversity monitoring may also be adequate as an indicator of mining impacts and recovery
after mining operations ended. As microbial communities are key players in biogeochemical cycles
and connected ecosystem functions, changes in microbial communities in response to mining-related
changes in environmental conditions are expected to also reflect (or be reflected in) changes in key
functions of these ecosystems.
It cannot be excluded, that impacts on deep sea ecosystems lead to a loss of certain microbial taxa
and associated functions which would imply a need for microbial community monitoring in order to
prevent extinction of valuable microorganisms contributing to the ‘function pool’ available in the
oceans. Much more likely, however, is that information on changes in microbial biodiversity and
functions can be used as an indicator of impacts and subsequent recovery of the ecosystem as a
whole. Additionally, spatio-temporal patterns in microbial biodiversity may provide also information on
habitat sizes and patterns of higher organisms and may contribute to questions of connectivity and
gene flow with implications for spatial planning of mining activities. Again, such links between
microbial communities and other taxa would need to be verified.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Microbial biodiversity and functions assessment is a fast growing scientific discipline there are still
large gaps in our understanding of the microbial ecology that currently limits applicability for
ecosystem monitoring and impact assessment: (1) So far, no molecular characteristics of microbial
communities are available to determine ‚good environmental status‘ or environmental tipping points.
The suitability for impact detection will require extensive studies of baseline conditions and
spatiotemporal patterns. (2) Key routines and target taxa and genes that are meaningful to assess
ecosystem characteristic and status need to be identified. (3) While studies of functional genes are
expected to be most relevant for impact monitoring a better knowledge of functions associated with
specific taxa or genes is needed. (4) There is a need to understand how mining-related disturbances
change microbial community composition and functions, and to identify best available technologies to
detect changes and discriminate them from natural variability. (5) An improved knowledge on
connections of microbial community patterns to patterns in other ecosystem compartments (e.g.,
habitat structure, higher organisms) needs to be established.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Sampling of sediment with standard gear (e.g., Multicorer, ROV Push Core). Sample storage (frozen,
best -80°C) with or without prior treatment with storage liquids. Sampling of hard substrates or bottom
waters requires other instruments (e.g., grabs, CTD/Rosette samplers) and additional sample
preparation steps (sonification, filtering).
Sample and data analysis and processing
A suite of analytical methods targeting DNA, rRNA, and mRNA sequences and copy numbers (with
PCR and without amplification, i.e., Metagenomics and -transcriptomics) is available and typically
performed by dedicated commercial laboratories. High throughput methods are used for sequencing.
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Depending on the type of the material (DNA, rRNA, mRNA), the specific region addressed, preceding
amplification (PCR, qPCR) and the fingerprinting (e.g., T-RFLP, ARISA) or sequencing method (e.g.,
454 MPTS, Illumina, PacBio) used, data analysis may address different aspects of the present
microbial community including the target domain (bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes), presence or number
of taxonomic units and groups and specific metabolic functions. Sequencing of rRNA genes would
typically be used to address microbial taxonomy. Functional genes are sequenced in order to obtain
insights on the functions that are potentially present in the community while mRNA sequencing would
provide information on their expression. In order to analyze the community in even more depth,
quantitative PCR of rRNA, functional genes, and mRNA would allow to identify the dominant taxa, as
well as the prevailing (potential or expressed) functions. Following quality control, statistical analyses
are performed in order to classify genes and to deduce taxonomy, functional gene repertoire and
potential and expressed metabolic functions.

Figure 27. Schematic of currently available molecular techniques for observations of microbial biodiversity and
ecology (http://wiki.biomine.skelleftea.se/wiki).

Monitoring technology products
The outcome generated from molecular analyses are based on genetic diversity and function
estimates and their variability in time and space. The specific products obtained depend on the
selected analytical method and on the target genes (see above). Standard biodiversity metrics and
indicators (species numbers, richness, evenness) are calculated to describe microbial communities
and assess changes. Typical products are graphical representations of richness and community
structure (e.g., pie charts, dendrograms, MDS plots) and present / prevailing functions. If appropriate
spatial coverage is available beta diversity (turnover) may be assessed. Products generated from
mRNA analyses can yield maps of metabolic pathways/potential present in a system.
Time requirements and efforts
A rough estimate of the time required to complete the full workflow is one year. While sample
preparation and analysis may be accomplished in a couple of weeks, data analysis and quality control
(incl. sequence alignment and statistical analysis) will need many months and requires expert
knowledge on microbial ecology in benthic marine environments so far available only at relatively few
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academic institutions worldwide. The final calculation of biodiversity indices including the generation of
visual products (e.g., graphs, maps) will only take little time.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Concept level. Although molecular analytical methods as well as statistical approaches are well
established, conclusions to be drawn on ecosystem characteristics and assessment of impacts are
work in progress. Studies are needed to show that impacts connected to mining activities result in
changes in microbial community compositions and functions that can be detected with the available
technologies and can be discriminated from natural variability. Furthermore, knowledge on functions
associated with specific taxa is still quite restricted. Also, connections of microbial community patterns
to patterns in other ecosystem compartments (habitat structure, higher organisms) need to be settled
in general and for specific sites.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. Sampling and sample preparation does not involve any sophisticated technologies.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot level. Molecular studies of microbial communities in marine environments have already been
applied in numerous peer reviewed studies and are well established in the scientific community.
However, standard procedures are not yet established as molecular methods used for investigations
of microbial communities are continuously improved and hence constantly changing. The depth of
information as well as the amount of data produced are growing substantially and are reflected in
ongoing changes in methods in the field of bioinformatics.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Output of molecular studies of microbial communities in marine environments
have been presented in numerous peer reviewed studies and adopt mainly biodiversity concepts
established for higher taxa. As investigations are so far mainly exploratory and driven by basic science
no ‘standard environmental monitoring products’ emerged so far. In response to the growing stock of
sequencing data for microorganisms considerable efforts are invested to develop and establish data
management procedures. These include common nomenclatures, inclusion of environmental
metadata, and data archiving concepts.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Generally requirements in terms of efforts and technologies are high. Ship time for sampling clearly
restrict routine monitoring with good spatiotemporal resolution. Time series studies in the deep sea to
address temporal variability would require cutting edge technologies that are still in an early stage
(e.g., automated time series sampling, in situ gene sequencing). Also, time-consuming and expertdriven shore-based data analysis cannot be avoided due to the extremely high variability in natural
microbial communities and functions. While the fast evolution of analytical technologies constantly
improves the results that may be obtained and reduces analytical costs it also contradicts
standardization of workflows. Established procedures, however, would be required for routine
monitoring and comparison of results on a larger spatial and temporal scale.
In situ sampling and sample fixation may be achieved in the near future to allow for time series of
microbial community monitoring while reducing the need for ship time. Development of autonomous
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instruments that allow for in situ molecular analyses is underway but so far restricted to water column
observations.
Further reading
Amaral-Zettler, L., Artigas, L. F., Baross, J., Bharathi, P. A. L., Boetius, A., Chandramohan, D., Herndl,
G., Kogure, K., Neal, P., Pedrós-Alió, C., Ramette, A., Schouten, S., Stal, L., Thessen, A., de Leeuw,
J., Sogin, M. L. (2010) A Global Census of Marine Microbes, In 'Life in the World’s Oceans' (Ed. A. D.
McIntyre), Wiley-Blackwell, 384pp.
Buttigieg, P. L., Ramette, A. (2014) A guide to statistical analysis in microbial ecology: a communityfocused, living review of multivariate data analyses, FEMS Microbiology: Ecology, doi: 10.1111/15746941.12437
Caporaso, J. G., Lauber, C. L., Walters, W. A., Berg-Lyons, D., Huntley, J., Fierer, N., Owens, S. M.,
Betley, J., Fraser, L., Bauer, M., Gormley, N., Gilbert, J. A., Smith, G., R. Knight (2012) Ultra-highthroughput microbial community analysis on the Illumina HiSeq and MiSeq platforms. ISME Journal 6:
1621-1624, doi: 10.1038/ismej.2012.8
Gilbert J. A., Dupont C. L. (2011) Microbial Metagenomics: beyond the genome. Annual Review of
Marine Science 3: 347-371
Moran M.A. (2009) Metatranscriptomics: eavesdropping on complex microbial communities. Microbe
4: 329-335,
Warnecke, F., Hugenholtz, P. (2007) Building on basic metagenomics with complementary
technologies, Genome Biology 8: 231, doi:10.1186/gb-2007-8-12-231
Zinger, L., Amaral-Zettler, L. A., Fuhrman, J. A., Horner-Devine, M. C., Huse, S. M., Welch, D. B. M.,
Martiny, J. B. H., Sogin, M., Boetius, A., Ramette, A. (2011) Global Patterns of Bacterial Beta-Diversity
in Seafloor and Seawater Ecosystems, PLoS ONE 6(9): e24570, doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024570
'GUSTA ME' guide to statistical analysis in microbial ecology: http://mb3is.megx.net/gustame
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5.1.7 Statistical approaches to assess community structure, biodiversity and
connectivity
Daniel Jones (NOC)
Brian Bett (NOC)
Summary
The statistical approaches used to assess community structure, biodiversity and connectivity are
manifold. Analyses can be broadly classified into several main areas, which all have application in
mining-related assessment regardless of the deposit type or environment:
(1) Biotope description
A biotope may be defined as a relatively homogenous physical environment having a relatively
homogeneous fauna. Its description therefore requires the estimation of a suite of biotic and abiotic
factors and an assessment of variation in those parameters. This includes describing abundance
(including density, biomass and energy content), diversity (incorporating species richness and
evenness, taxonomic distinctiveness and sample (α), turnover (β) and regional (ɣ) diversity),
community structure (multivariate data) and potentially other areas, such as functioning and faunal
distribution. These statistics are usually presented as average values with an indication of variation,
such as 95% confidence intervals. These descriptive statistics may form the basis for ecological
indicators, for example diversity indices. In mining areas, these statistical approaches are used to
describe baseline areas.
(2) Biotope discrimination
Where there is systematic variation in the biotic and / or abiotic environment, more than one biotope
will exist. At the baseline stage this is conventional ecology – how the distributions of individuals,
populations, and assemblages (biotic variables) are related to natural environmental change (abiotic
variables) and examining which factors were responsible for changes. The causes of environmental
differences are typically determined by manipulative experiments in the field or laboratory and may be
analyzed by regression approaches.
(3) Biotope change
In time, biotopes may change as a result of natural variation in the environment or human activity
induced change in the environment. This is the monitoring stage, and it is important that the
monitoring is designed to cover both natural and human induced change. Disentangling one from the
other through time is both critical and non-trivial – and lies at the heart of the BACI approach (see
later). Discriminating changes in sites or conditions on the basis of their biotic composition includes
assessing if there are significant differences in ecological parameters between groups of samples,
such as demonstrating differences between control and impact sites.
For monitoring, it is useful to determine levels of disturbance by attempting to construct biological
measures, or indicators, from the ecological parameters that are indicative of disturbed conditions.
These may be absolute indicators or relative criteria (changes in an indicator). This differs from the
previous stage by assigning directionality to the change rather than just demonstrating differences
between groups of samples. These approaches can be used in more advanced monitoring of mining
areas and may be used in regulation and in comparing different mining practices. Accurate
development of indicators requires a body of historical data for sites and regional information.
Statistical approaches underpin most ecological assessments. They are fundamental for any
academic or industrial assessments. They have a long history of use, but the methods used differ and
are constantly being refined. The selection of statistical approaches requires technical understanding
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of applications and assumptions and it is easy to apply incorrect or inappropriate techniques.
Interpretation of statistical results is often not intuitive and may require expert knowledge. It is also
important that good sampling designs are used and sufficient data are collected to reliably discriminate
samples. There are approaches for statistical simulation and statistical power analysis that should
ideally be applied to assess the limitations of approaches used.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Statistical approaches underpin studies across all environmental disciplines. They can be validly
applied in any system to make sense of complex data with natural variation.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Baseline studies require description of conditions and spatiotemporal variability in the ecological
system of interest. Descriptive statistical approaches for this are varied and can be divided into
univariate, distributional and multivariate techniques.
Univariate techniques summarize more complex information into a single summary coefficient. A good
example of this is distilling the abundances of all the species in a sample into a single species diversity
index. Hundreds of indices exist and they should be carefully selected to best assess the ecological
area of interest. In many cases these indices facilitate comparisons between samples taken from
different areas as they are usually not based on particular species identities. Ecological univariate
indices include:
1. community, functional group or indicator species abundance (or density / biomass / size /
energy content)
2. species diversity indices that range across a spectrum from those that assess species
richness to those that assess community evenness
3. taxonomic distinctness indices, which measure the degree to which species or organisms in a
sample are taxonomically or phylogenetically related to each other
4. measures of ecosystem functioning, such as respiration or chemical cycling
Distributional techniques summarize sets of data in a curve or histogram. These can reveal more
information than univariate approaches. They can be a useful approach but require a certain amount
of technical understanding to interpret. Standard distributional techniques are often applied to
ecological datasets and include:
1. species abundance distribution plots (including k-dominance curves to assess the relative
abundances of different species in a sample, abundance-biomass curves to assess the
relative biomass and size of ranked species)
2. distributions of size, density, biomass, metabolism or species richness (to assess the
distribution of organism properties change with different levels of abundance). Metabolic
theory and macroecology provide testable predictions of these distributions.
3. species accumulation and rarefaction curves (which show the number of species encountered
as more effort is applied to search for them)
A great many multivariate techniques are available that can simultaneously assess numerous
variables (usually across a number of samples). The variables may be biotic or abiotic, or indeed a
combination of both. The methods can be divided into two types (a) classification, and (b) ordination.
The former deals with grouping samples together based on shared multi-parameter attributes. The
later arranges samples in order based on common variation in the multi-parameter attributes.
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Monitoring of sites throughout and beyond the life cycle of a mining operation requires statistical
techniques that compare metrics obtained in different locations and different time points. There are
many methods for this, for example the analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach.
A good design for sampling and assessment, which takes into account the ecological conditions in the
site under investigation, is vital for successful impact assessment. A before-after control-impact design
is commonly recommended, where time series data are obtained at both impacted and reference sites
from prior to disturbance to the end of the period of investigation. If a variation of impacts or ecological
conditions (e.g., habitat) is expected, stratified random sampling approaches should be considered.
With stratified random sampling the sampling effort is divided between areas of similar expected
conditions prior to investigation (e.g., mined sites, sites affected by the plume, sites not affected by the
plume, distant sites). Most statistical approaches have an assumption of independence of replicate
data (which means that the occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of the other), which
is commonly violated in ecological studies. Furthermore, sites located closer together in space or time
are usually more similar than those more widely spaced (known as spatial-autocorrelation). Choosing
sites at random (using random number generators) within a predefined area of interest can help to
mitigate the effects of this. Careful planning is extremely important as improper sampling can render a
dataset useless for determining impact.
Factors limiting mining relevance
There are many simple and advanced statistical measures available backed up by large bodies of
research. Statistical testing using computer packages is commonplace and open-source software is
available for almost all applications (e.g., ‘R’). Note, however, that no statistical package, regardless of
its sophistication, can ‘fix’ an inappropriate experimental design. The biggest limitation is in expertise
to properly design a survey, analyze and interpret the data.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. Good practice in experimental design has been well established for many decades.
Field implementation of that good practice is the critical prerequisite for everything that follow, whether
high-tech or low-tech sampling, whether simple univariate statistics or highly complex multivariate
statistics. There is a high technology readiness for selection of appropriate monitoring strategies. The
constraints, assumptions and limitations of surveys are relatively well known. Specific guidance on the
optimal statistical approaches to use with new technologies, such as AUV surveys, are in
development. These are usually guidance on use of already existing methods rather than entirely new
developments.
What does a good experimental design look like? An example of a basic stratified random sampling
design, in agreement with the BACI ethos, is illustrated and described below.
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The survey area (sampling population) is defined, rectangular box
The survey area is divided into two strata (internal boundary dividing rectangle into two
squares), e.g., by water depth, by nodule density etc.
Four samples are selected by random coordinate assignment in each stratum.
The survey is carried out in both a control area and a proposed impact area.
Both control and impact areas are re-surveyed after impact.
Additional post-impact surveys may be carried out (After(n)).
Additional impact level, consider e.g. direct impact of nodule mining and indirect impact of
mining plume (Impact (indirect)).
Additional survey stratification (not illustrated) may be required dependent on environmental
complexity, e.g., additional water depth strata, additional classes of nodule size / density /
absence etc.

Note, for example, that even a minimal BACI design is likely to require commitment to successful
collection and analysis of 32 samples. Four replicates are indicated (per stratum), this is likely to be
the minimum requirement in most cases (e.g., this is the lowest level of replication that can detect a
statistically significant [p<0.05] difference between strata when using non-parametric methods). In the
case of sampling for some biological parameters, e.g., diversity, species composition, it may also be
necessary to consider the number of specimens recovered in a single sample – if that number is too
low (<100) those parameters may be compromised and have little or no discriminatory power –
physical sample size may therefore have to be increased, this may require repeat sampling, i.e.,
doubling the commitment to successful collection and analysis of 64 samples. A related final point /
reminder – when dealing with measures on individual biological specimens (e.g., genetic / isotopic /
contaminant / pathogenic) multiple specimens from a single sampling unit DO NOT confer replication
at the survey or stratum level, in the same way that individual cores from a single multiple corer
deployment DO NOT confer replication at the survey or stratum level.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Readiness level depends on the technology used to acquire data and samples. Statistical
approaches can be used on data collected by any observation technologies.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Statistical approaches have a high technology readiness, there are well developed
techniques and freely available software to carry out the analyses. The statistical approaches are
usually much more advanced than the data collected by marine surveys. Many statistical approaches
are developed for well-known terrestrial environments and complex ecological assessments.
Developments in techniques are ongoing and more effective techniques for impact assessment are
often developed.
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Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. Freely available open-source software is available for almost any ecological statistical
assessment. The ‘R’ language is the best example of this. The user community is dynamic, quickly
producing and sharing tools for analyses as they develop. It has to be noted, however, that many such
‘free’ packages are provided ‘as is’ and without any warranty, and frequently assume expert
knowledge by the user – they are not a universal panacea and need to be implemented with caution
and research. Specific ecological software is also common and commercial software products, such
as PRIMER, are commonly used. These are often windows-based and have graphic user interfaces
for easy use. This ease of use may allow those unfamiliar with the pitfalls of analysis to generate
plausible but incorrect results. Again, remember that software, expensive or otherwise, will not fix a
bad experimental design.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Standardized and consistent sampling / measurement methodology, together with best practice in
experimental design will be essential to long-term and large-scale assessments of mining activity.
Routine monitoring approaches will allow more powerful statistical approaches to be used. This will
greatly increase the analysis potential and should lead to more accurate insight into the effects of
deep-sea mining.
Further reading
Clarke, K. R., Warwick, R. M. (2001) Changes in marine communities: an approach to statistical
analysis and interpretation, Plymouth Marine Laboratory, U.K.
Crawley, M. J. (2007) The R Book, Wiley-Blackwell
Foster, S. D., Hosack, G. R., Hill, N. A., Barrett, N. S., Lucieer, V. L. (2014) Choosing between
strategies for designing surveys: autonomous underwater vehicles, Methods in Ecology and Evolution
5: 287-297.
Hurlbert, S. H. (1984) Pseudoreplication and the Design of Ecological Field Experiments, Ecological
Monographs 54: 187-211
Jeffers, J. N. R. (1978) Design of experiments, Cambridge, Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, 7pp.
(Statistical Checklist, 1), http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/id/eprint/5271
Jeffers, J. N. R.. 1979 Sampling. Cambridge, Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, 7pp. (Statistical
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Legendre, P., Legendre, L. (1998) Numerical ecology, 2nd edition, Elsevier, Amsterdam
Sokal, R. R., Rohlf, F. J. (1995) Biometry: the principles and practice of statistics in biological
research, W. H. Freeman and Company, New York
Steel, R. G. D., Torrie, J. H., Dickey, D. A. (1997) Principles and Procedures of Statistics, 3rd. ed.
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Underwood, A.J., 1994. On Beyond BACI - Sampling Designs That Might Reliably Detect
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Underwood, A. J., Chapman, M. G. (2013) Design and Analysis in Benthic Surveys in Environmental
Sampling, in Methods for the Study of Marine Benthos, Ed. A. Eleftheriou, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.,
Chichester: 1-46
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5.1.8 Prediction of species occurrence by species distribution models
Daniel Jones, NOC
Summary
Creation of seafloor maps is an important step in providing quantitative information regarding
distributions of marine biotic and abiotic components (combined as ‘benthic habitats’). Monitoring
changes in species distribution or habitat coverage over time is facilitated by high-resolution map
availability, improving our ability for detection of anthropogenic impacts. However, for biological
determination across the extent of a study area, full coverage mapping of fauna is generally not
possible (because of data collection and analysis time limitations). Instead, hierarchical approaches
involving nested survey designs are employed. This approach involves a combination of broader-scale
geological map creation, based on acoustic techniques (bathymetry and backscatter), followed by
detailed ground-truthing and biological studies in the form of ROV / AUV / towed video transects
covering smaller spatial extents. The two data types are then combined using species or habitat
distribution models.
These approaches are highly relevant to prediction, assessment and monitoring of mining-related
impacts. They are particularly beneficial as they may provide an approach for assessment at a scale
similar to that of the mining impact.
The most major limitation / requirement of this approach is sufficient knowledge on the environmental
controls on faunal distribution. Next to bathymetric, backscatter and side-scan information, species
distribution modeling can be further refined by inclusion of other data types, such as oceanographic
data (temperature, salinity, productivity, current speeds/direction etc.), visual data (images and video)
and seabed samples (e.g., epibenthic sled and core samples).
Currently this approach is mostly used in academia. However, many of the prerequisite skills, e.g.,
bathymetric data processing, are commonly used in other industry applications and skilled personnel
are available. Furthermore, the approaches for species distribution modeling are becoming more
commonplace and software based workflows are being developed.
Species distribution modeling and the requisite techniques are well suited to autonomous
observations. Many of the best datasets will be obtained by autonomous underwater vehicles and
could be routinely acquired in monitoring surveys. Development of specific models for each resource
extraction type and area could already be done. They could be continuously refined as more data
become available and used for increasingly accurate impact assessment and prediction.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
These approaches are highly relevant to prediction, assessment and monitoring of mining-related
impacts. They are particularly beneficial as they may provide an approach for assessment at a scale
similar to that of the mining impact. In nodule areas the scale of impact could be very broad and
assessment at this scale is really important for management and mitigation.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Species distribution models are highly relevant for all stages of mining including baseline studies,
monitoring and recovery assessment. Species distribution models allow extrapolation of sampled
species information to a much wider area than is typically possible to sample. There are errors in
species distribution models, which can usually be quantified, but they typically offer practical
approaches for extrapolation at a level of accuracy, resolution and extent that is suitable for
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environmental management. As more environmental data become available for an area during the
monitoring process the models can be continuously refined and used for increasingly accurate impact
assessment and prediction. Although time-series mapping is very rarely done, this is typically a result
of lack of data, rather than any technical barrier to implementation. Methods for spatial change
detection are well known and applied to other spatial datasets (aerial / satellite maps).
Factors limiting mining relevance
The primary shortcomings are lack of suitable data for predictive mapping in mining areas. Large
datasets are required for species distribution modeling. The biggest challenge is getting sufficient
biological data (usually spatially rectified presence-only or presence-absence data) over a suitable
spatial scale. The availability of environmental data is usually greater, but the better the information
that is used in modeling the better the outcome. As mining areas become increasingly studied,
species distribution modeling will become increasingly feasible and will generate increasingly better
quality results.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Species distribution models depend on both environmental and biological data. Environmental data,
such as acoustic bathymetry / backscatter data, current data, hydrographic data, are obtained by
means of routinely-used methods. Biological data are obtained using the approaches best suited to
sampling the species or group of species under investigation. Examples include coring, trawling and
imagery. These are dealt with in other parts of this report.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Environmental and biological data are often initially combined by top down methods. In this approach
environmental variables are used to define patches, by unsupervised classification, representing areas
of similar characteristics (see also part ‘Habitat classification based on acoustic and visual maps’).
From the primary acoustic datasets, a number of secondary data layers are generated, typically
including slope, aspect, rugosity, bathymetric position, curvature etc. (from bathymetry) and mean
backscatter (hardness), average grey level difference and variance, and second order statistics
('image' texture) from moving windows in the backscatter data. Habitat maps are created by
segmentation of all available secondary data based on objective automated techniques (e.g., K-means
clustering). The biological assemblages of each of these facies would be assessed from independent
imagery data using standard biological community analysis techniques (such as multivariate similarity)
to determine if the acoustic facies represented unique biotopes. Assessment of the distribution of
habitats with similar biological patterns would allow evaluation of faunal data across wider area
classified acoustic imagery.
Species distribution models are an example of bottom-up approaches to broad-scale assessment. In
the bottom-up approach the relationships between fine-scale environmental parameters and species
distributions are modeled and then predicted across the larger extent covered by the acoustic surveys.
Specifically, a redundancy analysis-based approach has proven to be very effective in e.g.,
heterogeneous habitats, and may be a promising technique in nodule fields as well. This can be
complemented by a similar approach using maximum entropy modeling. These techniques may
provide additional ecological understanding by elucidating habitat-related drivers for faunal pattern.
They also highlight correlative relationships between the biological occurrences and environmental
parameters (terrain, geological, oceanographic) and finally result in fine-scale distribution maps of
biotope and habitat-building species for the study areas.
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Monitoring technology products
The products from species distribution model are predictive maps of species occurrence. In addition,
the models may provide potential causative factors that drive distribution patterns.
Time requirements and efforts
The time requirements for species distribution modeling varies depending on the area under
investigation and the amount of work required to assemble the biological and environmental data.
Once data are assembled and software is written species distribution modeling can be done in several
days. As workflow software develops the timescales will reduce.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. The requirements and specifications of species distribution models are well known.
Maps of species occurrence are the primary outcome.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. The data required for species distribution modeling is both biological and environmental.
In most areas with potential deep-sea mining, the datasets available for species distribution modeling
at the regional scale are unlikely to be sufficient to obtain good results. This is probably the biggest
bottleneck in the creation of species distribution models for species of interest in mining. However, the
technology required for data acquisition is well developed and relatively widely available.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Species distribution modeling is becoming a widely used tool for ecology and
environmental management. The methods are in constant improvement, but software-based tools for
analysis e.g., MaxEnt are freely available. Almost all the necessary software covering a wide variety of
approaches (Generalized Additive Models, Random Forests, Boosted Regression Trees etc.) is
available through the open source ‘R’ programming environment.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level (see previous paragraph).
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Species distribution modeling and the requisite techniques are well suited to autonomous
observations. Many of the best datasets will be obtained by autonomous underwater vehicles and
could be routinely acquired in monitoring surveys.
Further reading
Davies, A. J., Guinotte, J. M. (2011) Global Habitat Suitability for Framework-Forming Cold-Water
Corals, PLoS ONE 6 : e18483
Phillips, S. J., Anderson, R. P., Schapire, R. E. (2006) Maximum entropy modeling of species
geographic distributions, Ecological Modelling 190: 231-259
Rengstorf, A. M., Yesson, C., Brown, C., Grehan, A. J. (2013) High-resolution habitat suitability
modelling can improve conservation of vulnerable marine ecosystems in the deep sea. Journal of
Biogeography 40: 1702-1714
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Robert, K., Jones, D. O. B., Huvenne, V. A. I. (2014) Megafaunal distribution and biodiversity in a
heterogeneous landscape: the iceberg-scoured Rockall Bank, NE Atlantic, Marine Ecology Progress
Series 501: 67-88
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5.2

Pelagic communities

5.2.1 Planktonic organisms monitoring including proteomic fingerprinting
techniques for taxa identification
Stefanie Kaiser, SGN
Pedro Martínez Arbizu, SGN
Summary
Proteomic techniques would be useful for monitoring studies as a rapid and low-cost identification tool
for all deposit types and both benthic and planktonic organisms (incl. early life history stages,
Laakman et al., 2013). Proteome fingerprints have been successfully used for the identification of
microorganisms (e.g., Holland et al., 1996; Fenselau & Demirev, 2001) using technologies such as
such as matrix-assisted laser desorption / ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF
MS). Furthermore, pilot studies are underway for the discrimination of metazoan taxa including fish
(Mazzeo et al., 2008), and pelagic copepods (Laakman et al., 2013).
There is a great potential to routinely use proteome fingerprints for taxonomic reidentification
purposes. However, this method requires a comprehensive taxonomic knowledge of the target
organism as well as sufficient sampling of the study region. Therefore the establishment of a data
base (for each taxonomic group and deposit type / region) is fundamental incorporating both
morphological and genetic information.
Proteome fingerprints have been mainly used in medical research (e.g., virology, bacteriology), as well
as by the food industries (Mazzeo et al., 2008). For species discrimination of a number of metazoan
taxa it has been also successfully applied (e.g., Laakman et al., 2013 and references therein).
Despite the advantage of being time and cost effective there are some limiting factors that need to be
considered. Initially the method requires a sufficient taxonomic knowledge (i.e., on the species present
within an area) through a combined morphological and molecular-genetic assessment, which may be
very time-consuming. Therefore this technique would not be suitable for baseline studies. Furthermore
within the same individual, different tissue types may have different proteome profiles, so databases
need to be standardized to the same tissue type to keep data comparable. The method is destructive
and for the analyses of small meio- and macrofauna whole specimens may need to be used, so that
no voucher specimen will be available (methods to overcome this problem and make the method less
destructive are currently being tested at SGN). Proteome fingerprints represent an instrument purely
for taxonomic (re-) identification, i.e., this method does not provide information on population
connectivity and levels of geneflow.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Proteome fingerprint methods would be suitable for all biota (microbes, metazoans, both benthic and
pelagic) and all deposit types. However, with respect to the availability of species inventories as a
prerequisite for proteomic fingerprints the method currently seems more appropriate for hydrothermal
vent organisms due to higher abundances and better knowledge, at least for some regions, when
compared to fauna associated with nodules or cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Assessing the impacts of seabed mining requires robust species discrimination in a timely manner.
However, morphological investigations can be very time consuming. Furthermore, identification of
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larval stages or damaged specimens is often not possible based on morphology alone. Here
molecular (genetic and proteomic) methods become valuable tools to delineate species. Advantages
of proteome fingerprints as compared to molecular-genetic techniques are that they are relatively easy
to conduct, fast, and cheap.
Proteome fingerprints are used for species reidentification and are therefore mainly suitable for follow
up studies after the species inventory has been characterized as part of baseline studies (i.e.,
monitoring during operations and during the post-operational (recovery) phase). Further genetic
investigations will be required to gain information on population connectivity etc.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Despite the advantage of being time and cost effective there are some limiting factors that need to be
considered. Initially the method requires a sufficient taxonomic knowledge (i.e., on the species present
within an area) through a combined - and time consuming - morphological and molecular-genetic
assessment carried out as part of a baseline characterization of the species inventory at the
respective sites. Proteome fingerprinting would thus not be suitable as the sole taxonomic tool for
baseline studies. Furthermore, within the same individual, different tissue types may have different
proteome profiles. Databases thus need to be standardized to the same tissue type to keep data
comparable. The method is destructive and for the analyses of small meio- and macrofauna whole
specimens may need to be used, so that no voucher specimen will be available (methods to overcome
this problem and make the method less destructive are currently being tested at SGN). Proteome
fingerprints represent an instrument purely for taxonomic (re-) identification, i.e. this method does not
provide information on population connectivity and levels of geneflow.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Depending on the size class of the target organism (meio-, macro- or megafauna) samples are taken
with standard sampling equipment (nets, epibenthic sledges, coring devices, or ROV-manipulated
samplers (e.g., slurp gun, hand net, push cores). To also allow for genetic analyses samples are fixed
in DNA grade ethanol.
Sample and data analysis and processing
After morphological and genetic investigation, individual specimens are put into a matrix solution of
alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (i.e., a cinnamic acid derivative), 50% acetonitrile and 2.5%
trifluoroacetic acid for 10 minutes. The extract is then placed on a target plate of the analytical
instrument and mass spectra areas are measured (for replication and detailed application see
Laakmann et al. 2013). Different systems available for proteomic analyses, such as compact linearmode bench-top MALDI-TOF systems for MALDI-TOF MS. (for replication and detailed application see
Laakmann et al. 2013). The mass spectra are analyzed using by dedicated software tools (e.g.,
Flexanalysis V3.3), and differences in protein mass profiles between different species are investigated
using, e.g., the ‘Primer’ software (Clarke and Gorley 2006).
Monitoring technology products
Proteome fingerprints can be used as a cheap and rapid reidentification tool, if a sufficient
morphological and genetic knowledge of species within a region is available. Presence absence
matrices as the primary product are typically used for estimation of species ranges and distribution
patterns. Given that a sufficient temporal coverage is obtained, time series of species occurrences at
specific sites may be constructed to see if species disappear upon mining activities, if they are still
present - or return to the site - after mining is finished.
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Time requirements and efforts
Assuming routine application, mass spectra of 100 individuals can be achieved per person and day.
This, however, only refers to the time required for the determination of proteome fingerprints.
Additional time would be required for sampling as well as for the establishment of a taxonomic
database and accompanying genetic and morphological investigations.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. The use of community patterns for an assessment of ecosystem impacts is a widely
established approach. Proteome fingerprints are a promising tool for rapid and cost effective
biodiversity monitoring once sufficient taxonomic data for each deposit type and region are available.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. Samples are taken with standard sampling equipment, i.e., instruments that have been
successfully used for a long time and are well established in the scientific community. However,
standardization of the sampling approaches used for monitoring in the context of mining is still an
issue in order to allow for comparison between sites and between assessments performed by different
companies and institutions.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. The method and data analyses are well established for microbial organisms,
and have been successfully tested for different metazoan groups (Laakmann et al., 2013). However,
results and experiences from one faunal group cannot be automatically transferred to another, but
need to be tested individually. For each taxonomic group and possibly also region an individual
database will need to be established.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Data management systems for these kind of data are currently being established.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Proteomic fingerprinting is sample dependent and thus has no potential for vessel-independent
monitoring, but great potential for routine application as soon as sufficient taxonomic data have been
collated. It would be useful to make this method less destructive (i.e., by reducing the incubation time
of specimens in the matrix solution while keeping precision of the proteomic analysis). If the level of
destruction can be reduced, specimen may still serve as voucher specimens that can be kept for later
reassessment.
Further reading
Clarke, K. R., Gorley, R. N. (2006) PRIMER v6: User Manual / Tutorial, PRIMER-E, Plymouth
Fenselau, C., Demirev, P. A. (2001) Characterization of intact microorganisms by MALDI mass
spectrometry, Mass Spectrometry Reviews, 20: 157-171
Holland, R. D., Wilkes, J. G., Rafii, F., Sutherland, J. B., Persons, C. C., Voorhees, K. J., Lay, J. O.
(1996) Rapid identification of intact whole bacteria based on spectral patterns using Matrix assisted
Laser Desorption / Ionization with Time of flight Mass Spectrometry, Rapid Communications in Mass
Spectrometry, 10: 1227-1232
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Laakmann, S., Gerdts, G., Erler, R., Knebelsberger, T., Martínez Arbizu, P., Raupach, M. J. (2013)
Comparison of molecular species identification for North Sea calanoid copepods (Crustacea) using
proteome fingerprints and DNA sequences, Molecular ecology resources, 13: 862-876
Mazzeo, M. F., Giulio, B. D., Guerriero, G., Ciarcia, G., Malorni, A., Russo, G. L., Siciliano, R. A.
(2008) Fish authentication by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, Journal of agricultural and food
chemistry, 56: 11071-11076
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5.2.2 Acoustic monitoring of marine mammal acoustic ecology and habitat
integrity
Olaf Boebel, AWI
Elke Burkhardt, AWI
Felix Janssen, AWI
Summary
Presence of specific marine mammals, their location, as well as - in the near future - abundance
estimates may be monitored by passive acoustic recording of their vocalization. This provides
information on temporal or even spatial patterns of marine mammal occurrence which is relevant in
terms of food web structures and related ecosystem functions, e.g., conversion of organic matter and
nutrient recycling. Acoustic monitoring of marine mammals is relevant for any marine ecosystem and,
hence, may be applied to any marine deposit. Impacts of mining activities on marine mammal
occurrence are addressed while mining-related sound pollution may be quantified at the same time.
Passive acoustic recorders are added to standard oceanographic moorings - either in autonomous
mode or with additional near-real time data transfer via cable or satellite. Autonomous units are easily
deployable for multiple years, yet only allow data access when retrieved. Radio linked units allow real
time monitoring, yet require receiving stations nearby (UHF range). Satellite linked units not feasible
due to bandwidth limitations, unless preprocessing of data occurs onboard (under development).
Cabled units are available, yet cost of cables prohibit widespread usage. Time series of acoustic
spectra are analyzed (semi-) automatically for frequency of calls and potentially also for their origin.
Calls may be assigned to specific species and even their activities. Advanced data analysis
approaches that allow for abundance estimates are currently developed.
Acoustic monitoring of marine mammals is used by academia but also by industry (e.g., in the context
of maritime traffic and infrastructure construction). Acoustic monitoring by autonomous units is carried
out operationally and is hence a cost efficient, readily available approach to monitor remote ocean
regions on a long term base. Analysis methods are established, yet personnel intensive. Data
acquisition technology and data analysis procedures carry potential for further development /
automation to reduce requirements in terms of efforts and expert knowledge and to achieve
comparability of observations carried out by different operators in different ecosystems.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Presence of specific marine mammals, their location, as well as - in the near future - abundance
estimates can be monitored by means of recordings of their vocalizations. Being on top of the pelagic
food chain mammals constitute an important component of pelagic biological communities that shape
the food web structure and are hence highly relevant for the functioning of marine ecosystems – from
surface to seafloor. At the same time acoustic monitoring quantifies underwater noise levels and
allows relating changes due to mining operations to potential avoidance of the area by marine
mammals. Marine mammal monitoring may be applied to any marine ecosystem and is hence a
potential component of environmental monitoring relating to mining of any marine deposit.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Marine mammals play an important role in ocean ecosystems in terms of feeding and nutrient
recycling and are regarded as indicators of ecosystem health. Their distribution and habitat usage is
still only partly understood because they are difficult to study and typically migratory species that show
high variability in occurrence both in time and in space. Knowledge on distribution and abundance as
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well as underlying natural variability is needed as a starting point for the identification of impacts as
well as for the design of effective conservation and mitigation measures. Passive acoustic monitoring
of the specific vocalizations of marine mammals for navigation and communication provides a cost
efficient opportunity to monitor remote ocean regions on a long term base and allows for a much better
temporal coverage as compared to traditional visual observations from ships.
Due to the high spatiotemporal variability of marine mammal distributions acoustic monitoring would
need to be started well ahead - at least two 2-3 years - of mining operations to establish solid baseline
data of marine mammals presence. Given that acoustic recordings are performed simultaneously by
means of an array of 3 (or at least 2) recorders distributed within the area of interest sound recordings
would also allow for a location of mammals. If the array covers a larger latitudinal range it may also
deliver information on migratory patterns - and their possible change in response to mining. Recent
developments of data analysis procedures to translate acoustic recordings into estimates of mammal
abundance are promising and may become operational in the coming years. Recordings of baseline
noise created by anthropogenic activities (e.g., maritime traffic, active acoustic surveys by industry
and science) are needed as well to characterize and quantify sound pollution for comparison to
conditions once mining commenced.
Sound recordings during mining operations will allow assessing impacts on mammal occurrence and
avoidance of the area. A continuation of recordings after mining operations cease will allow to monitor
possible return of mammal species in the area and to assess if the pre mining status in terms of
marine mammal occurrence is reached again as well as the time that is required for recovery. The
explanatory power of observations can be increased if monitoring activities include a larger area so
that displacement of mammal occurrence to neighboring, less disturbed habitats can be addressed.
Monitoring of anthropogenic noise during mining operations is crucial to quantify noise levels
associated with mining activities and may serve for a better understanding of changes in temporal
patterns of marine mammal occurrence in the mining area. Furthermore, obligatory and continuous
acoustic monitoring may provide reliable means to supervise industry activities in the area and their
compliance with plans provided to authorities.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Although instruments for acoustic monitoring are already commercially available there is potential for
further development to standard off-the-shelf systems in order to facilitate routine use by nonspecialist. This would also allow extending quantitative comparisons beyond the assessment of preduring- and post-mining conditions at single sites to cross-site comparisons - irrespective of the
specific institutions and companies that carried out the observations. Along the same line, procedures
and workflows to turn recordings into quantifications species’ abundances need to be further
developed and best practices need to be identified.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Prior to monitoring, a proper concept of recording sites needs to be established, taking into account
specific oceanographic as well as bathymetric conditions. Passive acoustic monitoring is carried out
with autonomous acoustic recorders attached to standard oceanographic moorings. Recordings are
typically carried out autonomously but solutions to transfer recordings by cable or radio
communication (via surface buoys added to the mooring) in near real-time are also available and in
use (e.g., in harbor areas where ship traffic is regulated / redirected when whales are present). If
recordings are carried out in offline mode data are retrieved upon maintenance of the instruments,
typically once a year. In response to the observations obtained during baseline monitoring or to
changes in the acoustic setting once mining operations begin the monitoring concept may need to be
revised.
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Sample and data analysis and processing
Time series of acoustic spectra are analyzed automated or manually for the presence of vocalizations
of any known marine mammals. This will result in a quantification of calls per period of time. The next
data analysis step is the analysis of temporal patterns of calling for specific species to identify daily,
seasonal, and annual cycles. If simultaneous recordings from spatially distributed recorders are
available calls may even be localized and tracked by time-of-arrival localization and spatial patterns of
calls may be inferred. In the near future it might be possible to estimate or even precisely calculate
marine mammal abundance from acoustic data. This is an emerging approach, involving
discrimination of individual organisms based on their sounds. Results obtained during the last years
are promising and described in reports of the Workshops on ‘Detection, Classification, Localization,
and Density Estimation of Marine Mammals using Passive Acoustics’ (DCLDE).
Monitoring technology products
Outcome of passive acoustic monitoring will be time series of occurrences of (vocalizing) marine
mammals and - in the near future - also abundance estimates, as well as information of the type of
habitat use. If data allow localizations, spatial information may be added and used to produce
(temporally resolved) maps of occurrences. Depending on the specific species and the currently
available knowledge, information about habitat usage (i.e., feeding, breeding, migrating) may be
obtained since in several species different vocalizations can be assigned to specific activities.
Time requirements and efforts
Apart from the data acquisition period as such (i.e., duration of instrument deployment), the necessary
efforts are largely related to data analysis which often involves manual analysis of sound spectra, is
time consuming, and requires trained personnel. There is a clear trend, however, to further develop
and implement automated data analysis procedures. Clearly, the technology has the potential for fully
automated monitoring pipelines from data acquisition to products.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. Presence of marine mammals is an established indicator of ecosystem health (e.g., EU
habitat directive) and marine mammal monitoring is already in use to assess impacts of anthropogenic
activities, e.g., in the context of offshore wind farms. A drawback of acoustic monitoring is that it can
only target vocalizing species. If also non-vocalizing species need to be included and more detailed
information is required acoustic monitoring needs to be combined with systematic ship-based visual
surveys for marine mammals - if possible assisted with continuous 360 degree infrared imaging
technology that is already in use in the scientific community (pilot level).
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. Acoustic monitoring of marine mammals is already in place and has been proven
successful, e.g., at wind farm constructions sites and during geophysical exploration cruises where the
use of seismic is interrupted during presence of marine mammals in the working area.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Data analysis techniques to assess frequencies of calls and their localization as
well as for the assignment of vocalizations to specific species or even activities are at a rather mature
level. Attempts to obtain abundance estimates from acoustic recordings already produced promising
results that have been presented to the scientific community but are still work in progress and hence
rather at a pilot level.
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Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. Product generation and data management is settled for basic observations
(species-specific frequency of calls) as this information is already in use for monitoring purposes. As
more sophisticated data analysis procedures evolve in the scientific community that include
localization and tracking, identification of activities, as well as abundance estimates, new data
management concepts and data products will emerge that need to be established in a wider
community to allow for routine monitoring and comparisons between monitoring carried out by
different operators and at different sites.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
As mentioned above an intrinsic confining factor relates to the fact that vocalizations are restricted to
certain species of marine mammals. Bottlenecks in the workflow are associated with data analysis that
needs to be further developed in order to increase the level of automation (i.e., reduce efforts and
expert knowledge required), and to obtain abundance information from the recordings.
Autonomous data acquisition is the standard case in passive acoustic monitoring. Ship operation is
only needed for instrument deployment, maintenance, and data retrieval (typically once a year).
Further reading
Bailey, H., Brookes, K., Thompson, P. (2014) Assessing environmental impacts of offshore wind
farms: lessons learned and recommendations for the future, Aquatic Biosystems 10: 8
Brandt, M. J., Diederichs, A., Betke, K., Nehls, G. (2011) Responses of harbour porpoises to pile
driving at the Horns Rev II offshore wind farm in the Danish North Sea, Marine Ecology Progress
Series 421: 205-216
Evans, P. G. H., Hammond, P. S. (2004) Monitoring cetaceans in European waters, Mammal Review
34: 131-156
Gavrilova, A. N., McCauley, R. D. (2013) Acoustic detection and long-term monitoring of pygmy blue
whales over the continental slope in southwest Australia, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America 134: 2505-2513
Klinck, H., Nieukirk, S. L., Mellinger, D. K., Klinck, K. Matsumoto, H., Dziak, R. P. (2012) Seasonal
presence of cetaceans and ambient noise levels in polar waters of the North Atlantic, The Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America 132: EL176-EL181
Lammers, M. O., Brainard, R. E., Au, W. W. L., Mooney, T. A., Wong, K. B. (2008) An ecological
acoustic recorder (EAR) for long-term monitoring of biological and anthropogenic sounds on coral
reefs and other marine habitats, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 123: 1720-1728
Lammers, M. O., Castellote, M., Small, R. J., Atkinson, S., Jenniges, J., Rosinski, A., Oswald, J. N.,
Garner, C. (2013) Passive acoustic monitoring of Cook Inlet beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas),
The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 134: 2497-2504
Lani, S. W., Sabra, K. G., Hodgkiss, W. S., Kuperman, W. A., Roux, P. (2013) Coherent processing of
shipping noise for ocean monitoring, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 133: EL108EL113.
Matsumoto, H., Jones, C., Klinck, H., Mellinger, D. K., Dziak, R. P., Meinig, C. (2013) Tracking beaked
whales with a passive acoustic profiler float, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 133:
731-740.
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McDonald, M. A., Hildebrand, J. A., Webb, S. C. (1995) Blue and fin whales observed on a seafloor
array in the Northeast Pacific, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 98: 712-721.
Mellinger, D. K., Clark, C. W. (1997) Methods for automatic detection of mysticete sounds, Marine and
Freshwater Behaviour and Physiology 29: 163-181
Merchant, N. D., Pirotta, E., Barton, T. R., Thompson, P. M. (2014) Monitoring ship noise to assess
the impact of coastal developments on marine mammals, Marine Pollution Bulletin 78: 85-95
Rutenko, A., Borisov, S., Gritsenko, A., Jenkerson, M. (2007) Calibrating and monitoring the western
gray whale mitigation zone and estimating acoustic transmission during a 3D seismic survey, Sakhalin
Island, Russia, Environmental Monitoring and Assessment 134: 21–44
Thompson, P. M., Lusseau, D., Barton, T., Simmons, D., Rusin, J., Bailey, H. (2010) Assessing the
responses of coastal cetaceans to the construction of offshore wind turbines, Marine Pollution Bulletin
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Thompson, P. M., Hastie, G. D., Nedwell, J., Barham, R., Brookes, K. L., Cordes, L. S., Bailey, H.,
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construction on a harbour seal population, Environmental Impact Assessment Review 43: 73-85
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Example providers of passive acoustic monitoring equipment and services:
www.birds.cornell.edu/brp/hardware/pop-ups
www.cetaceanresearch.com/hydrophone-systems/underwater-recording (‘Acousonde’)
www.chelonia.co.uk
www.develogic.de/products/ss-r/sonovault
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www.jasco.com
www.multi-electronique.com/aural.html
www.wildlifeacoustics.com (‘song meter’)
Examples of software for passive acoustic monitoring:
Ismahel http://bioacoustics.us/ishmael.html
Pamguard: www.pamguard.org
Raven: www.birds.cornell.edu/brp/raven/RavenOverview.html
Triton: http://cetus.ucsd.edu/technologies_Software.html
Xbat: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4142063/build/home.html
Bioacoustics dissemination platform of the Laboratori d'Aplicacions Bioacústiques at Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya: www.listentothedeep.com
Information on the most recent workshop on Detection, Classification, Localization, and Density
Estimation of Marine Mammals using Passive Acoustics (DCLDE):
http://soi.st-andrews.ac.uk/dclde2013/
EU Habitats Directive:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm
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5.3

Impact and recovery assessment

5.3.1 Assessing faunal response to toxin exposure with advanced analytical
methods
Alastair Brown, USOU
Chris Hauton, USOU
Sven Thatje, USOU
Bruce Shillito, UPMC
Inês Martins, IMAR
Nélia Mestre, UAlg
Maria João Bebianno, UAlg
Daniel Jones, NOC
Summary
Obtaining information on faunal response to toxicants after mining-induced disturbance is very
important for understanding and predicting the effects of mining on deep-water ecosystems in any
area that may be subject to mining. However, the faunal response to toxicants is very specific to many
factors including the chemicals under investigation, their concentrations and speciation, the way the
organisms are exposed to the toxicant (and the duration of exposure), the organism under
investigation (and its life stage of life) and the environmental conditions. Almost all of these factors
depend on the area under investigation and the specific nature of the mining disturbance. These
factors are not well known or are confidential for almost all mining projects.
Toxicants can be accumulated, regulated and detoxified by organisms. Advanced analytical methods
are those capable of assessing the toxicant effects on biomarkers to produce results indicating that an
organism has been exposed to a toxicant (exposure biomarkers) and/or capable of indicating the
magnitude of an organism’s response to a toxicant (effect biomarker), e.g., gene expression, protein
expression, reproductive indices, behavior. These biomarkers are required to be sensitive, reliable,
and easy to measure, and must be able to be related to the fitness of an organism. These methods
are expensive and considerable uncertainty about variability in baseline conditions persist for some
potential biomarkers (e.g., natural and temporal variability); there is also uncertainty in relationship
between the magnitude of a response and the fitness of the organism. It may eventually be possible to
integrate information from biomarkers for a specific site with chemical measurements for that site to
produce an environmental index classifying the environmental quality of the site, but the monitoring
technology is not yet approaching this in the deep-sea ecosystem context.
Baseline state of biomarkers in individuals representing populations may be assessed, but there is
significant uncertainty regarding natural and temporal variation; natural variability among populations
must be constrained for each ecosystem / deposit type over multi-annual periods before biomarkers
can be employed for that ecosystem / deposit type with confidence. The capability for extrapolation to
assess entire ecosystem status is not currently realistic and may be prohibited by ecosystem
complexity and fundamental uncertainties in deep-sea biology.
Investigations of faunal responses to toxicants after mining-induced disturbance are likely to be done
by academic organizations. However, they may be important in producing industry environmental
impact assessments. It would be beneficial to monitor the response of organisms exposed during
mining operations and these techniques may provide an approach to do this. It is unlikely that there is
potential for autonomous investigations using these approaches.
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Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
This approach applies to all deep-sea ecosystems and deposit types, including the overlying water
column. Technology modification (i.e., biomarker constraint for shallow-water fauna) may allow
application to near-shore ecosystems that may be affected by processing impacts.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
A first step for in situ studies should be the biomarkers baseline assessment in multi-annual periods in
individuals representing populations for each ecosystem / deposit type, considering the natural and
temporal variations (e.g., reproductive cycle may influence biomarkers response).
Experimental lab approaches allow simulation of ecotoxicological impacts on individuals and may
facilitate prediction of recovery mechanisms and recovery potential in individuals, but prediction of
ecosystem impacts requires knowledge of the bulk return (representing the entire toxicant mix), which
will vary among sites owing to site specificity in deposit composition, and the extraction / processing
method, as well as knowledge of the sensitivity of each biological species. However, predicting
ecosystem impacts is currently precluded by uncertainty regarding the relationship between biomarker
responses observed in individuals and the fitness of those individuals. Determining the geographical
extent of direct impacts may eventually be possible by applying identified threshold concentrations for
each species to geographical dilution models, but extrapolation to accurately predict entire ecosystem
impacts both inside and outside the area of direct impact is not currently possible, and may be
prohibited by ecosystem complexity and fundamental uncertainties in deep-sea biology. The
monitoring technology may be used to assess return to baseline condition of individuals.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Selection and definition of the monitoring methodologies is required. However, potential technologies
are currently time- and cost-intensive, and require expert knowledge for effective interpretation.
Innovations reducing time and cost are required.
It is important that the extraction / processing methodologies are known to properly select and define
monitoring methodologies. Unfortunately, the planning mining extraction and processing
methodologies are uncertain or confidential.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Behavior may be monitored using, e.g., ROVs but other biomarkers require sampling of live
organisms. Although the accumulation of toxicants may allow standard sampling methods (dredges,
trawls, ROV) to be employed, other biomarkers with slow or fast response times (e.g., gene or protein
expression) require in situ fixation, or isobaric recovery followed by instant decompression and
fixation, to accurately establish baseline states by avoiding potential confounding through
decompression effects.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Samples are typically preserved by flash freezing immediately upon recovery, stored at -80°C, and
returned to onshore lab for analysis. Standard state of the art methodologies are employed for the
analysis of samples (e.g., elemental composition, biomarkers, transcriptomic, proteomic, histologic).
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Monitoring technology products
It may eventually be possible to integrate information from biomarkers for a specific site with chemical
measurements for that site to produce an environmental index classifying the environmental quality of
the site, but the monitoring technology is not yet approaching this in the deep-sea ecosystem context.
Time requirements and efforts
Monitoring technology not established and workflow time requirements will vary depending on the
specific analytical method selected.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
The requirements are not yet developed to concept level; monitoring targets/parameters and
strategies to monitor them not yet defined, and technical feasibility not yet demonstrated.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Not yet developed to concept level; sampling and data acquisition methodology not yet selected or
tested. Studies on faunal response to toxicants are carried out as part of the MIDAS project in
Portman Bay, in the tropical southeastern Pacific (DISCOL experimental area) by UBarcelona, UAlg,
CONISMA, USOU, and IMAR.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Concept level. Potential sample and data analysis methodologies established, but not yet translated
to deep-sea context.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Not yet developed to concept level; data management concepts, and procedures for product
generation and dissemination not yet defined or tested.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
This approach may not be suitable for autonomous monitoring using current technology.
Further reading
Boschen, R. E., Rowden, A. A., Clark, M. R., Gardner, J. P. A. (2013) Mining of deep-sea seafloor
massive sulfides: A review of the deposits, their benthic communities, impacts from mining, regulatory
frameworks and management strategies, Ocean & Coastal Management 84: 54-67, doi:
10.1016/j.ocecoaman.2013.07.005
Company, R., Antúnez, O., Bebianno, M. J., Cajaraville, M. P., Torreblanca, A. (2011) 2-D difference
gel electrophoresis approach to assess protein expression profiles in Bathymodiolus azoricus from
Mid-Atlantic Ridge hydrothermal vents, Journal of Proteomics 74: 2909–2919, doi:
10.1016/j.jprot.2011.07.012
Company, R., Serafim, A., Bebianno, M. J., Cosson, R., Shillito, B., Fiala-Medioni, A. (2004) Effect of
cadmium, copper and mercury on antioxidant enzyme activities and lipid peroxidation in the gills of the
hydrothermal vent mussel Bathymodiolus azoricus, Marine Environmental Research 58: 377-381, doi:
10.1016/j.marenvres.2004.03.083
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Company, R., Torreblanca, A., Cajaraville, M., Bebianno, M. J., Sheehan, D. (2012) Comparison of
thiol subproteome of the vent mussel Bathymodiolus azoricus from different Mid-Atlantic Ridge vent
sites, Science of The Total Environment 437: 413–421, doi: 10.1016/j.scitotenv.2012.07.089
Mestre, N. C., Brown, A., Thatje, S. (2013) Temperature and pressure tolerance of larvae of Crepidula
fornicata (L. 1758) suggests thermal limitation of bathymetric range, Marine Biology 160: 743-750, doi:
10.1007/s00227-012-2128-x
Mestre, N. C., Cottin, D., Bettencourt, R., Colaço, A., Correia, S. P. C., Shillito, B., Thatje, S., Ravaux,
J. (2015) Is the deep-sea crab Chaceon affinis able to induce a thermal stress response?,
Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part A: Molecular & Integrative Physiology 181: 54–61, doi:
10.1016/j.cbpa.2014.11.015
Shillito, B., Gaill, F., Ravaux, J. (2014) The IPOCAMP pressure incubator for deep-sea fauna. Journal
of Marine Science and Technology 22: 97-102, doi: 10.6119/JMST-013-0718-3
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5.3.2 Assessment of disturbance impacts by in situ experimentation
Lenaick Menot, Ifremer
Felix Janssen, AWI
Daniel Jones, NOC
Summary
Disturbance experiments are designed to mimic modifications of the environment induced by human
activities and assess faunal responses to these modifications. In order to get an understanding of the
processes involved in faunal responses, both environmental and biological parameters are monitored
during the course of the experiment. The design of the experiment depends on the nature, intensity
and scale of disturbances. Both direct impact of mining operations, such as substratum removal, and
indirect impacts, such as particle deposition, can be mimicked. Disturbances carried out through ROVbased experiments are usually of smaller scale and intensity than ship-based experiments but they
are easier to control and monitor. There is a long history of ship-board disturbance experiments being
carried out in areas of potential mining interest, for example the Disturbance and Recolonization
Experiment (DISCOL) and the Benthic Impact Experiments (BIE).
Experiments should be designed to measure the effects of key disturbances associated with mining.
The impacts most commonly investigated are substratum removal, particle deposition and chemical
changes. The intensity of substratum removal, for both hard and soft substrata, is controlled by the
thickness of the substratum removed or otherwise disturbed. The intensity of particle deposition is
controlled by the thickness of the deposit and the chemical properties of the particles. Other impacts,
such as the effects of sound and light, are less commonly investigated.
Sediment disturbance experiments allow us to investigate the effect of mechanical disruption of the
sediment structure on abundances and biodiversity of small-sized sediment-inhabiting biota
(macrofauna, meiofauna, prokaryotes) and on biogeochemical processes and rates. If the disturbance
experiments are carried out at a sufficiently broad scale, it is also possible to investigate changes in
megafaunal assemblages. Disturbances at appropriate intensities (depth of disturbed layer, frequency
and duration) can be carried out by automated disturber systems deployed at the seafloor for
extended periods independent of the presence of research vessels. Effects on benthic oxygen fluxes
as a key function of sedimentary systems could be monitored by autonomous micro profilers as they
are described in part ‘Biogeochemical monitoring of benthic fluxes’. More detailed investigations of
sediment geochemistry and benthic biodiversity would need to involve targeted sampling of disturbed
and neighboring sites by ROV and subsequent analyses with standard geochemical methods for
sediment and pore water geochemistry and state of the art technologies to characterize meio- and
microfauna communities (see section ‘biological communities’, part ‘Benthic and hyperbenthic
communities’). Additional parameters that may be investigated include the expression of stress genes
as well as the physical sediment properties.
Disturbance experiments aim to understand the expected impacts and effects of mining activities.
Experiments can be designed to they are specific to the area and impacts under investigation and are
equally applicable in any area with any deposit type. Disturbance experiments should provide
information that feeds directly into models, either through improved parameterization or by improving
knowledge of the theoretical relationships that underpin the model framework. Disturbance
experiments can provide information on both immediate effects of disturbance and also provide one of
the best sources of information about recovery in faunal assemblages, functions and biogeochemical
processes.
Disturbance experiments have been carried out by both academic institutions and by industry. There
is a good record of industry science collaboration in undertaking relatively broad-scale experimental
assessments relevant for the mining industry. Disturbance experiments should be linked to the
requirement for test mining activities expected by the International Seabed Authority as contractors
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move from the exploration to the exploitation phase. These experiments, once set up, may be
monitored autonomously using a range of technologies and can provide long-term temporal data
Disturbance experiments are necessarily limited in their ability to completely and accurately replicate
the effects of mining. Experimental assessments typically keep variables other than that of interest
constant and may not evaluate cumulative effects of multiple impacts. Experimental assessment are
also typically at a finer scale than mining activities and the effects at a fine scale may not directly
extrapolate to a broader scale. Despite this, there are direct opportunities for experimental disturbance
assessments at a range of scales throughout the exploration and exploitation phases of mining.
Disturbance assessments should be used to gain a better understanding of the system to mitigate and
manage the industrial activities to make them as sustainable as possible.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Disturbance experiments focus on the investigation of impacts and their effects. Baseline conditions
need to be effectively evaluated using an appropriate assessment method. Survey / experimental
design is particularly important for interpretation of disturbance experiments, with spatial and temporal
replication of pre-disturbance conditions, disturbance sites / disturbed organisms and reference sites /
organisms vital for determination of impact.
Disturbance experiments aim to assessing and eventually predict the impact of perturbations induced
by mineral mining. Short term monitoring of experimental disturbances will give insights on the acute
effects of the perturbation. Long-term monitoring may highlight the consequences of sub-lethal effects
as well as recovery patterns.
Beyond an assessment of short and long-term consequences of a disturbance, predictions need a
quantification and understanding of the processes inducing a faunal response. To this end, a range of
disturbance intensities will provide a dose-response relationship at community level. Both biological
and environmental parameters should be monitored in order to understand the faunal response and
discriminate between natural and disturbance-induced variations.
Parameters to be monitored and indicators of disturbance may include (1) Survival rates of key
species, (2) Community structure (abundance, biomass, diversity), (3) Community composition, (4)
Expression of stress genes, (5) Behavioral changes, (6) Food fluxes and chemical fluxes, including
respiration rates, (7) Physical properties of the substratum.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Experiments do not aim to provide baseline information. However, results from control or reference
areas / studies, vital in any well-designed experimental assessment, may provide useful baseline
information. If the experiment covers a wide spatial or temporal extent this information may improve
understanding of natural spatiotemporal variability.
The main value in experimental studies is to better understand the effects of specific impacts. By
controlling other variables, the effects of specific factors can be isolated and better understood. Testmining activities, which mimic mining disturbance, also provide an opportunity for understanding the
effects of combined impacts and assessing recovery of systems affected by mining activities.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Disturbance experiments are necessarily limited in their ability to completely and accurately replicate
the effects of mining. The relevance of the experimental results will depend on the degree to which
experimental conditions match mining-related disturbances (e.g., in terms of the depth of the sediment
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disruption or the thickness of a sediment layer from settling mining plumes. Experimental assessments
typically keep variables other than that of interest constant and may not evaluate cumulative effects of
multiple impacts. Experimental assessment are also typically at a finer scale than mining activities and
the effects at a fine scale may not directly extrapolate to a broader scale. The cumulative impacts of
multiple disturbances are also more difficult to assess and are not typically covered in current
experimental assessments.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Disturbances may be created through ship-towed devices, the use of an ROV or by specially designed
free-fall landers. Ship-towed devices to disturb the substratum and create a plume may range from
basic sampling devices, such as trawls and dredges, to specifically designed vehicles such as the
Deep Sea Sediment Resuspension System. ROV-based experiments are more likely to test the
influence of specific factors, such as particle deposition, as removal of substratum is difficult to
undertake on scales larger than a few square meters.
Removal of substratum or clearing of substratum on hard substrates is difficult to perform remotely.
Specific devices are needed for experimental assessment. Only seafloor production tools developed
by the mining industry might be available to undertake substratum removal experiments in massive
sulfide deposit or cobalt crust environments.
Sampling and data collection for biological and environmental parameters are not specific to
disturbance experiments but can be found in the relevant chapters of this report.
A so-called ‘Integrated sediment disturber’ that was originally designed to simulate bioturbation by
benthic macrofauna (Soltwedel et al., 2008) or similar devices can be used to address effects of
mechanical disturbance of the sediments in the context of nodule and REE mining. It consists of three
motorized disturber units attached to a benthic lander. The disturber units drive rotating rakes that can
be equipped with plows of different geometry and size to adjust disturbance intensity. Over the time
course of the deployment three approximately 1 m2 areas can be repeatedly disturbed for preprogrammed periods of time. Vertical oxygen profiles can be obtained with state of the art micro
profilers (see part ‘Biogeochemical monitoring of benthic fluxes’) attached to the same lander in the
disturbed sediment patches prior to, in between, and after the disturbance events. This serves as a
parameter of the overall organic matter remineralization of the sediments which represents a key
function of seafloor communities. Sediment samples for studies of biodiversity, physical sediment
properties and sediment and pore water geochemistry are obtained in the disturbed patches and
nearby reference areas typically upon recovery of the instrument, ideally by ROV.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Sample and data analysis for biological and environmental parameters are not specific to disturbance
experiments. Some of the methods that address biogeochemistry and biological communities are
covered by monitoring technologies found in sections ‘Seafloor biogeochemical and biological
processes’ and ‘Biological communities’ respectively.
Monitoring technology products
Typical results include dose-response relationships of faunal responses and impacts on
biogeochemical processes and rates versus disturbance intensity.
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Time requirements and efforts
The duration on the full workflow will depend on the duration of the disturbance and subsequent
observation and sampling schemes. Time needed for analysis and product generation will depend on
the parameters investigated and might be as short as days in case of sensor derived data but much
longer for investigations of impacts on biological communities.

Figure 28. Autonomous Sediment Disturber upon deployment in the ‘HAUSGARTEN’ area off Svalbard. Push
cores for sediment sampling by ROV are visible in the lower left corner. Image: MARUM / Bremen University and
Thomas Soltwedel, AWI.

Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot to mature level. The appropriateness of in situ disturbance experiments to better understand
and predict impacts of mining activities is widely accepted and effects on benthic communities and
processes, e.g., from the DISCOL experiment and other BIEs have been peer reviewed and
published. Impact experiments / test mining activities are also required from exploration contractors by
ISA regulations - to test feasibility of equipment but also to monitor and assess the associated
impacts. However, appropriated equipment is not yet available.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Concept level for the experimental devices creating the disturbance. The technology required for
disturbance experiments is highly variable depending on the scientific hypothesis, the natural
environmental conditions and the receptor under investigation. No clearly dominant technology is
being used, even for the broad-scale shipboard disturbance experiments. Technology should be
considered as at a relatively low technology readiness level. However, in many cases, the actual
equipment planned for mining may be the best to use to create a realistic disturbance.
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Deployment of sediment disturber landers and impact on small scale biota and sediment
biogeochemistry has been demonstrated in shallow waters. Samples and data from a deployment in a
deep sea environment (Fram Strait) are currently analyzed. Application to a typical mining site are
pending.
Sampling and measurements are not specific to disturbance experiments and mostly involve
established methods.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Variable readiness levels depending on the sample and data analysis technologies used. Sample
and data analysis are not specific to disturbance experiments and mostly involve established methods.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Data management are not specific to disturbance experiments and mostly involve
established methods. Typical products (e.g., dose-response relationships) are standard products.
However, the methods are mostly used in basic sciences focusing rather on scientific publications
than on standardized data dissemination pipelines.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Performing the experiments needs time and dedicated equipment and personnel. Analysis of the
samples - especially with regard to community changes - requires expert knowledge in the field of
taxonomy.
Increasing the level of automation of post-disturbance sampling (e.g., equip the sediment disturber
with automated sediment sampling and sample preservation devices) is important. Automation may be
particularly effective in cutting costs or increasing spatiotemporal monitoring frequency the context of
monitoring fine-scale or test-mining disturbances over time to assess recovery.
Further reading
Boschen, R. E., Rowden, A. A., Clark, M. R., Gardner, J. P. A. (2013) Mining of deep-sea seafloor
massive sulfides: A review of the deposits, their benthic communities, impacts from mining, regulatory
frameworks and management strategies, Ocean & Coastal Management 84: 54-67
Miljutin, D. M., Miljutina, M. A., Arbizu, P. M., Galéron, J. (2011) Deep-sea nematode assemblage has
not recovered 26 years after experimental mining of polymetallic nodules (Clarion-Clipperton Fracture
Zone, Tropical Eastern Pacific), Deep Sea Research Part I: Oceanographic Research Papers 58: 885897
Hughes, S. J. M., Jones, D. O. B., Hauton, C., Gates, A. R., Hawkins, L. E. (2010) An assessment of
drilling disturbance on Echinus acutus var. norvegicus based on in-situ observations and experiments
using a remotely operated vehicle (ROV), Journal of Experimental Marine Biology and Ecology 395:
37-47
Radziejewska, T. (2002) Responses of deep-sea meiobenthic communities to sediment disturbance
simulating effects of polymetallic nodule mining. International Review of Hydrobiology 87: 457-477
Soltwedel, T., Lansard, B., Gilbert, F., Hasemann, C., Bell, E., Sablotny, B., Eagle, M., Kershaw, P.,
Rabouille, C. (2008) An ‘Integrated Sediment Disturber’ (ISD) to study the impact of repeated physical
perturbations on the sediment geochemistry and related effects on the small benthic biota, Limnology
and Oceanography Methods 6: 307-318
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Thiel, H., Schriever, G., Ahnert, A., Bluhm, H., Borowski, C., Vopel, K., 2001. The large-scale
environmental impact experiment DISCOL—reflection and foresight, Deep Sea Research Part II:
Topical Studies in Oceanography 48: 3869-3882
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5.3.3 Assessing recovery and recolonization by in situ experiments
Sabine Gollner, SGN
Florence Pradillon, Ifremer
Pedro Martínez Arbizu, SGN
Summary
In situ experiments with artificial colonization devices, can be used to assess recolonization of
organisms after disturbance events and can help estimating recovery speed of yet undisturbed
communities. Their usage allows standardized comparisons of community colonization and recovery
in terms of recovery time and sample area. Quantified parameters include for example species
abundance data (of all size classes), biomass, population and reproductive characteristics (size
frequency distribution, sex ratio, sexual maturity, etc.), or trophic position (isotopic analysis). Artificial
colonization devices can be equipped with autonomous sensors (e.g., temperature probes),
monitoring environmental changes that may have occurred during the deployment interval.
In situ experiments can be used in all ecosystems and for all mining deposit types. However,
considering the difficulties of standardized in situ sampling in hard substrate environments (most
hydrothermal vents and seamounts, i.e., environments where massive sulfides and cobalt-rich
ferromanganese crusts are found), their usage would be most effective in these ecosystems. Key
information relevant for mining include the baseline assessment of whole community assemblages
(including the often highly abundant small sized fauna, which cannot be assessed via video / photo
analyses), as well as the detailed observations of changes in community structure with time.
Deployment and recovery of in situ experiments involves ship-based sampling and the usage of ROVs
or manned submersibles (HOVs). Furthermore, the methods used for the analyses are highly
dependent on the question that should be answered by the usage of in situ experiments. At the
moment, the user group is primarily found in academia.
The advantage of gaining high quality data is opposed to the usually high costs that are involved with
placement and recovery of the colonization devices, but also analyses of data. However, clever design
of in situ experiments as well as formulation of concerted (mining-) relevant questions can cut down
costs and time to analyze data. In situ experiments, i.e., artificial devices, thus can become very
effective tools to answer mining-relevant questions and to monitor recovery.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Main disciplines for in situ experiments include biology; the usage of i.e. temperature/chemical
sensors on in situ settlement devices/in situ experiments can give additional information on abiotic
factors influencing species settlement and recovery.
There are many different kinds of in situ experiments. In the framework of mining and targeting and /
or predicting recovery of faunal communities after a disturbance, artificial colonization devices can be
very useful to monitor these processes. . These artificial substrates include for example basalt cubic
blocks or plastic plates (e.g., Mullineaux et al., 2009), TRACS (Pradillion et al., 2005), or plastic
kitchen sponges (Gollner et al., 2013). Whilst the substrates used by Mullineaux were applied to study
macrofauna, the substrates used by Gollner were applied to study the macro- and the meiofauna,
since the structure of sponge allows collection also of small-sized animals (which are usually washed
off during recovery of block-like structures).
When using artificial colonization devices to study, e.g., recolonization, it is necessary to ensure that
communities which assemble on the artificial substrates resemble the composition of natural faunal
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communities. This should be controlled by sampling natural in situ communities. At hydrothermal
vents, communities on artificial substrates were very similar to natural in situ communities. If
communities on artificial substrates are similar to in situ communities also in other locations or
ecosystems, needs to be investigated before large-scale artificial colonization experiments are started.
The observed and quantified biological parameters of settlement devices are of very high detail and
quality. Since artificial settlement devices are usually recovered with ROVs or HOVs, which gently
recover the devices including the animals that have settled on them, numerous applications are
possible. Quantified parameters include for example species abundance data (of all size classes),
biomass, population and reproductive characteristics (size frequency distribution, sex ratio, sexual
maturity…), or trophic position (isotopic analysis). Artificial colonization devices can be equipped with
autonomous sensors, monitoring environmental changes that may have occurred during the
deployment interval.
Settlement devices allow a standardized comparison of community recovery. The size and structure of
the settlement device as well as deployment time (e.g., a week, a month, a year,....) is selected
according to the research question asked and the ecosystem type. For example, at hydrothermal
vents, recovery of faunal communities after natural disturbance events (i.e. volcanic eruptions) is
relatively fast (a few years). At the fast spreading East Pacific Rise (EPR), where volcanic eruptions
occur typically every 15 years, settlement substrates were colonized already after a week or month.
However, little is still known on the recovery speed of communities on slow spreading ridges such as
the Mid Atlantic Ridge, where communities experience lower frequency of natural disturbance events.
Recovery time and thus potential deployment time are likely to be prolonged in such regions. Similar,
recovery time (and thus deployment time) of fauna is expected to be slower at inactive vents, on
seamounts (and related cobalt-rich crusts), or in manganese nodule fields. Investigating the state of
community recovery after a fixed time period (e.g., a month, a year, 5 years) in various geographic
settings, can give very important knowledge on the different recovery speed and processes in diverse
regions and habitats. Results can be further used to propose regulations to mitigate mining effects
(e.g. not mining in the whole region at once but limit mining activities to certain areas to allow species
recolonization of the disturbed area).
In principal, in situ experiments, such as artificial colonization devices can be used across all habitats
and associated deposit types. Best suited are hard substrate ecosystems, such as active and inactive
hydrothermal vents or seamounts, since colonization devices are made of hard substrate, and
resemble therefore natural settlement conditions.
In addition to the monitoring relevance, colonization devices might be also relevant for stimulating
recovery processes after disturbance events. For example, the by mining removed nodules on deepsea plains could be replaced with artificial substrates to allow recolonization of hard substrate fauna.
Similar, usage of i.e. coral mimics could stimulate community recovery of associated coral fauna on
crusts, or placement of artificial chimneys could enhance recovery of inactive vent fauna priory living
on such (or similar) elevated structures. To our knowledge, in the deep-sea there are no studies yet,
that have tested artificial devices for this kind of purpose.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Ecosystem status and variability can be very well observed with artificial settlement devices, giving the
baseline that communities on artificial substrates resemble natural communities. Also, changes of
environmental and ecosystem parameters after mining can be assessed in a quantitative way.
Numerous parameters can be studied by analyzing, e.g., faunal communities on settlement devices
(see above). Important will be to decide ahead for the specific questions in order to reduce costs and
time needed analyze data of in situ experiments (see below).
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Factors limiting mining relevance
In situ experiments have been used in science for several years. Shortcomings are thus not technical
know-how, but cost-intensive deployment and recovery with ROVs or HOVs. However, the usage of
artificial settlement devices is often cheaper than natural in situ collections, since for example the size
of the artificial device can be kept small, allowing more collections during, e.g., one dive.
Analyses of data can be very time-consuming. However, i.e. focusing on distinct parameters or target
species can save a lot of time, making artificial colonization devices a valuable tool to study mining
related-disturbance and recovery events.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
ROVs or HOVs are needed to deploy and recover artificial settlement devices. Artificial settlement
devices have to be built/bought (see examples in the references below). Settlement devices could also
be placed on Landers and could be released acoustically.
Sample and data analysis and processing
On the ship, the fauna (all size classes) and bacteria from the artificial substrates is collected and
preserved for later analyses in the home laboratories. In the lab, faunal communities are analyzed /
identified (needs expertise of ecologists, molecular biologists, or taxonomists - depending on the
objectives of the survey). Data processing and interpretation largely depends on the research question
(analyses of community composition, gene flow, etc.).
Monitoring technology products
Knowledge on recovery of communities, including speed, connectivity of populations, and potential of
species extinctions can be gained by using in situ experiments. This is important to monitor the mining
impact; knowledge on community recovery / colonization speed of communities on artificial substrates
can be used to design, e.g., ecosystem reserves, estimate the amount and location of areas that could
be mined without major (persistent) loss of communities.
Time requirements and efforts
Time requirements are hardly generalized. Efforts depend on the targeted question and on ecosystem
type. Time needed for deployment would need to be tailored to the speed of community recovery but
would typically be in the range of several months to one year. Separate cruises would be needed for
deployment and recovery of devices. Person months needed by scientists to analyze the samples will
of course depend on amount of samples and the chosen methodology. One person working a year
would be a very rough estimate.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. Colonization studies have already been carried out in the deep sea and proved useful to
assess recolonization. In order to reduce costs and time of analyzing data it is recommended to
decide on target organisms. Also the number of replicates needs to be chosen. This has not been
established yet and will also be ecosystem dependent. This is a task that needs to be resolved by the
scientific community.
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Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. The technology is at a mature level: appropriateness of monitoring targets and
strategies for baseline studies or assessment of ecosystem impacts are accepted in the scientific
community and validated, e.g., by peer review.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level. Appropriateness of sample and data analysis methodology validated, e.g., by peer
review, procedures routinely performed by science and/or industry for baseline studies or impact
assessment.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot level. Procedures for data management and generation and dissemination of products applied to
relevant field data and results presented to the international community.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Autonomous monitoring will be difficult to obtain with in situ experiments, but usage of in situ
experiments can become a routine, providing detailed knowledge on community recovery that cannot
be obtained otherwise, e.g., via photographic surveys. Confining factors are currently high costs and
the time required. However, as mentioned above, costs and time can be reduced if experimental
design and sample / data analyses are streamlined. Scientists need to decide on target organisms to
study (i.e., representatives of different life traits), methods used to study the community (classical
taxonomy linked to photographic surveys, barcoding, etc.), a standardized design of the artificial
devices, the number of replicates, and time scale of deployment duration in order to allow
standardized observations of community recovery not only in a single area but in a whole region or
ecosystem type.
Further reading
Gollner, S., Miljutina, M., Bright, M. (2013) Nematode succession at deep-sea hydrothermal vents
after a recent volcanic eruption with the description of two dominant species, Organisms Diversity &
Evolution 13: 349-371
Mullineaux, L. S., Le Bris, N., Mills, S. W., Henri, P., Bayer, S. R., Secrist, R. G., Siu, N. (2012)
Detecting the influence of initial pioneers on succession at deep-sea vents, PlosOne 7: e50015
Mullineaux, L. S., Micheli, F., Peterson C. H., Lenihan, H. S., Markus, L. (2009) Imprint of past
environmental regimes on structure and succession of a deep-sea hydrothermal vent community,
Oecologia 161: 387-400, doi: 10.1007/s00442-009-1390-1
Mullineaux, L. S., Peterson, C. H., Micheli, F., Mills, S. W. (2003) Successional mechanism varies
along a gradient in hydrothermal fluid flux at deep-sea vents, Ecological Monographs 73: 523-542
Pradillon F., Zbinden, M., Mullineaux, L. S., Gaill, F. (2005) Colonisation of newly-opened habitat by a
pioneer species, Alvinella pompejana (Polychaeta: Alvinellidae), at East Pacific Rise vent sites, Marine
Ecology Progress Series 302: 147-157
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6. Multidisciplinary technologies
Section authors
Peter Linke, GEOMAR
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Ian Stewart, Fugro
	
  

6.1

Multidisciplinary observations with moored observatories

Jean-Francois Rolin, Ifremer
Jens Greinert, GEOMAR
Peter Linke, GEOMAR
Summary
Fixed point observatories allow automated multidisciplinary time series monitoring of properties and
processes from seafloor to surface including meteorology observations and near real time data
transmission. The technology comprises multidisciplinary modular observatories, which can be tailored
for specific monitoring targets in the water column and at the sediment-water interface. This includes
moored water column profilers and automated water and particle samplers targeted to quantify
physical, chemical, and biological processes in the water column as well as lander systems designed
to observe and measure these processes at the sediment- water interface, monitor the benthic
environment and task-specific equipped landers to monitor mining impacts (e.g., oxygen uptake,
bubble release, 3D plume observation). Any autonomous sensor (chemical, acoustic, optical,
geophysical...) and sampling / in situ analysis module can be included. Most common are mooringtype observatories. Specific equipment added to the observatory depends on site characteristics and
monitoring targets. Fixed point observatories are suited for baseline monitoring of ecosystem
characteristics and their variability, incl. detection of trends and events as well as for impact monitoring
during testing of mining equipment and exploitation with task-specific equipped lander systems. Fixed
point observatories technology is mature for academic use but hardly used by industry.
Industrial activities and their impacts are nonetheless progressing into deeper waters where even
basic processes are poorly understood. Estimating future ocean conditions requires improved
scientific assessment of process limiting factors, particularly for ephemeral features. Enhanced
integration of spatial and temporal process research is also needed. In this context, multidisciplinary,
fixed-point observatories can make a significant contribution.
Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
The locations of open ocean observatory efforts around Europe capture many facets of geology,
biogeochemistry, and ecology of ocean regions and they do so across an unprecedented spectrum of
variation. Previously, biogeochemical and other studies have been very limited in the extent to which
the observed process rates and relationships could be applied. If variation is only observed over a
limited range particular to a single biogeochemical province, those rates and relationships may not be
applicable in environmental or resource variations that exceed the site-specific observed variation.
The sites span the eight major biogeochemical provinces described by Longhurst (2006). The sites
capitalize on existing programs which add substantial contextual data, and logistical value. It is
envisioned that observatory sites in HERMIONE, EuroSITES, and ESONET will be able to join the
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formal ocean observatory organization when legal personality is established by EMSO and basic
readiness criteria are met (Ruhl et al., 2011).
The modular seafloor observatories are used for methane release flare monitoring (Hydrates in the
Arctic, Black Sea...). Their use in hydrothermal active areas is demonstrated by Ifremer / UAzores on
the Lucky Strike EMSO observatory, Neptune Canada (Ocean Networks Canada) on Endeavour site
and soon US OOI on axial seamount of Juan de Fuca Ridge. Other monitoring of potential mining
sites have no reference yet. Particularly crucial in this context are advances in plume monitoring.
Fixed point observatories may be applied to any ecosystem for baseline and impact studies - for the
monitoring in mined as well as in reference areas such as (1) active and inactive vents and back-arc
spreading centers in the context of mining of massive sulfides, (2) seamounts, ridges, plateaus in the
context of mining cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts, (3) deep-sea sediments in context of mining
polymetallic nodules or rare earth elements, and (4) continental margins in the context of gas hydrate
mining.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Fixed point observation is a major tool to assess the time variability (events and trends) of the
monitoring parameters. During baseline studies, data transfer might not be necessary but instruments
may be autonomous (lander concept). Generally, bi-directional communication is advantageous and
feasible. Time series recordings of a large variety of parameters may be carried out as well as
automated experiments or sampling covering the periods between cruises. A suggested minimum sets
of sensors (following ESMO / ESONET studies – see Ruhl et al. 2011) would include ADCPs along
the vertical and horizontal extent of the future plume for 3D plume observation, passive acoustics,
temperature, salinity, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, fluorescence, and pH. Due to the importance of
biodiversity issues, moored observatories have to be deployed with time-lapse cameras and no
permanent light and active acoustics to minimize bias.
The time series must be continued from the baseline stage along the production phase to the recovery
in the post-operational phase. Specific parameters such as temperature, pH, oxygen uptake, turbidity,
particle sizes, dissolved gas and gas bubbles (for hydrates) where possible with chemical sensors
have to be monitored to follow up the production for detection of plumes, flares, water and sediment
chemical pollution rates, and benthic life. Their measurements must describe events, events over
thresholds, and trends. In most cases, thresholds cannot be determined without modeling and / or
correlation of the time series with periodic spatial mapping of the modification of the site.
Factors limiting mining relevance
Bandwidth for data communication and power consumption for acoustic modems is still not as good as
needed. Technology still needs to be improved and more commonly used in academia and industry.
Only in a few cases (mostly for hydrate monitoring but not for mining areas located at the middle of the
ocean) seafloor stations may be connected to shore via cable at realistic costs.
In remote areas, stand-alone monitoring modular seafloor stations are better suited. Data transmission
via satellite may be realized but the surface buoy needs to be protected from vandalism.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
Fixed point observatories allow automated multidisciplinary time series monitoring of properties and
processes from the seafloor to the surface including meteorology observations and near real time data
transmission. The technology comprises multidisciplinary modular observatories, which can be tailored
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for specific monitoring targets in the water column and at the sediment-water interface. This includes
moored water column profilers and automated water and particle samplers targeted to quantify
physical, chemical, and biological processes in the water column as well as lander systems designed
to observe and measure these processes at the sediment-water interface. Depending on the
application, ocean observatories can be attached to a cable providing power and data transfer or
operate as independent benthic and moored instruments. Furthermore, systems may include
autonomous vehicles (e.g., AUVs, crawlers) that can transfer data or recharge power supplies. Data
can also be transmitted through acoustic networks that are connected to a satellite-linked buoy. Mobile
systems can be used to expand the spatial extend of a node.
Most common are moorings, which can be rather short to resolve only a part of the water column or
cover the entire distance from the seafloor to the surface. In the past years many developments have
been made to integrate water column profilers with biogeochemical and physical sensors into a
mooring to enhance the spatial resolution and resolve, e.g., diurnal changes in the upper part of the
water column. These observatories may be largely improved by adding bi-directional communication
that allows to recover data and enable to react from onshore according to events. Most long moorings
have a buoy on top providing power and satellite communication to shore-based servers. For icecovered areas there is also a need for cabled telemetry systems or retractable buoy systems because
typical surface buoys are damaged by sea ice.
Lander systems are well-established platforms for monitoring physical, chemical, biogeochemical
and geologic parameters in the benthic boundary layer (BBL). The lander systems are regarded as a
platform equipped with the specific scientific payload to measure the requested parameters.
Therefore, a modular concept is applied in many cases. Dependent on the scientific application a
specific lander design may be required. For example, in order to monitor the physical conditions in the
BBL, the disturbance of the lander itself has to be minimized. This is realized, e.g., by the BOBO
lander (NIOZ) and the MoLab Masterlander (GEOMAR). For the monitoring of chemical and
biochemical parameters, a combination of chemical sensors in the ambient bottom water and / or
benthic chambers is used. In some cases, e.g., BIGO and FLUFO landers (GEOMAR) the ambient
conditions are reproduced in the chamber to reduce artefacts (e.g., stirring rates, oxygen
concentration etc.). Furthermore, such landers can be used to carry out in situ experiments (e.g.,
resuspension, oxygen depletion / enrichment etc.). In addition to the monitoring parameters, sampling
of water, sediment or fauna can be operated either at prescribed time intervals, remotely if bidirectional communication is available or automatically in response a triggering event.
Landers and moorings can be combined to a modular cluster of single observatories (e.g., MoLab,
GEOMAR) to monitor a defined area at the seafloor and the water column above (e.g., a mud volcano,
cold-water coral patch, hydrothermal vent field). In these cases single observatory units carry acoustic
modems to transfer data to a surface modem enabling bi-directional communication between cluster
components and to shore. Samples must be retrieved and transferred to shore or to an oceanographic
vessel to be analyzed.
Monitoring technology products
Time series of measured parameters (temperature, salinity, turbidity, currents, ….) and samples if
water, sediment or biological sampling devices are included.
With respect to baseline studies, the data will provide information, e.g., about the natural variation of
turbidity induced by internal waves, the occurrence and strength of plankton blooms reaching the
seafloor, the variability of physical properties such as temperature but also oxygen concentration that
might strongly influence ecosystems.
During mining, landers and observatories will recognize changes that may serve to differentiate
anthropogenic impacts from natural variability. To be able to react quickly on massive disturbances,
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data need to be available almost in real time. Thus a data link needs to be established to the
observatories.
Time requirements and efforts
The time typically required for the full workflow from sample / data acquisition to product dissemination
depends on the timing when samples or data are received. In the real time case this could be done
within days whereas when the access to samples or data relies on cruises this could take a year or
more.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Pilot level. Adaptations to the monitoring requirements of mineral mining are needed to get a better
understanding how the extent of a resuspension plume can be covered in 3D. Here, experimental
approaches combined with monitoring are needed to provide data for plume dispersion models.
Furthermore, more information is needed how frequently the benthos needs to be monitored and
which species might be appropriate indicators to quantify the spatiotemporal effect of an impact. For
the latter mobile components (e.g., AUVs, crawlers) may be integrated in the monitoring concept.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level: Appropriate data and sample acquisition instruments are established and validated by
peer review, e.g., in areas of potential gas hydrate exploitation.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Mature level: most of the analyses technologies and sample / data analysis procedures are
established and validated by peer review.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Pilot to mature level. The data infrastructure for European observatories is being designed as a
distributed system. Both observatory data and archiving services are already provided by several data
centers. Therefore, the main challenge is to provide the appropriated architecture based on
international standards to implement data management policies and workflows. European
observatories are aligning with the GEOSS data sharing principles for open and free access to data in
a timely manner. ESONET has a developing online knowledge base for general information about
observatory systems and how project-specific data management fits into larger contexts (Ruhl et al.,
2011). However, product generation and information dissemination procedures still need to be
established and validated.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Routine monitoring capabilities are already implemented. Link with mobile platforms such as crawlers
has been demonstrated on cabled observatories and are at present tested on stand-alone systems.
Integration of science instrumentation into developing hydrocarbon extraction areas, as done in the
DELOS project, is another promising infrastructure development. Observatories are being
implemented in a staged manner to first deploy proven technology and incrementally include new
technology to meet science objectives. Operation and maintenance is being done primarily by
oceanographic marine research facilities.
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Further reading
Best, M., Favali, P., Beranzoli, L., Cannat, M., Cagatay, N., Dañobeitia, J. J., Delory, E., de Stigter, B.,
Ferré, B., Gillooly, M., Grant, F., Hall, P. O. J., Lykousis, V., Mienert, J., de Miranda, J. M. A., Oaie, G.,
Radulescu, V., Rolin, J.-F., Ruhl, H., Waldmann, C. (2014) EMSO: A Distributed Infrastructure for
Addressing Geohazards and Global Ocean Change, Oceanography 27: 167-169, doi:
10.5670/oceanog.2014.52
Ingle, S., Belabbassi, L., du Vall, K. , Potter, D. , DiMarco, S. F. , Zhankun Wang (2012) A 4000meter-rated deepwater cabled ocean observing system: Lessons learned from two years of operation,
Oceans 2012, doi: 10.1109/OCEANS.2012.6404959
Linke, P., Sommer, S., Rovelli, L., McGinnis, D. F. (2010) Physical limitations of dissolved methane
fluxes: The role of bottom layer processes, Marine Geology 272: 209-222, doi:
10.1016/j.margeo.2009.03.020
Longhurst, A. (2006) Ecological Geography of the Sea, San Diego, CA, Academic Press, 560 pp.
Roland, P., Aoustin, Y., Blandin, J., Marvaldi, J., Rolin J.-F. (2006). From bottom landers to
observatory networks, Annals of Geophysics, 49: 581-593
Ruhl, H. A., André, M., Beranzoli, L., Çağatay, M. N., Colaço, A., Cannat, M., Dañobeitia, J. J., Favali,
P., Géli, L., Gillooly, M., Greinert, J., Hall, P. O. J., Huber, R., Karstensen, J., Lampitt, R. S., Larkin, K.
E., Lykousis, V., Mienert, J., Miguel M. J., Person, R., Priede, I. G., Puillat, I., Thomsen, L.,
Waldmann, C. (2011) Societal need for improved understanding of climate change, anthropogenic
impacts, and geo-hazard warning drive development of ocean observatories in European Seas,
Progress in Oceanography 91: 1-33, doi: 10.1016/j.pocean.2011.05.001
EMSO initiative for European fixed point observatories: http://www.emso-eu.org/
Coordination activities to integrate and harmonise the current technological, procedural and einfrastructure processes: http://www.fixo3.eu/
Information on cabled observatories: http://www.oceannetworks.ca/installations/observatories
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6.2

Web-based data integration, dissemination, and visualization
concepts

Ian Stewart, Fugro
Summary
As an example for an established and industry-proven technology for web-based data integration and
dissemination tasks Fugro’s data delivery system ‘Metis’ is introduced. Metis provides a fast, secure,
high quality method of delivering up to the minute data to the user’s desktop PC. The system provides
a shored-based and secure data storage and archiving system, and user interface capable of dealing
with disparate data types in a geospatial and temporal framework. This is a critical component of the
system that allows to make both real-time and historic data accessible to decision makers.
Metis delivers and presents data types from a range of vessel-based, Eulerian- and Lagrangianmeasurement devices. Metis utilizes a blend of commercially available software (e.g., ESRI’s ArcGIS
for Server) and open source community data tools. Currently the system can manage and display data
from the following sources but others may be added:
•
•
•
•
•

Point value and time series observed station data in (near)-real-time, dependent on data
transmission capabilities at site
Static data (including field layouts, geology, environmental considerations such as Marine
Protected Areas, etc.)
Gridded modeled data (2-D, 3-D or 4-D ground modeling, water column modeling, etc.),
including animations
Transect data (e.g., AUV-based monitoring)
Design, engineering data, operational and other such reports in PDF or other formats

Metis is housed on Fugro’s servers, and has full redundancy. If required, the system can also be
installed as a standalone system on client’s servers, and maintained by the client. For user access to
Metis, only a standard web browser but no specialist software is required on the clients’ side. This is
beneficial due to the wide range of information and communications technology (ICT) policies that may
be encountered in different industrial entities.
The nominal architecture for Metis is a 3-layer system comprising a secure data store, business rules
layer and web presentation layer.
•
•
•

•

The presentation layer allows data to be disseminated through a secure internet connection
using a range of browsers.
The business rules layer is the administration layer connecting data to its owners.
The data store layer is built on community standards. This facilitates export of the data layer
directly to an end user’s GIS system for advanced users to undertake activities such as
geospatial analyses.
The data layer also permits alarm thresholds to be applied such that nominated users could
be alerted to potential breaches in environmental compliance, system issues, bad data values,
etc. via e-mail or text messaging. Metis’ decision support is based on straightforward
exceedance thresholds defined by the project users.

Metis has been developed and is maintained by Fugro, and industry entity, but in general web-based
data integration and dissemination systems exist both in academia and industry.
The use of Metis may be constrained by (1) availability of data transmission technology at the site as
Metis relies on data being delivered to the data hub, and (2), availability of stable and secure IT
infrastructure as provided by Fugro.
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Figure 29. Schematic representation of the layered structure of Metis. Image: Fugro.

Relevance for monitoring in the context of marine mining
Target disciplines, deposits, and ecosystems
Data integration, dissemination and visualization systems like Metis are designed to handle and
display any data that may be acquired by monitoring, e.g., in the context of deep-sea mining. These
systems may hence be applied to any parameter observed in any ecosystem and are potentially
relevant for all deposit types.
Relevance for baseline studies and assessment of impacts and recovery
Metis may be used to access any data and reports including those obtained by long-term monitoring of
baseline conditions as well as post mining ecosystem recovery. However, online data integration,
dissemination, and visualization systems are mainly suited to handle observations collected during
mining operations when immediate activities may be required if impacts are detected (i.e., if
observations exceed thresholds defined by the project users).
Factors limiting mining relevance
There are no specific knowledge gaps in existing web-based data integration, dissemination, and
visualization concepts. Metis, for example, is an operational system that is in routine use in the context
of industrial activities in marine ecosystems.
Monitoring technology workflow and associated efforts
Sample and data collection and instruments used
The nominal architecture for Metis is a 3-layer system comprising a secure data store, business rules
layer and web presentation layer. Data from the different sources including (near-) real-time as well as
delayed and historical data are channeled to Metis’ data source layer that is built on community
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20

standards such as INSPIRE . The sampling regimes, as well as the type, range and distribution of
instruments used are all defined by the field monitoring plan.
Sample and data analysis and processing
Metis integrates data from the different sources and conducts basic quality control of data (such as
flagging bad or out-of-date data) but does not substitute more rigorous, human-supervised data
processing.
Monitoring technology products
Data integration, dissemination and visualization systems are designed to offer the widest range of
products. Metis’ visualization displays are designed according to the client’s needs based upon a large
library of existing view formats. Metis operates in SI measurement units, and supports export of the
data layer directly to an end user’s GIS system for advanced users to undertake activities such as
geospatial analyses. Metis’ also permits alarm thresholds to be applied such that nominated users
could be alerted to potential breaches in environmental compliance, system issues, bad data values,
etc. via e-mail or text messaging. Metis’ decision support is based on straightforward exceedance
thresholds defined by the project users.
Time requirements and efforts
Setup, deployment, and refining of the Metis project web site can take up to four weeks, depending on
the specific requirements of the client. A basic project web site can be established within ten working
days.
Readiness, potential for routine monitoring, innovation potential
Monitoring technology readiness
Requirements specification readiness / selecting appropriate monitoring targets and strategies:
Mature level. Metis can assist in data visualization and data management, and ensures that the
project users are able to view all project data in context of the project itself, rather than in disparate
collections of similar data sets.
Observation technology readiness / data and sample acquisition procedures:
Mature level. The Metis data integration, dissemination and visualization system is currently live and
in use by a number of oil and gas, and other industry, companies.
Analyses technology readiness / sample and data analysis procedures:
Readiness level concept not applicable. Metis is a tool for integrating disparate collections of data
such that the project user can view and compare data from all sources. Apart from basic quality
control Metis’ does not offer specific data analysis functionalities.
Information technology readiness / data management, product generation, and dissemination
procedures:
Mature level. The Metis data integration, dissemination and visualization system is currently live and
in use by a number of oil and gas, and other industry, companies.
Routine and autonomous monitoring: confining factors, potential, and innovation needs
Routine use of Metis is already the standard case and autonomous, (near-) real-time observations
may be automatically integrated provided that the monitoring system is equipped with appropriate
20

Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm
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data communication (satellite or radio communications, Ethernet, etc.). However, even operational
data integration, dissemination, and visualization systems like Metis need to be continuously
developed and improved in order to meet the diverse needs of the offshore industry.
Further reading
Calverley, M. et al. (2014) Metis: Innovation in Metocean Data Delivery, Fugro Metocean Newsletter
Aqua 21: 2-7, http://digi.intellimag.com/?id=aqua-issue21&page=1
Metis homepage: http://metis.geos.com	
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7. Appendix

Water column properties
Physical oceanography incl. transport, turbidity, particles
Water column physicochemical
CT PC MS CC
SB ST
property observations with
CC FB PM RE
LT
moving platforms
PB
GH
Water column physicochemical
MS CC
PC CT
property observations with
PM RE LT
CC
drifting platforms
GH
CTD-based high resolution
MS CC
PC CT
physical property monitoring for
PM RE SB
CC FB
transport assessment
GH
Turbulence, mixing, and vertical PC CT CC MS
LT ST
transport monitoring with moored CC FB PM RE
SB
temperature sensors
PB
GH
Hydrography and sediment
CT PC MS CC
LT EX
transport monitoring with moored FB SP PM RE
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Information

Analyses
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Requirements

26
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Autonomous
25
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24
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AC IN PI MA

21

Target disciplines: CT (water column currents, transport, plume dispersal), PC (water column physical
characteristics excl. currents), CC (water column chemical characteristics), FB (water column particle fluxes and
biogeochemistry), BG (benthic biogeochemistry & bioturbation), SP (Sediment physical properties), HC (benthic
habitat characteristics), PB (pelagic biological communities), BB (benthic biological communities), CR
(crosscutting technologies), NA (not applicable), NS (not specified). Bold: main discipline served.
22

Target deposits and ecosystems addressed: MS (massive sulfides / vents, spreading centers), CC (cobalt rich
ferromanganese crusts / seamounts, ridges, plateaus), PM (polymetallic nodules / nodule covered sedimentary
systems), RE (rare earth elements / sedimentary systems), GH (gas hydrates / continental margin sedimentary
systems), OT (other), NA (not applicable), NS (not specified). Bold: main deposit addressed.

23

Monitoring technology category: SB (ship based sampling / data acquisition), ST (short-term autonomous,
e.g., Lander- or AUV based), LT (long-term autonomous, e.g., mooring- or float-based), EX (experimental /
manipulation-based), DA (data analysis technologies), MO (modeling technologies) , OT (other), NA (not
applicable), NS (not specified). Bold: main category.
24

Efforts / Duration: estimated time typically required to complete workflow – in time series observations
excluding the period of time for data collection, NA (not applicable), NS (not specified).

25

Autonomous monitoring potential: NO (no potential, requires observations with ship-based gear),
SI (possible after substantial technological innovations), MO (autonomous monitoring possible after slight
modifications), PO (possible), SC (standard case) , NA (not applicable), NS (not specified). Bold: prevailing
potential.
26

User groups: AC (Academia), IN (industry), NA (not applicable), NS (not specified). Bold: main user group.

27

Readiness: Scale as suggested by the ocean observation community for essential ocean variables (see
introduction). CO (concept level / industry TRL 1-4), PI (pilot level / TRL 5-7), MA (mature level / TRL 8-9) ,
NA (not applicable), NS (not specified); Requirements: readiness of monitoring targets and strategies, i.e., proved
suitability for deep sea impact monitoring; Observations (readiness of the instruments and methods for data
acquisition and sampling); Analysis (readiness of the data and sample analysis procedures), information
(readiness of procedures for data management, product generation, and dissemination).
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sediment traps, current meters
and ADCP
Optical monitoring of particle
concentration and settling
behavior
Sediment plume monitoring with
ship-based, (semi-) autonomous,
and moored instruments
Tracer release experiments to
address water col. transport
proper-ties & plume dispersion
parameters
Numerical modeling of
circulation, transport and plume
dispersal

GH
MS CC
PM RE
GH
MS CC
CT FB
PM RE
PC SP
GH
FB

CT

~1 y
(traps)
few h. divers:
SB ST
(basic
SI to AC IN PI MA PI MA PI MA
LT
analys.) SC
divers:
SB ST
SI to
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
LT
SC

MS CC
PM RE SB ST 10 days
GH

NS

AC

NS

CT PC MS CC
MO
FB SP PM RE
3 years
NA
AC IN
CO
DA
CC
GH
Chemical oceanography
In situ chemical analyses w. subMS CC
several
CC BG
ST LT
MO
merged analytical instruments
PM RE
days to
AC IN CO PI
CT FB
SB EX
PO SC
incl. lab on a chip technologies
GH
weeks
In-situ chemical monitoring by
BG CC MS CC
few
LT SB
MO AC IN
CO
passive sampling technologies
FB PM RE
days
Seafloor physical characteristics and habitat monitoring
Habitat characteristics and classification
Seafloor monitoring with
MS CC
MA
HC SP
multibeam, sidescan, and
PM RE SB ST 1-3 days PO
PI
AC IN
CT
synthetic aperture sonar
GH
(SAS)
Optical seafloor monitoring
MS CC
Several
HC BB
including image analysis
PM ST SB days to
PO AC IN MA
BG PB
techniques
GH RE
months
HC BB MS CC DA SB
Habitat classification based on
PB SP PM RE ST LT
NS
SI
AC IN PI MA
acoustic and visual maps
CC
GH
EX
Monitoring of sedimentation and BG BB PM RE
LT ST Several PO
sediment dynamics with timeall
GH
AC
MA
EX DA months MO
lapse cameras
others MS CC
Seafloor geological / geophysical characteristics
Seafloor property monitoring with
MS CC
SP BG
video-guided, and modular
PM RE SB
NA
NO AC IN
NA
BB
sampling equipment
GH
In situ monitoring of geotechnical
GH
SP HC
SB
2 days
NO AC IN
MA
seafloor properties
PM RE
Subseafloor temperature and
days to
SP HC
LT ST
pressure monitoring incl. obsera few
GH
SC
AC IN PI MA
BG
SB
vatory installation technologies
weeks
PM
AUV-based and (deep-) towed
SP HC GH
days to
SB ST
SI
AC IN
PI
acoustic (sub-) seafloor mapping
BB MS CC
weeks
RE
Gas hydrates and seepage
3D acoustic sub seafloor
GH
3
monitoring and gas hydrate
SP HC
SB
NO AC IN
MA
MS CC
months
mapping
Gas seepage monitoring with
acoustics and geochemical
SP HC GH
LT
NS
SC
AC IN
PI
sensors
Slope failure and methane
SP HC
DA
GH
NS
NA
AC
NS
release modeling
BG
MO
Seafloor biogeochemical and biological processes
Biogeochemical processes
BG BB PM RE
Biogeochemical monitoring of
CT CC GH ST LT Months MO
AC
MA
benthic fluxes
FB MS CC
Diagenetic modeling of
PM RE
BG BB
MO
geochemical baseline conditions
GH
Months
NA
AC
PI MA
FB
DA
and mining impacts
MS CC

PI
NS

NS

NS

NS

CO

CO

CO

PI

PI MA

CO PI
MA

CO

MA

MA

MA
MA
MA
PI
PI
CO
(SAS) (SAS) (SAS)
PI MA PI MA PI MA
PI MA PI MA PI MA
PI MA PI MA

PI

MA

NA

NA

MA

MA

MA

PI

PI MA

PI

MA

PI MA CO PI

MA

MA

MA

PI

PI

PI

NS

NS

NS

PI MA PI MA
MA

MA

PI MA PI MA
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Biological processes
Benthic activity and bioturbation
monitoring with sediment imaging
and planar optodes
Stable isotope-based in situ
carbon and nitrogen transfer and
food web experiments
Modeling of benthic food web
baseline conditions and mining
impacts

Image-based megafauna
biodiversity monitoring including
image analysis technologies
Megafauna biodiversity
monitoring incl. molecular
techniques for connectivity
assessment
Scavenger community monitoring
with baited cameras
Macrofauna biodiversity
monitoring including molecular
techniques for taxa identification
Meiofauna biodiversity monitoring
including rapid molecular
techniques for taxa identification
Benthic microbial diversity and
functions monitoring with
molecular tools
Statistical approaches to assess
community structure, biodiversity
and connectivity

BG BB PM RE
ST LT
HC SP GH

Days

SC

AC IN PI MA PI MA PI MA PI MA

PM RE
2-3
GH EX ST
NO
AC
months
MS CC
PM RE
3
BB BG CC GH NA
NA
AC
months
MS
Biological communities
Benthic and hyperbenthic communities
BB FB PM RE SB ST
2-3
BG SP MS CC LT EX
SI
AC
months
HC PB GH
DA
BB BG

MS CC
6
BB PB PM RE SB DA
months
GH

NO

BB PB PM RE
2-3
ST LT
SC
CT PC GH CC
months
PM RE
1-2
BB PB GH CC SB
NO
months
MS
N MS
6 wks
for 100 NO SI
BB PB CC PM SB
RE GH
analys.
PM RE
BB BG GH
SB
1 year
SI
MS CC
BB PB PM RE
all
GH
DA
NA
NA
others MS CC
BB PB PM RE
days
Prediction of species occurrence
DA
HC all GH
(analys- PO
by species distribution models
MO
others MS CC
is only)
Pelagic communities
Planktonic organisms monitoring
MS CC
1 d for
incl. proteomic fingerprinting
100 an- NO
PB BB PM RE SB
techniques for taxa identification
GH
alyses
Acoustic monitoring of marine
PM RE
mammal acoustic ecology and
PB PC GH
LT
NS
SC
habitat integrity
MS CC
Impact and recovery assessment
Assessing faunal response to
PM RE
BB PB
toxin exposure with advanced
GH SB EX
NS
NO SI
CC BG
analytical methods
MS CC
Assessment of disturbance
BB BG PM RE
EX SB
impacts by in situ
PB SP GH
NS
NO SI
ST LT
experimentation
HC MS CC
Assessing recovery and
BB PB MS CC
recolonization by in situ
CT PC PM RE EX SB 1 year
NO
experiments
CC
GH
Multidisciplinary technologies
Multidisciplinary observations
PM RE
days to
with moored and lander-based
GH LT EX
all
SC
months
observatories
MS CC
Web-based data integration,
PM RE
2-4
dissemination, and visualization
GH
all
OT
NA
weeks
concepts
MS CC

PI MA PI MA

MA

PI

PI MA

MA

PI MA

MA

PI MA PI MA PI MA PI MA

AC

CO

CO

CO

CO

AC IN

PI

MA

MA

MA

AC IN PI MA PI MA PI MA PI MA
AC IN

PI

PI

PI

CO

AC

CO

MA

PI

PI MA

AC IN

MA

NA

MA

MA

AC IN

MA

MA

MA

MA

AC

PI

MA

PI MA

PI

AC IN

MA

MA

PI

PI

AC

< CO

< CO

CO

< CO

CO

NA

PI

AC IN PI MA
AC

PI

MA

MA

PI

AC

PI

MA

MA

PI MA

AC IN

MA

MA

NA

MA
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